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Summary

Micro-Macro and Rheology
in sheared Granular Matter
by A. Singh

As a kid
I walked on the sand
but never sank in
My house stood on the ground,
but did not cave in
Made me think
soil is solid !

Growing older one day,
I read
about the Leaning Tower of Pisa
and I saw
a horrible landslide

The same soil
That lies beneath my foot
looked different than before
remains a mystery
is it solid or
is it liquid ?

Soil, which is made up of countless interacting grains is a perfect example of granular mate-
rial. The shape of the grains, the way they interact through contact, and the presence of humi-
dity between them are all crucial to predict whether the soilbeneath my house can withstand
the load or if it would fail. When granular materials are sheared, the relative motion (flow)
is confined to narrow regions (between large solid-like parts) calledflowing zones.
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In the past couple of decades computer simulations, especially the Discrete Element Method
(DEM) have evolved to become important tools to study granular matter. In this thesis, DEM
simulations are used to study granular material in the critical state, by focusing inside the
flowing zonesinduced by a special geometry called the split-bottom geometry. The aim of
this work is to link themicroscopicproperties to themacroscopicbulk behavior as observed
in experiments.

The thesis begins with the study of pairwise collisions between two elasto-plastic cohesive
particles. A contact model, which takes all essential effects into account is introduced. With
increasing impact velocity, astick-rebound-stick-reboundbehavior is observed. The first sti-
cking range originates from the short-range non-contact attractive forces, while the second
one appears due to the plasticity induced cohesion and dissipation.

Among the material properties influence on the macro-flow behavior, first focus is on the
contact friction. Both the shear resistance of the materialand the deviatoric fabric (structural
anisotropy) first increase and then saturate with increasing friction, while the contact number
density decreases. Increasing friction also increases heterogeneity in the spatial distribution
of both the normal and tangential force network.

Next, a further level of complexity, cohesion is introduced. To determine the intensity of
cohesive forces, a non-dimensional parameter called Bond numberBo, which compares at-
tractive forces to external compression forces is defined.Bo≈ 1 captures the crossover from
essentiallynoncohesive free-flowing granular assembliesBo< 1 to cohesive onesBo> 1.
Various macroscopic and micro-structural features like the width of flowing zones and tails
of force probability distributions arealmost independent of cohesion for low Bond num-
ber,i.e.,Bo< 1. Whereas, they get wider with increasing cohesion for highBond number
Bo> 1.

As a next step, the effect of particle softness and gravity inthe system are studied. So far
in literature, the bulk behavior has been assumed to be independent of both. However our
analysis, shows that the shear resistance of the material decreases systematically with in-
crease in either softness or gravity. On the other hand, the shear resistance can be described
as a unique power law, when analyzed against a non-dimensional number, which is the ratio
of time scales related to softness and gravity. The structural anisotropy (deviatoric fabric)
also shows a very similar behavior, that leads to an interesting interpretation that the shear
resistanceaccompaniesthe anisotropy in the steady state contact network.

Finally, we look at therheologyof granular flows : simply put, how does the response of
the system depend on the rate of shear. For low rates of deformation, the system is found
to be an inalmostrate independent regime. As the rotation rate is increased above a par-
ticular driving rate, the system enters a rate dependent regime. Both local shear resistance
and structural (contact) anisotropy increase with increasing local strain rate. This shows that
the shear resistance increases with strain rate mainly due to an increase in structural ani-
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sotropy, which indicates that themesoscopiccontact network dominates the behavior even
for fast rate dependent flows, before the system enters the collisional regime for even faster
strain-rate.

Using different tones composed in this thesis, a unique symphony can be orchestrated, which
describes the flow behavior of soil on the Earth, as well as, onthe Moon. In the end, the
knowledge I gained increased my curiosity and at the end I have few answers but more
questions than before.
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Samenvatting

Micro-macro en reologie
in granulaire materie
door A. Singh

Toen ik nog een kind was
Liep ik over het zand
Maar ik zakte er nooit in weg
Mijn huis stond op de grond
Maar het storte niet in
Did deek me denken
Grond is een vaste stof!

AMaar toen ik ouder werd
Hoorde ik
over de scheef staande toren van Pisa
en zag ik
Een verschrikkelijke aardverschuiving

ADezelfde grond
De grond waar ik op sta
Hij ziet er anders uit dan eerst
Het blijft een raadsel
Is het een vaste stof
Of zoch vloeibaar?

Grond is een mooi voorbeeld van een granulaire materie, dezebestaat namelijk uit ontelbaar
veel kleine korrels die onderlinge interactie met elkaar hebben. De vorm van deze korrels, de
wijze van interactie en de mogelijke aanwezigheid van vloeistof zijn alleen cruciaal om het
gedrag van dit soort materie te voorspellen. Dit samenspel maakt het moeilijk te voorspellen
of mijn huis zal blijven staan of zal worden meegesleepd met een aardverschuiving. Als
granulaire materie wordt afgeschoven, zal slechts een klein deel van de korrels bewegen,
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terwijl de meeste korrles op ongeveer dezelfde locatie zullen blijven liggen. Het gebied van
de bewegende korrels noemen we ook wel het stromings gebied.

In de afgelopen decennia hebben comptersimulaties zich ontwikkeld tot belangrijke onder-
zoek instrumenten. In dit proefschrift wordt de Discrete Elementen Methode (DEM) ge-
bruikt om granulaire materie in de kritieke toestand te simuleren. Met behulp van een
“split-bottom”geometrie worden stromings gebieden gecreeerd, waarin de materie zich in
de kritieke toestand bevindt. Het doel van dit onderzoek is een link te leggen tussen de
microscopische eigenschappen en het macroscopische gedrag dat wordt gezien in vele expe-
rimenten.

Dit proefschrift begint met een gedetailleerde studie naarde paarse wijze botsing van twee
deeltjes. Een eenvoudig contact model, dat toch alle essentiele effecten in ogenschouw neemt
wordt geÃ¯ntroduceerd. Met toenemende botsings-snelheden wordt een “stick-rebound-
stick-rebound”gedrag waargenomen. De eerste “stick”fasekomt door de attractive krachten,
terwijl de tweede “stick”fase komt door de cohesie en dissipatie die wordt vergroot door de
plasticiteit.

Verderop in de proefschrift wordt het effect van deeltjes ensysteem eigenschappen op het
macroscopische bulk gedrag bestudeerd. Het doel is om de effecten van elke eigenschap
te isoleren, zodat een duidelijk begrip van het complete elasto-plastische, wrijvingsvolle,
cohesieve granulaire materie onder afschuiving wordt verkregen.

Als eerste wordt de aandacht gericht op het effect van wrijving. Zowel de afschuif weerstand
van het materiaal als de structurele anisotropy, neemen initieel toe met toenemende wrijving,
maar verzadigen later. Terwijl de contact dichtheid juist afneemt. Bij toenemende wrijving
worden de “spatial distrubution”van zowel de normale als tangentiele krachten netwerken
meer heterogeen.

In het tweede deel wordt de complexiteit verder verhoogd door cohesie te introduceren. Om
de intensiteit van de cohesive krachten te kwantificeren word een de dimensieloze parame-
ter, het Bond getal geintroduceerd. Dit getal vergelijkt deattractieve cohesieve krachten
met de zwaartekrachten.Bo laat duidelijk de overgang zien van bijna niet chohesieve vrij
stroomende granulare materieBo< 1 tot cohesieve materie opBo> 1. Verschillende ma-
croscopische gedragingen, zoals de breedte van de stromings zones, zijn onafhankelijk van
Bo voor Bo< 1, terwijl deze toenemen metBo voor Bo> 1. ”Micro-structural signatures”
zoals de staarten van de kans dichtheid van de grote van de krachten laten een soortgelijke
overgang zien.

Om nog een stap verder te gaan, worden de effecten van stijfheid en zwaartekracht bestu-
deerd. In de literatuur wordt tot heden verondersteld dat het macroscopische gedrag onaf-
hankelijk is van beide. Onze analyse laat zien dat de afschuif weerstand van het materiaal
systematisch afneemt met een toename zwaartekracht of afnemende stijfheid. De afshuif-
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weerstand kan beschreven worden met een unieke machtswet, wanneer deze geanalyseerd
wordt als functie van de verhouding tussen de tijdsschalen geassocieerd met stijfheid en
zwaartekracht. De structurele anisotropy laat een vergelijkbaar gedrag zien, wat leidt tot de
interessante interpretatie dat de afschuif weerstand de anisotropie vergezeld in het contact
netwerk.

Als laatste kijken we naar de rheology van dit soort stromingen. Simpel gezegd kijken we
hoe het systeem reageert afhankelijk van de afschuifsnelheid. For langzame deformatie be-
vindt het systeem zich in een bijna snelheids onafhankelijkgebied. Wanneer de afschuifsnel-
heid verhoogd wordt, boven een bepaalde snelheid, wordt eensnelheids afhangelijk gebied
bereikt. Zowel de locale afschuif weerstand en de structurele anisotropy nemen toe met
toenemende locale afschuifsnelheid. Dit laat zien dat de afschuif weerstand toeneemt met
afschuifsnelehid voornamelijk door een toename in de structurele anistorpie. Dit geeft de
indicate dat het mesoscopische contact netwerk het stromings gedrag domineert, zelfs voor
snellere snelheids afhankelijke stromingen.

Uit de verschillende klanken in dit proefschrift kan een unieke symfonie gecomponeerd wor-
den die het stromingsgedrag van grond beschrijft, op aarde zowel als op de maan. Uiteinde-
lijk heeft de kennis die ik heb opgedaan mijn nieuwsgierigheid vergroot, en bij dit einde heb
ik weinig antwoorden maar meer vragen dan in het begin.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Matter is usually classified into solids, liquids, and gases. But what aboutgranular matter?
Dry sand flows in a hourglass. When poured into a container, itadapts to the shape of the
container displaying a property of liquids, while at rest itappears to be “solid”. At the level
of a single grain of course it is a solid, but collections of a lot of grains together are granular
material, with quite different properties.

Dune migration, landslides, avalanches, and silo instability are a few examples of systems
where granular materials play an important role. Furthermore handling, and transport of
these granular materials are central to many industries such as pharmaceutical, agricultural,
mining and construction industries and pose many open questions to the researchers.

1.1 Granular Materials

In spite of the ubiquity of granular systems, understandingtheir behavior is a major challenge
for science. Even in a seemingly simple system such as dry sand, the presence of large
numbers of internal degrees of freedom lead to highly nonlinear effects, which makes it
difficult to relate the microscopic grain level properties (known) to the macroscopic bulk
behavior.

Basic properties –

In cases of misfortune when an earthquake hits, our home or office begins to vibrate. Alas, it
is too late to think about the strength of the ground under ourfeet, because in many cases soil
does not act as you expected. Normally it is a solid, but when it is fluidized the liquid like
behavior of soil leads to destruction. Hence it is importantto understand how and when soil
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flows. Lucretius (ca. 98 – 55 B.C.) was probably the first one torecognize this interesting
behavior of soil-like materials, when he wrote “One can scoop up poppy seeds with a ladle
as easily as if they were water and, when dipping the ladle, the seeds flow in a continuous
stream”(text taken from Duran [45]).

This complex macroscopic behavior has many origins. First,a granular constituent is much
larger than atoms and molecules composing it, this makes it insensitive to thermal fluctua-
tions. The gravitational energymgdof a 1 mm sized sand grain and kinetic energy acquired
by it (when raised by its own diameter) exceed the thermal energy kBT by many orders of
magnitude [37, 72]. Second, granular interactions are dissipative in nature. This means, ki-
netic energy is lost during collision due to inelasticity and friction at contact. This property
distinguishes granular materials from ordinary liquid or gases, where the energy is conserved
during collision between atoms or molecules. The athermal and dissipative nature of interac-
tions lead to a system far away from equilibrium. Dissipation and irrelevance of temperature
are primary reasons of difficulties faced while explaining granular materials using theories
like thermodynamics and statistical physics.

Granular solid, liquid or gas? – An interesting feature of granular materials is the fact
that they can behave as solids, liquids, or gases, dependingon the way the material is driven
[55, 72]. Fig. 1.1 shows a typical flow obtained by pouring steel beads on a pile.Three
distinct phases can be clearly observed: on the top is a dilute regime where the beads bounce
in all directions, and collisions are the dominant interaction between them. This regime is
referred asgaseous regime, and will not be touched in this thesis; interested readers should
refer to [57] and references therein. Just below this gaseous regime, a semi-dilute phase
exists, where the beads have enduring frictional contacts,but still flow past each other. Below
this liquid phase, deep into the bulk of the heap is thesolid phase, where the particles do
not have much free space to move. In this phase, particles arealmost static, they do not
experience collisions, but haveenduringcontacts.

The coexistence of these diverse phases makes the behavior of granular materials rather
complex, which is hard to be captured by a unique model. Giventhe wide presence and
applications, a model which describes broad, general concepts that can explain all collective
systems is particularly appealing to physicists, as well asmechanical and civil engineers.

A particular area of interest of many scientists is the flowing behavior of granular materials
undershear, due to its application in geophysics for description and prediction of natural
risks such as landslides, avalanches etc. The flowing behavior of granular materials is re-
markably different from what one would expect from Newtonian fluids. When granular
materials are sheared, the shear is not distributed homogeneously throughout the system,
instead it gets localized to narrow regions called shear bands. In other words, only narrow
regions between the large solid-like parts show flowing behavior.

Another field of interest in the granular community is ‘Jamming’, where granular materi-
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Figure 1.1: An image of steel beads poured on a pile illustrates the three distinct phases of
granular material. Adapted with permission from [55]

als above a critical packing fraction (jamming point) are found to be mechanically stable
with finite stiffness [17, 96, 136, 138, 146, 177, 187, 215, 235]. The belief in a jamming
“point”was recently questioned by [17, 32, 135, 236].

1.2 Goal

To begin with the goal of this thesis, I would like you to consider a jar filled with sand
grains. The sand grains behave like a solid, supporting the weight of the particles above.
When the jar is tilted gently about an axis, above a critical angle, called theangle of repose,
sand begins to move/flow. When one looks closely, the topmostlayers flow like a liquid,
while the bottom part is still solid: a shear band forms at theinterface of the two. This is
the simplest small-scale analog of what happens in natural large-scale granular flows like
avalanches or land slides.

The aim of this thesis is to study the boundary between the liquid and solid phases by study-
ing granular flows. How do the microscopic material and system parameters influence the
macroscopicflow behavior of the bulk system? This question remains paradigmatic and will
be addressed in the thesis. Citing the above example of sand grains in a jar, the onset of flow,
i.e., the angle of repose would depend on many parameters. Ifone fills two separate jars
with the same amount of rough and smooth particles, from intuition one can say that jar with
rough sand will have higher a angle of repose. But then few questions emerge: how does the
bulk macroscopicangle of repose change withmicroscopicroughness of the particles? Does
the jar filled up of purely smooth (frictionless) grains havea zero angle of repose? Activating
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Figure 1.2: A synthetic image of the Spirit Mars ExplorationRover: Mars rover stuck in
soil. Figure adopted from Ref. [55].

attractive forces at contact e.g. by simply adding some liquid even further complicates the
picture.

A new question which becomes important for scientists interested in the geology of planets
is, whether the external compression affects the flow behavior of the granular materials? In
other words, can one assume the flow properties, on Moon or Mars to be the same as that
found on Earth? Or does the soil found deep down Earth’s surface have the same properties
as soil found on Earth’s surface? A wrong estimate of the failure property of soil can be
dangerous, as shown in Fig.1.2, which shows the Mars rover stuck in soil.

This thesis tries to answer the questions raised in this section, by focusing on how given,
knownmicro-mechanical properties affect theunknownmacroscopic continuum behavior of
the bulk granular material.

1.3 Story of the thesis

To understand the flow behavior of granular material at the solid-liquid interface, we perform
numerical simulations in the split-bottom geometry [54]. The focus of this thesis is to study
the effect of material and system parameters on the bulk behavior of granular material.

A brief review of granular flows in various commonly found geometries is presented in
Chapter two. We begin with a review ofslowgranular flows, where enduring contacts are
dominant. Since Split-bottom cell is the geometry used throughout the thesis, the major
works done in this geometry are briefly discussed. In later part of this chapter, fast granular
flows are also discussed.

Interaction laws between the particles are at the heart of DEM simulations. To begin with,
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in Chapter three pairwise contacts and collisions between meso-particles are studied. A
brief review of cohesive, elasto-visco-plastic contact models is presented. Using energy
conservation arguments, the dependence of the coefficient of restitution on impact velocity
is studied. A new sticking regime is observed, which is induced by a balance between non-
linear, history dependent cohesion and plastic dissipation.

The rest of the thesis deals with the flow behavior of granularmatter under quasi-static shear
in a split bottom ring shear cell, while in the last chapter both slow and fast flows are studied.
The effect of particle friction and cohesion on steady stateanisotropy is the focus of Chap-
ter four. For noncohesive granular material, macroscopic friction and fabric anisotropy are
found to behave similarly. Both are found to saturate after an initial increase with increasing
contact friction, with the major contribution coming from the strong contact network. We
analyze the probability distribution functions (PDFs) of both normal and tangential forces.
For cohesive powders, shear stress becomes nonlinearly dependent on confining pressure.
The contact network is found to be more isotropic for system with higher cohesion. This ob-
servation suggests that with changing cohesion, the contacts along compressive and tensile
directions rearrange, such that total number of contacts stay the same.
Chapter five, deals with the effect of contact cohesion on slowly sheared dense, dry, frictional-
cohesive powders. We study the effect of cohesion on the normal force network and velocity
profiles in the steady state. A dimensionless numbergranular Bond number(Bo) is used to
estimate the strength of attractive cohesive forces. The mean force inside a shear band is
independent of cohesion, while the heterogeneity and anisotropy of the force network are
found to increase with cohesion.Bo= 1 is found to be a control parameter for the shear
banding phenomenon, which undergoes a transition from being cohesion independent for
Bo< 1 to cohesion dependent forBo> 1. The explanation for this transition is presented in
this chapter.

For a long time, the macroscopic friction coefficient for a given material has been assumed
to be independent of magnitude of gravity. Chapter six aims to test this assumption by
studying frictional granular matter under slow shear with gravity varying over two orders
of magnitude. The macroscopic friction coefficient is foundto monotonically decrease with
increasing gravity. A collapse of the data is observed on a unique curve when the ratio be-
tween forces due to gravity and contact stiffness is used as ascaling parameter. The contact
anisotropy behaves in a similar way as the macroscopic friction, correlating with macro-
scopic friction. We further show that this correlation, which is found in slow granular flows
can be further extended to dense inertial flows, but fails forrapid flows.

In chapter seven, the scope of the thesis broadens, and both fast and slow flows are studied. A
three dimensional local rheology model is the focus of this chapter. Traditionally, extensive
homogeneous volume or pressure conserving experiments have to be performed to study the
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critical state rheology. Here, from a single simulation a wide range in local strain rate, shear
and normal stresses, and volume fractions can be extracted.In the steady state, the system
is found to be heterogeneous, and the local rheology shows a transition from a quasistatic
regime at low shear rate to an inertial regime, where the shear stress ratio increases with
shear rate. The evolution of the microstructure of the material is well characterized by a
suitable parametrization of the fabric tensor and the coordination number.

The thesis ends with conclusions and recommendations for future research.



Chapter 2

Granular Flow Review

Abstract

We review flows of dense cohesionless granular materials, with a special focus on split-
bottom geometries. We first discuss slow flows in basic and most common geometries, which
is characterized by enduring contacts. Then a brief review of recent works on the flows
in split-bottom geometry follows. Finally a description offast flows is presented, where
binary collisions are dominant mode of interaction. In the last section, methodology of the
numerical technique used in this thesis is briefly introduced.

2.1 Slow Flows

The motion in assemblies of grains has to be first induced, in order to study granular flows.
The flow can be achieved by imposing an external stress on the material, or by applying a
shear to the material. In this chapter, the focus is on the dense liquid regime, which is most
often encountered in applications. To begin with, only systems with dry grains and without
any cohesive interactions are discussed here.

The work of illustrious scientist Coulomb, who first explained the yielding of granular ma-
terial as a frictional process, laid the basics of slow granular flows. He was interested in
prediction of soil failure for Civil Engineering applications. Few basic and most common
geometries (Fig.2.1), are discussed below:

2.1.0.0.1 Inclined plane One common flow geometry, theinclined planeis encountered
in both geophysical and industrial contexts. The grains arepoured from a large reservoir onto
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.1: Four flow geometries (a) inclined plane; (b) plane shear; (c) Couette; (d) channel.
Figures adapted from Ref. [55].

a chute plane placed at some defined angle with respect to gravity direction. The tilt angle
of the plane, controls both the flow and stress acting betweenthe particles. One interesting
point is, lowering the tilt decreases the stress , while the resulting flow suddenly speed does
suddenly drops to zero — below a certain threshold inclination, the flow stops; the packing
jams.

2.1.0.0.2 Plane Shear Flows The plane shear geometry is one of the simplest ways to
impose shear deformation. In this geometry, the material issheared between two parallel
plates; Numerically the stress distribution is found to be uniform inside the shear layer,
however experimentally it is not achieved owing to the presence of gravity [119]. The most
common method of inducing shear in this geometry is by imposing the wall velocity [10].

2.1.0.0.3 Couette Flows Couette flow is also classically referred as “Annular shear
flow”. This is one of the classical geometries used to study the flow behavior of com-
plex fluids. In this geometry the material is sheared mainly due to relative motion between
(concentric or conical) cylinders. In this geometry, shearis localized on a few particle layers
close to the inner moving boundary [91, 119], which is robust in the sense that it exists inde-
pendent of dimensionality and rotation rate [91, 124]. The shear stress necessary to sustain
the flow in most of the cases is independent of rate of rotation, though for some compressed
systems a logarithmic dependence is found [61].

2.1.0.0.4 Channel Flows Vertical channel flow in principle is made up of two parallel
walls filled up with material between them. The velocity profiles are reminiscent of a plug
flow in the center part of the material, where velocityalmostremains constant, hence the
material is not sheared. Shear is localized in narrow shear bands close to the boundary with
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thickness of the order of 5-10 particle diameters [130] . Flow is found to be intermittent for
some special cases [16], which can be associated with sudden appearance of load bearing
force network configurations [151]. Jamming of particles at the orifice can also lead to com-
plete arrest/blockage of the flow [161, 202], a problem which disappears for large enough
orifice size.

One special and common property of the above mentioned setups is that the material under-
goesdilation. This phenomenon was first observed by Osborne Reynolds [157], who named
it dilatancy. He performed a rather simple experiment by filling a bag with water and grains,
and observed that additional amount of grains can be added once the bag is deformed, i.e.,
the density of grains decreased upon shearing.

Another common feature of slow granular flows is localization of strain in shear bands of
few particle diameters width. Shear bands have been studiedextensively in geomechanics
because of their role in natural hazards such as landslides and avalanches [41]. Capturing the
width of a shear band with continuum models has been challenging because of the lack of a
microscopic length scale reflecting the microstructure. Asa result, micro-polar continuum
models such as by Cosserat [48] have been put forward to regularize, i.e. get a finite width
of the shear band.

Apart from the setups described above, another geometry proposed recently which allows
one to impose an external deformation at constant rate is thesplit-bottom geometry [54].
In this geometry, stable shear bands of arbitrary width can be achieved allowing for a de-
tailed study of microstructure within the shear band. Sincethe split-bottom geometry is the
geometry studied in the whole thesis, a detailed description is given below.

2.1.1 Split-Bottom Geometry

In this section, a brief review of recent experimental, numerical and theoretical work on the
flows in this geometry is presented.

2.1.1.1 Description

In the split-bottom geometry, the granular material is not sheared directly from the sidewalls,
but from the bottom. The bottom of the setup that supports theweight of material above it
is split in two parts, the two parts move relative to each other and creates a wide shear band
away from sidewalls. The resulting shear band is robust, as the location of the shear band
exhibits simple, mostly grain independent properties. This makes it a im-practicable device
for measuring grain properties, but has advantages, as wellbe detailed and used in this thesis.

Two variants of the split-bottom geometries are popular: inexperiments, cylindrical split-
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Figure 2.2: A sketch of our numerical setup consisting of a fixed inner part (light blue shade)
and a rotating outer part (white). The white part of the base and the outer cylinder rotate with
the same angular velocityΩ around the symmetry axis. The inner, split, and outer radii are
given byRi = 0.0147m,Rs = 0.085 m, andRo = 0.11 m, respectively, where each radius is
measured from the symmetry axis. The gravityg points downwards as shown by arrow.

bottom shear cell is used, which is typically a Couette cell with a split at the bottom [31, 52–
54, 67], while a linear split-bottom cell is also used in some studies [38, 39, 160]. In this
thesis, we use a cylindrical split-bottom shear cell, whichis found to give good agreement
with experiments [104].

Fig. 2.2is a sketch of the cylindrical split-bottom shear cell used in this thesis. In this figure,
the inner, split, and outer radii are given byRi , Rs, andRo, respectively, where the concentric
cylinders rotate relative to each other around the symmetryaxis (the dot-dashed line). The
ring shaped split at the bottom separates the moving and static parts of the system, where a
part of the bottom and the outer cylinder rotate at the same rate.

2.1.1.2 Control Parameters

The split-bottom geometry is characterized by three parameters: the split radiusRs, height
of the granular layerH, and the rate of rotationΩ (of the outer cylinder and the base). The
driving rateΩ is generally fixed in initial series of experiments, and the relative motion of
the split with respect to the cylinder drives the flow. The thickness of granular layerH, is
scanned in a series of experiments. Note that, the radius of the outer cylinder appears to be
immaterial, if it is sufficiently large [52, 54]. The interesting observation in the experiment
is a universal shear zone, initiated at the bottom of the celland becoming wider and moving
inwards while propagating upwards in the system, as shown inFig. 2.3.

The ratio of averaged azimuthal velocity of the grains,vθ/r and external rate of rotation
Ω is denoted byω ; ω = 0 signifies stationary grains, whileω = 1 corresponds to particles
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moving with the driving. The grains moving withω between the two extremes correspond
the flowing part, i.e. the shear band. Blue colored particlesin Fig. 2.3are practically static,
red colored particles co-move with outer cylinder, while green colored particles denote the
shear band.

2.1.1.3 Shear deformation

2.1.1.3.1 Shallow flows— We begin with the discussion of the flow profile observed at
the free surface. As shown in Fig.2.3, from the top view, it is evident that the shear band
moves inwards with increasing filling height, and it also becomes wider without any upper
bound [104].

Figure 2.3: Snapshots from simulations with different filling heights seen from the top and
from the front, and the number of particles being (Left)N = 16467, (Middle)N = 34518,
and (Right)N = 60977. The colors blue, green, orange and red denote particles withrdφ ≤
0.5 mm, rdφ ≤ 2 mm, rdφ ≤ 4 mm, andrdφ > 4 mm, i.e. the displacement in tangential
direction per second, respectively. The filling heights in these simulations areH = 0.018 m,
0.037 m, and 0.061 m (from left to right) Figure reprinted with permission from Ref. [104].

After proper rescaling, all bulk profiles collapse on a universal curve which can be extremely
well fitted by

ω(r) =
vθ (r)
rΩo

= A

(

1+erf

(

r −Rc

W

))

, (2.1)

where erf denotes the error function,r is the radial coordinate,Rc the center position of the
shear band (maxima of velocity gradient), andW the width of the shear band. Accurate
measurements of the tails of velocity rule out exponential tails, rather suggesting, that the
strain rate is Gaussian–like, and the shear bands are completely determined by their centers
Rc and widthW [52]. Particle shape does not much influence the functional formof the
velocity profiles, which contrasts the particle shape dependence found for wall-localized
shear bands in Couette cell [124].
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The center of the shear band is found to be independent of the material used [52]. Therefore,
the relevant length scales for the position of shear band areRs andH. The fits to the velocity
profile from simulations confirm this finding, and a simple relation

Rs−Rc ∝ H5/2 (2.2)

very well describes the behavior as shown in Fig.2.4.
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Figure 2.4: (Left) distance of the top-layer shearband center from the slit, both plotted against
the filling heightH. The open symbols are simulation results, the solid symbol is a simulation
with slower rotationfo = 0.005 s−1, and the line is a fit with constantcR= 30. (Right) width
of the shearband from the same simulations; the line is a fit with cW = 2/5. Figure reprinted
with permission from Ref. [104].

The width of the shear bandW depends on the grain properties, and isalmostindependent of
Rs [52]. Grain shape, size, and contact properties affect the width: spherical particles display
wider shear bands compared to irregular ones of the same size. Rough particles display
narrower shear bands compared to smooth particles [105]. Experimental data showsW ∼
(H)2/3, while simulations show that the width of the shear band increases almost linearly
with the filling heightW ∼ H, as shown in Fig.2.4.

Experiments using colored beads [52] and MRI [31, 165], and numerical simulations [39,
103–105, 160] have shown that the flow profiles at fixed depthh below the top surfaceH
can be expressed using Eq.2.1. This allows to characterizevθ (r) at a givenh, the fits to
simulations results help us to understand position and width of the shear band in the bulk.
Very much like in the experiments, the behavior of the shear band within the bulk, see Figure
2.5, deviates qualitatively from the behavior seen from the top. Instead of a slow motion of
the shear band center inwards, the shear band rapidly moves inwards at small heightsh,
and reaches a saturation distance with small change closer to the surface. Again, a slower
rotation does not affect the center but reduces the width. Inthe bulk, position of the shear
band is very well predicted using variational principle by Unger et. al. [211]. Numerical
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study by Ries et. al. [160] showed thatW(h) can be described by the functional form as

W(h) =W(H)
√

1− (1−h/H)2 (2.3)
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Figure 2.5: (Left) distance of the bulk shearband center from the slit. (Right) width of the
shearband, both plotted against the heighth. The open symbols are simulation results ob-
tained withfo = 0.01 s−1, the solid symbols are obtained with slower rotationfo =0.005 s−1.
Squares, circles and triangles correspond to the filling heightsH = 0.037 m, 0.049 m, and
0.061 m, respectively. The dashed curves are identical to those plotted in Fig.2.4. Figure
reprinted with permission from Ref. [104].

This thesis mainly focuses on moderately shallow flows in thesplit-bottom cell, below we
give a brief overview on deep flows.

2.1.1.3.2 Deep flows When the ratioH/Rs is small, the core material rests and moves
together with the center disc. With increase inH/Rs, the shear band grows wider and moves
inside. The most striking feature is that the core now precesses with a constant rate, hence
material in the central part of the surface no longer rests onthe disc. Precession is not simply
the consequence of the overlap of two opposing shear zones, since before being eroded by
shear, the inner core rotates as a solid blob for an appreciable time [53]. For various split
radii, the onset of precession grows withRs, while it is mainly controlled by the ratioH/Rs.
For H/Rs of order one, the whole surface rotates rigidly with the rotating drum, and shear
is concentrated in the bulk. While, forH/Rs < 0.65, hardly any precession is observed
[53]. WhenH/Rs is sufficiently large, the shear band is entirely confined to the bulk, and a
dome-like structure is formed above the split [31, 53, 165, 211].
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2.1.1.4 Dilatancy

The sheared granular material is known to dilate [157]. Sakaie et al. [165] presented results
on evolution of the local packing fraction under shear in a split-bottom ring shear cell using
Magnetic Resonance Imaging. They observed that the relative change in the local density
in the flowing zone is rather strong. After long times, a largezone, with almost constant,
low packing fraction forms, which coincides with the shear band. The local packing fraction
remains constant, and independent of local strain rate, suggests that the density of the flowing
granular material depends ontotal strain, similar to what was observed by Kabla [81].

2.1.1.5 Segregation

In this section, segregation studies concerning split-bottom ring shear cell are briefly re-
viewed. For more details, interested readers are suggestedto read [140]. For dense sheared
granular mixtures, there are three possible driving mechanisms to drive segregation: gravity,
porosity, and velocity gradients. Hill et al. [67] studied segregation of mixture of particles in
a split-bottom cell. They find that gravity alone does not drive segregation associated with
particle size without a sufficiently large porosity or porosity gradient. A velocity gradient,
however, appears to be capable of driving segregation associated with both particle size and
material density. In a later study [51], they found that the direction of shear-driven segre-
gation depends on the nature of the flow itself, collisional or frictional. Further studies by
Harrington et al. [60] found suppression and emergence of segregation, which wasattributed
to the presence of a critical shear amplitude that brings about segregation.

2.1.1.6 Reflection and exclusion of shear bands

Unger et al. [209] studied refraction of shear bands in the layered granular materials. They
found a new effect for shear bands that are created in layeredgranular materials. When two
materials with different frictional properties are layered on top of each other, shear bands are
refracted at the interface [209]. The phenomenon is in complete analogy with the refraction
of light. The angle of refraction follows Snell’s law from geometric optics. Tamás et al. [19]
found that under natural pressure conditions i.e., in the presence of gravity, the shear band
can also be deflected by the interface, so that the deformation of the high friction material is
avoided. Tamás et al. [20] found that in a layered system with different effective frictions,
the presence of material interface leads to a special type of“total internal reflection ” of
the shear band. However, unlike in optics the zone reflectionoccurs always at the critical
angle of refraction. In case of shear bands this angle is defined by the ratio of the effective
frictions of the two material layers. This special reflection also involves a part of the shear
band trapped at the interface of the layers.
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2.2 Fast Flows

Description of fast dry granular flows, for example steady granular flow down an incline,
has made much progress recently. A comprehensive review, see Ref. [55]; a brief review
of the main results is presented here. Simple, steady state fluid like properties explains the
bulk behavior. On a microscopic level, collisions are mixedbetween binary collision (as in
granular gas) and enduring frictional contacts.

2.2.0.6.1 The inertial number — For the case of infinitely rigid particles (such as glass
beads), a simple dimensionless parameter called the inertial number can be constructed using
variables which play a role in the flow. The local pressurep, the local strain ratėγ, the mean
particle diameterd and the local densityρ can be combined to give:

I =
γ̇d

√

p/ρ
. (2.4)

This number signifies the local ‘fastness’ of the flow. An elegant interpretation is presented
in [119], where it is described as a ratio of two time scales in the granular flows. 1/γ̇ is the

timescale of (shear) strain induced rearrangements of particle in this flow, andd/
√

p
ρ is the

time a particle takes to move over a distance of orderd, subjected to the forcepd2. The iner-
tial number is also equivalent to the square root of the Savage number or Coulomb number
[167]. It is important to mention that this dimensionless numberassumes that particles are
hard, otherwise the particle elasticity becomes relevant [28, 139].

2.2.0.6.2 Friction law For rigid grains, the shear stress is proportional to the pressure,
with effective friction coefficient being a function ofI . µ(I) is an empirical function, and
involves the material parameters, given as:

µ(I) = µs+
µ2− µ1

I0/I +1
, (2.5)

whereµs is the friction coefficient in the limit of very small strain rate,µ2 is the saturation
reached for highI , andI0 is the typical inertial number (reference scale). The saturation of
friction coefficient for infinitely largeI is supported by the experiments of steady granular
front down an inclined plane [148]. This friction law successfully captures many aspects of
rapid granular flows [55, 80, 119].

2.2.0.6.3 Dilatancy law The local volume fraction in a flowing zone is found to decrease
with increasingI as

φ(I) = φmax+(φmin−φmax)I, (2.6)
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where typical values ofφmax are close to RCP andφmin around 0.7 in two dimensions [35],
and 0.55 in three dimensions [55].

Here, we recall few geometries, which were briefly discussedfor slow flows in the context
of fast flows.

Flow of grains on rough inclined plane has been investigatedboth experimentally and nu-
merically [119]. Many of the observations can be captured by the local rheology. Using
force balance across a flowing layer very well predicts Bagnold velocity profile [55]. In
case of plane shear, the stress distribution is homogeneousin the flowing layer, and a linear
velocity profile can be predicted. However for Couette flow, the stress distribution inside
the lowing zone is similar to that of inclined plane. But the velocity profiles are found to
be linear, instead of Bagnold type. Jop performed simulations of flows in split-bottom ring
shear cell using the inertial number theory [79]. The center of the shear band in the bulk, and
smooth transition to precession, and the dome flow were captured. The width of the shear
band was found to scale with the rate of rotation, and for slowflows the shear band width
was found to be zero.
The inability of local rheology to predict the width of the shear band for slow flows, and the
violation of velocity profile prediction for Couette flow encourages for a non-local descrip-
tion [120, 149, 150]. Recently non-local theory with a fluidity parameter has successfully
predicted various flow flow profiles [82]. A size-dependent non-local model introduced re-
cently can predict finite width of shear band [64].

2.3 Methodology

2.3.1 Discrete Element Method (DEM)

The discrete element method, which allows to simulate largenumbers of interacting parti-
cles, is the numerical method used in this thesis. We briefly summarize the principle of the
method in this section.

A possibility to obtain information about the behavior of granular media is to perform careful
experiments. An alternative are simulations with molecular dynamics (MD) or the discrete
element method (DEM) [14, 34, 66, 92, 196, 213, 217]. Note that both methods are identical
in spirit, however, different names are used by different group of researchers.

The elementary units of bulk granular material are mesoscopic particles which deform under
external applied stress/force. Since the realistic modeling of the deformations of the particles
is much too complicated, we relate the interaction force to the overlapδ of two particles.
Note that the evaluation of the inter-particle forces basedon the overlap may not be sufficient
to account for the inhomogeneous stress distribution inside the particles. Consequently, the
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results of DEM simulations are of the same quality as the simple assumptions about the
force-overlap relation [1, 34, 100, 102]. For details about DEM simulations readers are
referred to [102]. A brief review of various contact models for normal force is presented in
Chapter 2, hence is not presented here. Readers interested in contact models for tangential
forces should read [102].

2.3.2 Micro–macro transition

For scientific research and industrial applications, the major challenge is to obtain continuum
constitutive relations from experiments and numerical tests. In other words, the main goal is
to find a connection between the microscopic properties and the macroscopic bulk behavior.
Bridging the gap between the two involves the so-called micro-macro transition [11, 102,
104, 217].

2.3.2.0.4 global-local averaging Extensive “microscopic” simulations of many homo-
geneous small samples, i.e., so-called representative volume elements (RVE), have to be
used to derive the macroscopic constitutive relations needed to describe the material within
the framework of a continuum theory [217]. However, it is important to realize that the
granular flows are heterogeneous in nature, hence the assumption of homogeneous samples
inside a RVE might be misleading. An alternative is to do the local averaging at the level
of few grain sizes or even smaller. The approach used in this study is to simulate an in-
homogeneous geometry. In such a geometry, granular packings with contrasting properties
and behavior co-exist, both high density static areas and dilated dynamic, flowing zones are
found in the same system. Using adequate local averaging over equivalent volumes — inside
which all particles are assumed to behave similarly, local constitutive relations within a cer-
tain parameter range can be obtained using a single numerical experiment. This method has
been systematically applied in two-dimensional Couette ring shear cells [91, 92], and three
dimensional split-bottom ring shear cells [103, 105]. Especially in the three dimensional
split-bottom ring shear cell, we take the advantage of gravity in the system and critical state
yield stress at various various pressure levels can be obtained from a single simulation.

2.3.2.1 Averaging and micro-macro procedure

Translational invariance is assumed in the tangentialφ−direction, the averaging is performed
over toroidal volumes, over many snapshots in time. leadingto field Q(r,z) as function of
the radial and vertical positions. The averaging procedurehas been explained in detail for
2D systems in [91, 92], and three dimensional systems in [103–105], and will not discussed
here. The simulation runs for more than 50 s. For the spatial and time averaging, only large
times are taken into account, disregarding the transient behavior at the onset of shear.
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2.3.2.1.1 Stress Tensor From the simulations, one can calculate the stress tensor as

σi j =
1
V
[∑
p∈V

mp(vi
p)(v j

p)− ∑
c∈V

r i
c f j

c] (2.7)

with p particles, massmp, velocity vp, force f c and branch vectorrc. The velocityvp is
relative to the mean streaming velocity inside the averaging volumeV. The first term is the
sum of kinetic energy fluctuations, and the second involves the dyadic product of contact-
force with the contact-branch vector.

2.3.2.1.2 Fabric Tensor The quantity which describes the local network of contacts in a
granular material is the fabric tensor [131, 132], defined as

Fi j =
1
V ∑

p∈V

V p ∑
c∈p

ni
cn j

c (2.8)

whereV p is the particle volume which lies inside the averaging volumeV, nc is the normal
unit branch-vector pointing from center of particlep to contactc.

For both stress and fabric tensors, we can calculate the eigenvalues and define the volu-
metric partTv = (T1+T2+T3)/3 (pressurep andFv for stress and fabric respectively) and
deviatoric component asTdev=

√

((T1−T2)2+(T2−T3)2+(T3−T1)2)/6 (σdev andFdev for
stress and fabric respectively).

The pressure is the isotropic stress, whileσdev quantifies the normal stress difference. The
volumetric fabricFv represents the contact number density, while the deviatoric fabricFdev

quantifies anisotropy of the contact network.

In rest of the thesis, local averaging is applied to the steady state data from simulations
with different particle and system properties to study their effect on the macroscopic bulk
behavior.



Chapter 3

contact model for sticking of

adhesive mesoscopic particles *

Abstract

The interaction between realistic visco-elasto-plastic and adhesive meso-particles is
the subject of this study. The goal is to define a simple, flexible and useful interaction
model that allows to describe the multi-contact bulk behavior of assemblies of non-
homogeneous/non-spherical particles, e.g. with internalstructures of the scale of
their contact deformation. We attempt to categorize previous approaches and propose
a simplified mesoscale normal contact model that contains the essential ingredients
to describe an ensemble of particles, while it is not aimed toinclude all details of
every single contact, i.e. the mechanics of constituent elementary, primary particles
is not explicitly taken into account.

The model combines short-ranged, non-contact adhesive interactions with an elabo-
rate, piece-wise linear visco-elasto-plastic adhesive contact law. Using energy con-
servation arguments, the binary collisions is studied and an analytical expression for
the coefficient of restitution in terms of impact velocity isderived, for the special case
of very small non-contact force. The assemblies (particlesor meso-particles) stick
to each other at very low impact velocity, while they reboundless dissipatively with
increasing velocity, in agreement with previous findings for elasto-plastic spherical
particles. For larger impact velocities we observe a secondsticking regime. The first

*. Based on A. Singh, V. Magnanimo, and S. Luding. Contact model for sticking of adhesive mesoscopic
particles.Powder Technology, Under Review, 2013
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sticking is attributed to dominating non-contact adhesiveforces, while the high veloc-
ity sticking is due to a balance between the non-linearly increasing history dependent
ahdesion and plastic dissipation. The model allows for a stiff, elastic core material,
which produces a new rebound regime at even higher velocities.

The relevance of the model for various types of bulk materials is critically discussed with re-
spect to features as: non-linear pressure dependent bulk stiffness, limit elasticity vs plasticity
or non-perfect detachment under slow tension.
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Nomenclature

mi : mass ofith particle.
ai : Radius ofith particle.
mr : Reduced mass of two particles.
δ : Contact overlap between particles.
k : Spring stiffness.
vi : Relative velocity before collision.
vf : Relative velocity after collision.
vi

∞ : Relative velocity before collision at infinite separation.
vf

∞ : Relative velocity after collision at infinite separation.
vn : Normal component of relative velocity.
e : Coefficient of restitution.
ǫi : Pull-in coefficient of restitution.
en : Normal coefficient of restitution.
ǫo : Pull-off coefficient of restitution.
k1 : Slope of loading plastic branch.
k2 : Slope of unloading and re-loading elastic branch.
kp : Slope of unloading and re-loading limit elastic branch.
kc : Slope of irreversible, tensile adhesive branch.
vp : Relative velocity before collision for which the limit case of overlap is reached.
φ f : Dimensionless plasticity depth.

δmax : Maximum overlap between particles for a collision.
δ p

max : Maximum overlap between particles for the limit case.
δ0 : Force free overlap∼= plastic contact deformation.

δmin : Overlap between particles at the maximum negative attractive force.
δc : Kinetic Energy free overlap between particles.

Wdiss : Amount of energy dissipated during collision.
η : Dimensionless plasticity of the contact.
β : Adhesivity: dimensionless adhesive strength of the contact.
χ : Scaled initial velocity relative tovp.
fa : Non-contact adhesive force at zero overlap.
δa : Non-contact separation between particles at which attractive force becomes active.
kc

a : Strength of non-contact adhesive force.

3.1 Introduction

Flows of granular materials are ubiquitous in industry and nature. For this reason, the past
decade has witnessed a strong interest in better understanding of their behavior. Especially,
the impact of fine particles with particles/surfaces is a fundamental problem. The interaction
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force between two particles is a combination of elasto-plastic deformation, viscous dissipa-
tion, and adhesion – due to both contact and long-range non-contact forces. Pair interactions
that can be used in bulk simulations with many contacts per particle are the focus, and we
use the singular special case of pair interaction to understand them.

Different regimes are observed for two colliding particles: For example a particle can either
stick to another particle/surface or it rebounds, depending upon the relative strength of adhe-
sion and impact velocity, size and material parameters. This problem needs to be studied in
detail, as it forms the base for understanding more complex,many-particle flows in realistic
systems, related to e.g. astrophysics (dust agglomeration, Saturn’s rings, planet formation) or
industrial processes (handling of fine powders, granulation, filling and discharging of silos).
Particularly interesting is the interaction mechanism foradhesive materials such as asphalt,
ice particles or clusters/agglomerates of fine powders (often made of even smaller primary
particles). Some materials can be physically visualized ashaving a plastic outer shell with a
rather stiff, elastic inner core. Moreover, the analysis can be applied to particle-surface col-
lisions in kinetic spraying, in which the solid micro-sizedpowder is accelerated towards a
substrate. In cold spray, bonding occurs when impact velocities of particles exceed a critical
value, that depends on various material parameters [170, 191, 234] but for even larger ve-
locities particles rebound [230, 231]. Due to the inhomogeneity of most realistic materials,
their non-sphericity, and their surface irregularity, thegoal is not to include all the possible
details – but rather to catch the essential phenomena and ingredients, finding a compromise
between simplicity and realistic contact mechanics.

3.1.1 Contact Models Review

Computer simulations have turned out to be a powerful tool toinvestigate the physics of
particulate systems, especially valuable as there is no generally accepted theory of granu-
lar flows so far, and experimental difficulties are considerable. A very popular simulation
scheme is an adaptation of the classical Molecular Dynamicstechnique called Discrete El-
ement Method (DEM) (for details see Refs. [14, 34, 66, 92, 101, 102, 217]). It consists of
integrating Newton’s equations of motion for a system of “soft”, deformable grains, starting
from a given initial configuration. DEM can be successfully applied to adhesive particles, if
a proper force-overlap model (contact model) is given.

Brilliantov et al. [23] investigated the collision of adhesive viscoelastic spheres and pre-
sented a general analytical expression for their collisiondynamics, but we rather turn to
plastic contact deformations in the following. The JKR model [78] is a widely accepted
adhesion model for elastic spheres and gives an expression for the normal force. Later, Der-
jaguin et al. [40] considered that the attractive forces act only just outside the contact zone,
where surface separation is small. One interesting model for dry adhesive particles was pro-
posed by Molerus [121, 122], which explained consolidation and non-rapid flow of adhesive
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particles in terms of adhesion forces at particle contacts.Thornton and Yin [200] com-
pared the results of elastic spheres with and without adhesion and Thornton, later on in Ref.
[199], extended this work to adhesive elasto-plastic spheres. Molerus’s model was further
developed by Tomas, who introduced a contact model [203–205] that couples elasto-plastic
contact behavior with non-linear adhesion and hysteresis,which involves dissipation and a
history (compression) dependent adhesive force. The contact model subsequently proposed
by Luding [102, 109, 111] works in the same spirit as the one of Tomas [203], only reducing
complexity by using piece-wise linear branches in an otherwise still highly non-linear con-
tact model. In [102], the short ranged non-contact force beyond contact was notspecified as
in the present study. Complex details like a possible non-linear Hertzian law for small defor-
mation, and non-linear load-unload hysteresis are over-simplified in the model as compared
to Tomas [203]. This is partly due to the lack of experimental reference data or theories,
but also to keep the model as simple as possible. The model contains the basic mechanisms,
elasticity, plasticity and adhesion as relevant for fine, dry powders and shell-core materi-
als. A possible connection between the microscopic contactmodel and the macroscopic,
continuum description for adhesive particles was recentlyproposed by Luding and Alonso-
Marroquin [107]. Walton et al. [220, 225] proposed a contact model which works in the
same spirit as that of Luding [102] and Tomas [203], but separates the rate of pull-off force
from the slope of tensile attractive force. Jiang et al. [75] experimentally investigated the
force-displacement behavior of idealized bonded granules, which was later implemented in
DEM in [76] to study the mechanical behavior of loose cemented granular material. Kemp-
ton et al. [84] proposed a meso-scale contact model combining linear hysteretic, simplified
JKR and linear bonding force models, to simulate agglomerates of sub-particles. Recently a
contact model is proposed by Thakur et al. [195] , which works in the same spirit as Luding’s
model, but treats loading and un/re-loading behaviors non-linearly.

When two particles collide, the behavior is intermediate between the extremes of perfectly
elastic and fully inelastic, possibly fragmenting collisions. The elasticity of the collision
can be best described by the coefficient of restitution, which is the ratio of magnitude of
post-collision and pre-collision normal relative velocities of the particles. It quantifies the
amount of energy not dissipated during the collision. For the case of plastic and viscoelastic
collisions, it was suggested that dissipation should be dependent on impact velocity [77, 89,
223], as can be realized by viscoelastic forces [25, 89, 99, 100] and follows from plastic
deformations too [237]. An early experimental study on micrometer adhesive polystyrene
latex spheres was done by Dahneke [36]. He observed sticking of adhesive particles for
low velocities, and an increasing coefficient of restitution for velocity higher than a critical
threshold. Wall et al. [219], confirmed these findings for highly mono-disperse ammonium
particles. Thornton et al. [199] and Brilliantov et al. [23] presented adhesive visco-elasto-
plastic contact models in agreement with these experiments. Work by Sorace et al. [188]
further confirms the sticking at low velocities for particlesizes of the order of a few mm.
Jasevĭcius et al. [73, 74] have recently presented the rebound behavior of ultrafine silica
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particles using the contact model from Refs. [203–206].

3.1.2 Model classification

Since our focus is on dry particles, we do not review the diverse work involving liquid [65] or
strong solid bridges [21] here. Even though oblique collisions between two particles are of
practical relevance and have been studied in detail by Thornton et al. [198], here we focus on
central normal collisions without loss of generality. Finally, we also disregard many details
of non-contact forces, as e.g. due to van der Waals forces, for the sake of brevity, but will
propose a simple mesoscale non-contact force model in section3.2.3.

Based on our review of adhesive, elasto-visco-plastic contact models, we propose here a
(partial) classification, by dividing them into three groups: (1) Academic, (2) Mesoscopic,
and (3) Realistic, detailed contact models. Here we review adhesive elastic, and elasto-
plastic contact models only. A detailed review concerning the effects of various forces on
adhesion of fine particles is nicely reviewed in [221].

1. Academic contact modelsallow for easy analytical solution, as for example the lin-
ear spring-dashpot model [100], or piece-wise linear models with constant unloading
stiffness (see e.g. Walton and Braun [224] (constant coefficient of restitution mode)),
which feature a constant coefficient of restitution, independent of impact velocity.
Also the Hertzian visco-elastic models, belong to this class, even though they provide
a velocity dependent coefficient of restitution, for a summary see [100]. However, no
academic model describes particle deformation that would be practically relevant, as
their range of strict validity is extremely limited.

2. Mesoscopic contact modelsare a compromise, (i) still rather easy to implement, (ii)
aimed for fast ensemble/bulk-simulations with many particles and various materials,
but (iii) not matching all the minute contact details of every single contact, they are
often piece-wise linear, e.g., with a variable unloading stiffness or with an extended ad-
hesive force (Walton and Braun [224] (variable coefficient of restitution mode), Lud-
ing [102], Walton [225], Thakur et al. [195]).

3. Realistic, full-detail contact modelshave (i) the most realistic, but often rather com-
plicated formulation, (ii) can reproduce with similar precision the pair interaction and
the bulk behavior, but (iii) are valid only for the limited class of materials they are par-
ticularly designed for, since they do include all the minutedetails of these interactions.
As a few examples, there are:

(a) visco-elastic models:Walton [222], Brilliantov [23, 24], Haiat [59];

(b) adhesive elastic models:JKR [78], DMT [ 40], Thornton and Yin [200];

(c) adhesive elasto-plastic models:Molerus[121], Thornton and Ning [199], Tomas
[203–206].
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Since our main goal is to define and apply contact models to simulate the bulk behavior of
assemblies of many fine particles (for which no valid realistic model is available), we focus
on the second class, mesoscopic models.

3.1.3 Focus and Overview of this study

In particular, we study the dependence of the coefficient of restitution for two meso-particles
on impact velocity and contact/material parameters, for a wide range of impact velocities,
using a generalized version of the contact model by Luding [102], extended by a non-contact
force term. We observe sticking of particles at low velocity, which is consistent with previous
theoretical and experimental works [188, 199, 219]. Pasha et al. [143] recently also repro-
duced the low velocity sticking using an extension of a similar, simpler model [109]. Above a
certain small velocity, dissipation is not strong enough todissipate all relative kinetic energy
and the coefficient of restitution increases. We want to understand the full regime of relative
velocities, and thus focus also on the less explored intermediate and high velocity regimes,
as easily accessible in numerical simulations. In the intermediate regime, we observe a de-
crease of the coefficient of restitution, as observed previously for idealized particles, see e.g.
Refs. [23, 199], but with different functional behavior as predicted by some realistic mod-
els, a property that can be tuned by simple modifications to the mesoscopic model. With
further increase in impact velocity, we find a second interesting sticking regime due to the
increasing adhesive dissipation with respect to plastic dissipation. Finally, since the physical
systems under consideration also are viscous in nature, we conclude with some simulations
with added viscous damping.

An exemplary application of our model that leads to the unexpected high velocity sticking
and rebound regimes is, among others, the study of coating processes in cold sprays, where
researchers are interested in the effect of the impact velocity on the deposition efficiency of
the powder on a substrate. In this process, bonding/coatinghappens when the impact velocity
of the particles exceeds a critical velocity, with values inthe order 102 m/s. Interestingly,
when the velocity is further increased the particles do not bond to the substrate anymore, with
a decrease of the deposition efficiency (inverse of coefficient of restitution) [230]. Schmidt et
al. [170] have used numerical simulations to explore the effect of various material properties
on the critical velocity, while Zhou et al. [231] studied the effect of impact velocity and
material properties on the coating process. The data show that properties of both particle
and substrate influence the rebound, the details of which go beyond the scope of this study.
Using our model we can explore the dependence of the deposition efficiency on the impact
velocity, helping the interaction between different communities.

In section3.2, we introduce the DEM simulation method and the basic normalcontact mod-
els, which are further elaborated on in the following section 3.3, where the coefficient of
restitution is computed. Dimensionless contact parameters are proposed in section3.4.1, the
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dependence on contact adhesion is described in section3.4.2, the effect of viscosity in sec-
tion 3.A.1, and some asymptotic solutions are given in section3.A.2. The study is concluded
in section3.5.

3.2 Discrete Element Method

The elementary units of granular materials are mesoscopic grains, which deform under
stress. Since the realistic and detailed modeling of real particles in contact is too compli-
cated, it is necessary to relate the interaction force to theoverlapδ between two particles.
Note that the evaluation of the inter-particle forces basedon the overlap may not be suffi-
cient to account for the inhomogeneous stress distributioninside the particles and possible
multi-contact effects [77]. This price has to be paid in order to simulate larger samples of
particles with a minimal complexity and still taking various physical contact properties like
non-linear contact elasticity, plastic deformation or load-dependent adhesion into account.

3.2.1 Equations of Motion

If all forces acting on a spherical particlep, either from other particles, from boundaries
or externally, are known - let their vector sum bef p, then the problem is reduced to the
integration of Newton’s equations of motion for the translational degrees of freedom (the
rotational degrees are not considered here since we focus onnormal forces) for each particle:

mp
d2

dt2 r p = f p+mpg (3.1)

where,mp is the mass of particlep, r p its position, f p = ∑c f c
p is the total force due to all

contactsc, andg is the acceleration due to volume forces like gravity.

With tools from numerical integration, solving the equations of motion, as nicely described
in textbooks as [1, 147], is a straightforward exercise. The typically short-ranged interactions
in granular media allow for further optimization by using linked-cell (LC) or alternative
methods in order to make the neighborhood search more efficient. However, this is not of
concern in this study, since only normal pair collisions areconsidered.

3.2.2 Normal Contact Force Laws

Two spherical particlesi and j, with radii ai anda j , r i and r j being the position vectors
respectively, interact if they are in contact so that their overlap,

δ = (ai +a j)− (r i − r j) ·n (3.2)

is positive,δ > 0, with the unit vectorn = ni j = (r i − r j)/|r i − r j | pointing from j to i.
The force on particlei, from particle j, at contactc, can be decomposed into a normal
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fn = fhys
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Figure 3.1: Schematic plots of (a) the linear normal contactmodel for a perfectly elastic
collision, and (b) the force-overlap relation for an elasto-plastic adhesive collision

and a tangential part asf c := f c
i = f nn+ f t t, wheren · t = 0, n and t being normal and

tangential parts respectively. In this chapter, we focus onfrictionless particles, that is only
normal forces will be considered, for tangential forces andtorques, see e.g. Ref. [102] and
references therein.

In the following, we discuss various normal contact force models, as shown schematically
in Fig. 3.1. We start with the linear contact model (Fig.3.1(a)) for non-adhesive particles,
before we introduce a more complex contact model that is ableto describe the realistic
interaction between adhesive, inhomogeneous, slightly non-spherical particles (Fig.3.1(b)).

3.2.2.1 Linear Normal Contact Model

Modelling a force that leads to an inelastic collision requires at least two ingredients: repul-
sion and some sort of dissipation. The simplest normal forcelaw with the desired properties
is the damped harmonic oscillator

f n = kδ + γ0vn , (3.3)

with spring stiffnessk, viscous dampingγ0, and normal relative velocityvn = −~vi j ·~n =

−(~vi −~v j) ·~n = δ̇ . This model (also called linear spring dashpot (LSD) model)has the
advantage that its analytical solution (with initial conditionsδ (0) = 0 andδ̇ (0) = vn

0) allows
the calculations of important quantities very easily [100]. For the non-viscous case, the linear
normal contact model is given schematically in Fig.3.1a.

The typical response time (contact duration) and the eigenfrequency of the contact are related
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as

tc =
π
ω

and ω =
√

(k/mr)−η2
0 (3.4)

with the rescaled damping coefficientη0= γ0/(2mr), and the reduced massmr =mimj/(mi+

mj). From the solution of the equation of a half-period of the oscillation, one also obtains
the coefficient of restitution

eLSD
n = vf /vi = exp(−πη0/ω) = exp(−η0tc) , (3.5)

which quantifies the ratio of normal relative velocities after (vf ) and before (vi) the collision.
Note that in this modelen is independent ofvi . For a more detailed review on this and other,
more realistic, non-linear contact models, see [100, 102] and references therein.

The contact duration in Eq. (3.4) is also of practical and technical importance, since the
integration of the equations of motion is stable only if the integration time-step∆t is much
smaller thantc. Note thattc depends on the magnitude of dissipation: In the extreme case
of an over-damped spring (high dissipation),tc can become very large (which renders the
contact behavior artificial [99]). Therefore, the use of neither too weak nor too strong viscous
dissipation is recommended.

3.2.2.2 Adhesive Elasto-Plastic Contacts

Here we apply a variation to previously proposed piece-wiselinear hysteretic model [100–
102, 204, 224] as an alternative to non-linear spring-dashpot models or more complex hys-
teretic models [199, 203–205, 218]. It reflects permanent plastic deformation, which might
take place at the contact, and stronger attractive (adhesive) forces, both depending non-
linearly on the maximal compression force.

In Fig.3.2, the normal force at contact is plotted against the overlapδ between two particles.
The force law can be written as

f hys=











k1δ if k2(δ − δ0)≥ k1δ
k2(δ − δ0) if k1δ > k2(δ − δ0)>−kcδ
−kcδ if − kcδ ≥ k2(δ − δ0)

(3.6)

with k1 ≤ k2 ≤ kp, respectively the initial loading stiffness, the un-/re-loading stiffness and
the elastic limit stiffness. The latter defines the limit force branchkp(δ − δ p

0 ), as will be
motivated below in more detail, andk2 is interpolating betweenk1 andkp, see Eq. (5.9). For
kc = 0 , the above contact model reduces to that proposed by Waltonand Braun [224], which
leads to a variable coefficient of restitution

eWB
n =

√

k1/k2 , (3.7)

as proposed by Walton and Braun [224].
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Figure 3.2: Schematic graph of the piece-wise linear, hysteretic, and adhesive force-
displacement model in normal direction.

During the initial loading the force increases linearly with overlapδ along k1, until the
maximum overlapδmax = vi

√

mr/k1 (for binary collisions) is reached, which is a history
parameter for each contact. During unloading the force decreases alongk2, see Eq. (5.9),
from its maximum valuek1δmax at δmax down to zero at overlap

δ0 = (1− k1/k2)δmax , (3.8)

whereδ0 resembles thepermanent plastic contact deformation. Reloading at any instant
leads to an increase of the force along the (elastic) branch with slopek2, until the maximum
overlapδmax (which was stored in memory) is reached; for still increasing overlapδ , the
force again increases with slopek1 and the history parameterδmax has to be updated.

Unloading belowδ0 leads to a negative,attractive(adhesive) force, which follows the line
with slopek2, until the extreme adhesive force−kcδmin is reached. The corresponding over-
lap is

δmin =
(k2− k1)

(k2+ kc)
δmax . (3.9)

Further unloading follows the irreversible tensile branch, with slope−kc, and the attractive
force f hys=−kcδ .

The lines with slopek1 and−kc define the range of possible force values and departure from
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these lines takes place in the case of unloading and re-loading, respectively. Between these
two extremes, unloading and re-loading follow the line withslopek2. A non-linear un-/re-
loading behavior would be more realistic, however, due to a lack of detailed experimental
informations, the piece-wise linear model is used as a compromise; also it is easier to im-
plement. The elastick2 branch becomes non-linear and ellipsoidal, when a moderatenormal
viscous damping force is active at the contact, as in the LSD model.

In order to account for realistic load-dependent contact behavior, thek2 value is chosen
dependent on the maximum overlapδmax, i.e. particles are more stiff for larger previous
deformationand the dissipation is dependent on deformation. The dependence ofk2 on
overlapδmax is chosen empirically as linear interpolation (in the same spirit as Walton and
Braun [224]):

k2(δmax) =











kp if δmax/δ p
max≥ 1

k1+(kp− k1)δmax/δ p
max

if δmax/δ p
max< 1

(3.10)

wherekp is the (maximal) elastic stiffness, and

δ p
max=

kp

kp− k1
φ f

2a1a2

a1+a2
, (3.11)

is the plastic flow limit overlap, withφ f the dimensionless plasticity depth,a1 anda2 being
the radii of the two particles. This can be further simplifiedto

δ p
0 = φ f a12, (3.12)

whereδ p
0 represents the plastic contact deformation at the limit overlap, anda12 =

2a1a2
a1+a2

is
the reduced radius. In the rangeδmax < δ p

max, the dependence ofk2 can also be written as
follows:

k2 = k1+
(kp− k1)

k1δ p
max

f max, (3.13)

where f max= k1δmax, which is same as equation 4 in [224] with S=
(kp−k1)

k1δ p
max

.

From energy balance, one can define the “plastic” limit velocity

vp =
√

k1/mr δ p
max , (3.14)

below which the contact behavior is elasto-plastic, and above which the perfectly elastic
limit-branch is reached. Impact velocities larger thanvp can have consequences, as discussed
next.
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In summary, the adhesive, elasto-plastic, hysteretic normal contact model is defined by the
four parametersk1, kp, kc andφ f that, respectively, account for the initial plastic loading
stiffness, the maximal, plastic limit (elastic) stiffness, the adhesion strength, and the plastic
overlap-range of the model; it also involves an empirical choice for the non-linear, load-
dependent, intermediate elastic branch stiffnessk2.

3.2.2.3 Motivation of the original contact model

To study a collision between two ideal, homogeneous spheres, one should refer to realistic,
full-detail contact models with a solid experimental and theoretical foundation [78, 199,
204]. These contact models feature a small elastic regime and the particles increasingly
deform plastically with increasing, not too large deformation (overlap). During unloading,
their contacts end at finite overlap due to flattening. Otherwise, besides many smaller model
details there exist various such models. However, one has toconsider also the non-contact
forces that are often neglected for very large particles, but become dominant and hysteretic as
well as long-ranged for rather small spheres [204]. A mesoscopic model that compromises
on the details of the contact model, but follows the flat contact detachment philosophy was
recently proposed in Ref. [143].

The mesoscopic contact model used here was originally proposed by Luding [102] and fol-
lows a different approach in two respects: (i) it introducesa limit to the plastic deformation
of the particles/material for various reasons as summarized below in subsection3.2.2.4, and
(ii) the contacts are not idealized as perfectly flat, and thus do not have to lose mechanical
contact immediately at un-loading, as will be detailed in the subsection3.2.2.5.

Note that a limit to the slopekp that resemblesa different contact behavior at large defor-
mationshas various physical and numerical reasons:
(0) due to the wide probability distribution of forces in bulk granular matter, only few con-
tacts should reach the limit, which should not effect much the collective behavior;
(i) in many particle systems, for large deformations the particles cannot be assumed to be
spherical anymore, as they deform plastically or even couldbreak;
(ii) from the macroscopic point of view, too large deformations would lead to volume frac-
tions larger than unity, which for most materials (except highly micro-porous, fractal ones)
would be unaccountable;
(iii) at small deformation, contacts are due to surface roughness realized by multiple surface
asperities and at large deformation, the single pair point-contact argument breaks down and
multiple contacts of a single particle can not be assumed to be independent anymore;
(iv) numerically in a bulk simulation the time step is chosensuch that it is well below the
minimal contact duration of all the contacts. Ifk2 is not limited this minimum could become
very small so that the required time step would have to be reduced below practical values,
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only because of some extreme contacts.
Following two subsections discuss the two major differences of the present piece-wise
linear model as compared to other existing models: (i) the elastic limit branch, and (ii)
the elastic re-loading or non-contact-loss, as well as their reasons, relevance and possible
changes/tuning – in cases needed.

3.2.2.4 Shortcomings, physical relevance and possible tuning

In the context of collisions between perfect homogeneous elasto-plastic spheres, a purely
elastic threshold/limit and enduring elastic behavior after a sharply defined contact-loss are
indeed questionable, as the plastic deformation of the single particle cannot become re-
versible/elastic. Nevertheless, there are many materialsthat support the idea of a more elastic
behavior at very high impact velocity (or contact force).

In the following, we will list some of these cases and extensively comment on them.

3.2.2.4.1 Mesoscopic contact model applied to real materials: First we want to recall
that the present model is mainly aimed to reproduce the behavior of multi-particle systems of
realistic fine and ultra-fine powders, which are typically non-spherical and often mesoscopic
in size with internal micro-structure and micro-porosity on the scale of typical contact defor-
mation. For example, think of clusters/agglomerates of primary nano-particles that form fine
micron-sized secondary powder particles, or other fluffy materials. The primary particles
are possibly better described by other contact models, but in order to simulate a reasonable
number of secondary particles one cannot rely on this bottom-up approach and better uses a
meso-contact model. During the bulk compression of such a system, the material deforms
plastically and its internal porosity reduces. Plastic deformation diminishes if the primary
particles are elastic/stiff and the material has become dense, almost non-porous. Beyond this
point the system deformmoreelastically, i.e. the stiffness becomes high and the (irrecover-
able) deformations are much smaller than initially.

In their compression experiments of granular beds with micrometer sized granules of micro-
crystalline cellulose, Persson et al. [144] found that a contact model where a limit on plastic
deformation is introduced can very well describe the bulk behavior. Experimentally they ob-
serve a strong elasto-plastic bulk-behavior for the assembly at low compression strain/stress.
In this phase the height of the bed decreases, irreversibly and almost linearly with the applied
load, while the deviation from linearity strongly increases beyond a certain strain/stress, with
a dramatic increase of the stiffness of the aggregate. They associate the change in the behav-
ior to the loss of porosity and the subsequent more elastic bulk response to the particles that
are now closely in touch with each other. In this new, considerably denser configurations,
not much more void reduction is allowed and thus the behaviorgets more elastic. While the
elastic limit in the contact model does not affect the description of the bulk behavior in the
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first part, the threshold is found to play a key role in order toreproduce the material stiffening
(see Fig. 8 in Ref. [144]).

Note that in an assembly of particles, not all the contacts will reach the limit branch and
deform elastically simultaneously. That is, even if few contacts are in the elastic limit, the
system will always retain some plasticity, hencethe assembly will never be fully elastic.

3.2.2.4.2 Application to pair interactions: Interestingly, the contact model in Sec.
3.2.2.2is suitable to describe the collision between pairs of particles, when special classes of
materials are considered, such that the behavior at high velocity and thus large deformation
drastically changes.

(i) Core-shell materials.The model is perfectly suited for plastic core-shell materials, such
as asphalt or ice particles, having a “soft” plastic outer shell and a rather stiff, elastic inner
core. For such materials the stiffness increases with the load due to an increasing contact
surface. For higher deformations, contact between the inner cores can take place, which
turns out to be almost elastic when compared to the behavior of the external shell. The model
was successfully applied to model asphalt, where the elastic inner core is surrounded by a
plastic oil or bitumen layer [137]. Alternatively, the plastic shell can be seen as the range
of overlaps, where the surface roughness and inhomogeneities lead to a different contact
mechanics as for the more homogeneous inner core.

(ii) Cold spray.An other interesting system that can be effectively reproduced by introducing
an elastic limit in the contact model is cold spray. Researchers have experimentally and
numerically shown that spray-particles rebound from the substrate at low velocity, while they
stick at intermediate impact energy [123, 170, 191, 234]. Wu et al. [230] experimentally
found that rebound re-appears with a further increase in velocity (Fig. 3 in Ref. [230]).
Schmidt et al. [170] relate the decrease of the deposition efficiency (inverse of coefficient of
restitution) to a transition from a plastic impact to hydrodynamic penetration (Fig. 16 in Ref.
[170]). Recently Moridi et al. [123] numerically studied the sticking and rebound processes,
by using the adhesive elasto-plastic contact model of Luding [102], and their prediction of
the velocity dependent behavior is in good agreement with experiments.

(iii) Sintering. As an additional example, we want to recall that the present meso-contact
model has already been applied to the case of sintering, see Ref. [111]. For large deforma-
tions, large stresses, or high temperatures, the material goes to a fluid-like state rather than
being solid. Hence, the elasticity of the system (nearly incompressible melt) determines its
limit stiffness, whileφ f determines the maximal volume fraction that can be reached.

All the realistic situations described above clearly hint at a modification in the contact phe-
nomenology that can not be described anymore by an elasto-plastic model beyond some
threshold in the overlap/force. The limit stiffnesskp and the plastic layer depthφ f in our
model allow the transition of the material to a new state. Dissipation on the limit branch
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– which otherwise would be perfectly elastic – can be taken care of, by a viscous damping
force (as the simplest option). Due to viscous damping, the unloading and re-loading will
follow different paths, so that the collision will never be perfectly elastic, which is in agree-
ment with the description in Jasevic̆ius et al. [73, 74] and will be shown below in subsection
3.A.1.

Finally, note that an elastic limit branch is surely not the ultimate solution, but a simple
first model attempt – possibly requiring material- and problem-adapted improvements in the
future.

3.2.2.4.3 Tuning of the contact model: The change in behavior at large contact defor-
mations is thus a feature of the contact model which allows usto describe many special
types of materials. Nevertheless, if desired, without changing the model, the parameters
can be tuned in order to reproduce the behavior of materials where the plasticity keeps on
increasing with deformation. The limit-branch where plastic deformation ends is defined
by the dimensionless parameters plasticity depth,φ f , and (maximal) elastic stiffness,kp.
Owing to the flexibility of the model, it can be tuned such thatthe limit overlap is set to a
much higher value which is never reached by the contacts. When the new value ofφ f

′
is

chosen, a newkp
′
can be calculated to describe the behavior at higher overlap(as detailed in

Appendix3.C). In this way the model with the extendedφ f
′
exhibits elasto-plastic behavior

for a higher velocity/compression-force range, while keeping the physics of the system for
smaller overlap identical to the one with smallφ f .

3.2.2.5 Irreversibility of the tensile branch

Finally we discuss a feature of the contact model in [102], that postulates the irreversibil-
ity, i.e. partial elasticity, of the tensilekc branch, as discussed in Sec.3.2.2.2. While this
is unphysical in some situations, e.g. for homogeneous plastic spheres, we once again em-
phasize that we are interested in non-homogeneous, non-spherical meso-particles, as e.g.
clusters/agglomerates of primary particles in contact with internal structures of the order of
typical contact deformation.

Only for ideal, perfect, elasto-plastic adhesive spheres that experience a large enough tensile
force, the particles detach with a (perfect) flattened surface due to plasticity. In almost all
other cases, the shape of the detaching surfaces and the subsequent behavior depend on
the relative strength of plastic, attractive, and other contact mechanisms. Moreover, other
details like particle rotation can also play a role. Few examples include core-shell materials
[137], assemblies of micro-porous fine powders [144] or atomic nanoparticles [193]. We
first briefly discuss the case of ideal elasto-plastic adhesive particles and later describe the
behavior of many particle systems, which is the main focus ofthis work.

For ideal homogeneous particles with radius of the order of millimeters [199], a permanently
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flattened surface is created during deformation of the orderof micrometers and the plastic
dissipation during mechanical contact is dominant with respect to the van der Waals force.
When the particles detach during unloading, the force suddenly drops to zero from the tensile
branch. During non-contact, further un- and re-loading involves no force; when the contact
is re-established it also is assumed to be mostly elastic, following the previous contact-
unloading path. Thus re-established contacts have little or no plastic deformation until the
(previously reached) maximum overlap is reached again – from when on strong plasticity
kicks in again.

On the other hand for ultra-fine ideal spherical particles oforder of macro-meters [204, 206,
207], the van der Waals force is much stronger and unloading adhesion is due to purely
non-contact forces. Therefore, the non-contact forces do not vanish and even extend beyond
the mechanical first contact distance. The contact model of Tomas [204, 206] is reversible
for non-contact and features a strong plastic deformation for the re-established contact – in
contrast to the previous case of large particles.

The contact model by Luding [102] follows similar considerations as others, except for the
fact that the mechanical contact doesnot detach, as discussed next. The irreversible, elastic
re-loading before complete detachment can be seen as a compromise between small and
large particle mechanics, i.e. between weak and strong attractive forces. It also could be
interpreted as a premature re-establishment of mechanicalcontact, e.g., due to a rotation
of the particles. Detachment and remaining non-contact is only then valid if the particles
do not rotate relative to each other; in case of rotations, both sliding and rolling degrees of
freedom can lead to a mechanical contact much earlier than inthe ideal case of a perfect
normal collision of ideal particles. In the spirit of a mesoscopic model, the irreversible
contact model is due to the ensemble of possible contacts, where some behave like imagined
in the ideal case, whereas some behave strongly different, e.g., due to some relative rotation.
However, there are several other good reasons to consider anirreversible unloading branch.

In the case of asphalt (core-shell material with a stone coreand bitumen-shell), dependent
on the composition of the bitumen, it can contain a considerable amount of fine solids that
will behave softly for loading, but rather stiff for re-loading (elastick2 branch). (Bitumen
with fine fillers is referred to as “mastic”, but a more detailed study of this class of materials
goes beyond the scope of this study.) [137]

For atomistic nano-particles and for porous particles, onething in common is the fact the
typical deformations can be much larger than the primary particles inhomogeneities and that
the adhesion of the primary particles is very strong, which leads to their re-arrangements (see
Fig. 5 in Ref. [193]). That is the bulk material will deform plastically (irreversibly) even if
the primary particles can be assumed to be perfectly elastic. We can not assume permanent
ideal flattening and full loss of mechanical contact during unloading for the mesoscopic
particles: Many contacts between the primary particles andsurface inhomogeneities will be
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Figure 3.3: Schematic plots of (a) the non-contact adhesiveforce-overlap relation and (b)
the non-contact jump-in force-overlap relation.

lost, but – due to their strong attraction – many others will keep their contacts. Strong clusters
of primary particles will remain intact and can form bridges(threads) or clumps during
unloading – which either keep the two surfaces in contact beyond the idealized detachment
point or can lead to an elastic repulsion due to a clump-particle sitting between the surfaces
(see Fig. 3 in Ref. [102]).

When re-loading, the (elastic) connecting elements influence the response; rearrangements
of the primary particles (and clusters) happen on the surface, leading to its reshaping –
leaving a surely non-flat contact surface.

Also in this case, as often mentioned for granular systems, the interaction of several elastic
particles does not imply bulk elasticity of the assembly, due to rearrangements. Thus, in
the present model an irreversible tensile branch is assumed, without distinction between the
behavior before and after the first contact-loss-point other than the intrinsic non-linearity in
the model: The elastic stiffness for re-loadingk2 decreases the closer it comes toδ = 0;
in the present version of the contact model,k2 for unloading from thek1 branch and for
re-loading from thekc branch are exactly matched.

As a final remark, for almost all models on the market – due to convenience and numerical
simplicity, in case of complete detachmentδ < 0 – the contact is set to its initial state, since
it is very unlikely that the two particles will touch again atexactly the same contact point as
before. On the other hand in the present model a long-range interaction is introduced, in the
same spirit as [203, 206]. Reloading in the non-contact (δ < 0) regime is perfectly elastic,
as it refers to the non-contact of surfaces and is due only to long-range attractive (van der
Waals) forces, as will be detailed in the next subsection.
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3.2.3 Non-contact normal force

It has been shown in many studies that long-range interactions are present when dry adhesive
particles collide, i.e. forces are present even for negative overlapδ [102, 199, 206, 207]. In
the previous section, we have studied the force laws for contact overlapδ > 0. In this section
we introduce a description for non-contact, long range, adhesive forces, focusing on the two
non-contact models schematically shown in Fig.3.3 – both piece-wise linear in the spirit
of the mesoscopic model – namely the reversible model and thejump-in (irreversible) non-
contact models (where the latter could be seen as an idealized, mesoscopic representation
of a liquid bridge, just for completeness). Later, in the next section, we will combine non-
contact and contact forces.

3.2.3.1 Reversible Adhesive force

In Fig. 3.3(a) we consider the reversible attractive case, where a (linear) van der Waals type
long-range adhesive force is assumed. The force law can be written as

f adh=











− fa if δ > 0
−ka

cδ − fa if 0 ≥ δ > δa

0 if δa > δ
(3.15)

with the range of interactionδa = − fa/ka
c, whereka

c > 0 is the adhesive strength of the
material andfa > 0 is the (constant) adhesive force magnitude, active for overlap δ > 0 in
addition to the contact force. Whenδ = 0 the force is− fa. The adhesive forcef adh is
active when particles are closer thanδa, when it starts increase/decrease linearly along−ka

c,
for approach/separation respectively. In the rest of the chapter, for the sake of simplicity and
without loss of generality, the adhesive strength will be chosen as coincident with the contact
adhesive stiffness in Sec.3.2.2.2, that iska

c = kc.

3.2.3.2 Jump-in (Irreversible) Adhesive force

In Fig. 3.3(b) we report the behavior of the non-contact force versus overlap when the ap-
proach between particles is described by a discontinuous (irreversible) attractive law. The
jump-in force can be simply written as

f jump−in =

{

0 if δ < 0
− fa if δ ≥ 0

. (3.16)

As suggested in previous studies [23, 78, 199], there is no attractive force before the particles
come into contact; the adhesive force becomes active and suddenly drops to a negative value,
− fa, at contact, whenδ = 0. The jump-in force resembles the limit caseka

c → ∞ of Eq.
(3.15). Note that the behavior is defined here only for approach of the particles. We assume
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the model to be irreversible, as in the unloading stage, during separation, the particles will
not follow this same path (details will be discussed below).

3.3 Coefficient of Restitution

As already mentioned, we can quantify the amount of dissipated energy relative to the inci-
dent kinetic energy in terms of the coefficient of restitution e, by using the expression 1−e2.

When we consider a pair collision, with particles approaching from infinite distance, the
coefficient of restitution can be defined as

e=
vf

∞

vi
∞ (3.17a)

and further decomposed as

e=
vf

∞

vf

vf

vi

vi

vi
∞ = ǫoenǫi , (3.17b)

where three different regimes have been introduced to describe the pair interaction.ǫi and
ǫo are the pull-in and pull-off coefficients of restitution, that describe the non-contact parts
of the interaction (δ < 0), for approach and separation of particles respectively,while en

is the coefficient of restitution defined for particle in contact (δ > 0). vi
∞ andvf

∞ denote
the approach and separation velocities at infinity distance, when the (short- and long-range)
interaction force is zero.vi is the approaching velocity at zero contact overlapδ = 0 (start
of contact) andvf is the separation velocity at zero overlapδ = 0 when the particles are
separating (end of contact).
In the following, we will first analyze each term in Eq. (3.17b) separately, based on energy
considerations. Then we will show combined contact models using the non-contact and con-
tact components described in sections3.2.2-3.2.3and provide the coefficient of restitution
for this wide class of models.

3.3.1 Pull-in coefficient of restitution

In order to describe the pull-in coefficient of restitutionǫi we focus on the two non-contact
models proposed in Sec.3.2.3, as simple interpretations of the adhesive force during the
approach of the particles.

When thereversible adhesivecontact model is used, the energy conservation argument

1
2

mrvi
∞2 =

1
2

faδa+
1
2

mrvi
2 (3.18a)

yields the following expression forǫi :

ǫadh
i =

vi

vi
∞ =

√

1− faδa

mrvi
∞2 =

√

1+
f 2
a/kc

mrvi
∞2 . (3.18b)
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The pull-in coefficient of restitution increases with increasing adhesive force magnitudefa
due to increase in attractive force and decreases with the adhesive strength of the material
kc. On the other hand, if theirreversible adhesive jump-inmodel is implemented, a constant
valueǫjump−in

i = 1 is obtained, asf jump−in = 0 for δ < 0 and the velocity is constantvi = vi
∞.

3.3.2 Normal coefficient of restitution

When focusing on the contact coefficient of restitutionen and writing the energy balance
between the start and end of contact interaction, we get

1
2

mrvi
2 =Wdiss+

1
2

mrvf
2 (3.19a)

and

en =
vf

vi
=

√

1− 2Wdiss

mrvi
2 , (3.19b)

whereWdiss denotes the amount of energy dissipated during the collision.

If the linear contact model (see Sec.3.2.2.1) is considered in the absence of viscous damping
(LS),Wdiss is zero, hence the normal coefficient of restitutioneLS

n = 1. On the other hand, for
either viscous damping or in the case ofadhesive elasto-plasticcontacts (see Sec3.2.2.2),
there is finite dissipation. AsWdiss is always positive, the normal coefficient of restitution is
always smaller than unity, i.e.eLSD < 1 andeHYS

n < 1. The coefficient of restitution for the
linear spring dashpot model is given in Eq. (3.5), while the elasto-plastic contact model will
be discussed below.

3.3.3 Pull-off coefficient of restitution

The pull-off coefficient of restitution is defined for particles that lose contact and separate,
using theadhesive reversiblemodel as described in section3.2.3.1.

By assuming energy conservation

1
2

mvf
∞2 =

1
2

faδa+
1
2

mvf
2 , (3.20a)

we obtain the following expression

ǫo =
vf

∞

vf
=

√

1+
faδa

mvf
2 =

√

1− f 2
a/kc

mvf
2 . (3.20b)

Similarly to what already seen for Eq.3.18b, the pull-off coefficient of restitution depends
on both the adhesive force magnitudefa and strengthkc, other than the separation velocity
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Figure 3.4: (a) Reversible and irreversible non-contact forces, where the top blue line (for
negative overlap) represents the former and the bottom red line (for negative overlap) the
latter. The black line for positive overlap represents the linear contact force as superimposed
on the non-contact force. (b) Force-displacement law for elasto-plastic, adhesive contacts
superimposed on the irreversible non-contact adhesive force.

vf . As the particles feel an attractive force during unloading, part of their kinetic energy is
lost and henceǫo < 1 in Eq. (3.20b).

It is worthwhile to notice that the force-overlap picture described above, withǫo defined as
in Eq. (3.20b) refers to a system with sufficiently high impact velocity, so that the particles
can separate with a finite kinetic energy at the end of collision. That is

vf
2 > f 2

a/(mkc) =: (va
f )

2 (3.21)

or, equivalently,v∞
i > va

f /(enǫi), whereva
f denotes the maximum relative velocity at which

particles actually can separate. On the other hand, if the kinetic energy reaches zero before
the separation, e.g. during the unloading path, the particles start re-loading along the adhe-
sive branch until the valueδ = 0 is reached and they follow contact law defined forδ > 0
again.

3.3.4 Combined contact laws

The contact and non-contact models described in previous sections3.3.1, 3.3.2and3.3.3
can be combined in order to obtain the overall description ofthe system behavior, during
approach, contact and final separation of the particles.

For example, the combination of the pull-in, the linear normal and the pull-off components
leads to areversible adhesive linearcontact model, as shown schematically in the upper
part of Fig. 3.4a, with coefficient of restitutione = ǫoeLSD

n ǫadh
i . On the other hand, by

combining the irreversible (jump-in) pull-in, the linear normal and the (reversible) pull-off
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Figure 3.5: Restitution coefficiente plotted as a function of the impact velocityv∞
i en → e

andvi → v∞
i for irreversible elastic-adhesive and elasto-plastic adhesive spheres (as given in

the inset). Parameters used here arek1 = 102 Nm−1, kp = 5×102 Nm−1, kc = 102 Nm−1,
and fa = 5×10−7 N, which leads to the low-velocity sticking limitva

f = 2.1×10−5m/s, for
particles with radius 1.1.10−3 m, density 2000 kg/m3, and massm= 5.6×10−6 kg.

components (see schematic in the lower part of Fig.3.4a) we get coefficient of restitution
e= ǫoeLSD

n ǫ
jump−in
i .

In the following we will focus on the combination of the irreversible pull-in with the adhesive
elasto-plastic and the (reversible) pull-off parts, leading to anirreversible adhesive elasto-
plastic model, see Fig.3.4b, with e= ǫoeHYS

n ǫ
jump−in
i = ǫoeHYS

n . For this special case we
want to analyze the influence of the adhesive component/parameters on the overall behavior.

In Fig.3.5, we plot the coefficient of restitutioneas a function of impact velocity for both the
irreversible elastic (en = eLSD

n ) and the irreversible elasto-plastic (en = eHYS
n ) contact models.

We observe that for low velocity the system behaves in a similar fashion in both cases, show-
ing an initial sticking regime, in agreement with previous experimental and numerical results
[188, 199, 219]. At higher velocities, a significant difference appears: for elastic adhesive
spheres,e keeps increasing and approaches unity while, for elasto-plastic adhesive spheres,
estarts decreasing at intermediate velocity until it becomes zero at higher velocity. This dif-
ference is related with the sources of dissipation in the twomodels. In the irreversible elastic
case, energy is dissipated only due to the pull-off of the particles, which is significant in low
velocity range only. On the contrary, for irreversible elasto-plastic spheres, dissipation takes
place during both, pull-off and normal contact, stages. Thelatter, new, effect is negligible
for low velocity (hence the two models coincide) but it becomes important for large impact
velocity, leading to a second, high velocity, sticking regime, (that will be discussed in detail
below).
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Figure 3.6: Restitution coefficient plotted as function of impact velocity without viscous dis-
sipation. Different lines correspond to the analytical expression in Eq. (3.28) with different
non-contact adhesionfa as given in the inset. Black circles represent the numericalsolution
results forfa = 0, where all other parameters are the same as in Fig.3.5.

Furthermore, in Fig.3.6, we focus on the strength of the non-contact adhesionfa and we
plot e against the impact velocity for differentfa. We observe that forfa = 0, en ≈ 1 at
low velocities, while, for finitefa, the particles stick to each other withen = 0. The critical
velocityva

f required to separate the particles increases withfa. For extreme values offa the
particles stick in the whole range of velocities.

It is interesting to notice that for very lowfa and low impact velocities the behavior is
independent of the adhesive force magnitude (cyan line and black circles lie on top of each
other in Fig. 3.6). In the further sections we restrict our analysis to this range of fa and
impact velocity.

3.4 Elasto-plastic coefficient of restitution

In the following we will restrict our analytical study on thecoefficient of restitution to the
range of moderate and large impact velocity, where the contribution of weak non-contact
adhesive forcesfa → 0 can be neglected. Furthermore, we disregard viscous forces in order
to allow for a closed analytical treatment. The coefficient of restitution will be computed and
its dependence on the impact velocityvi and the adhesive stiffnesskc is considered for two
casesvi < vp andvi > vp, with vp defined in Eq. (3.14).
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3.4.1 Theory and dimensionless parameters

3.4.1.1 Initial relative velocity vi < vp

Whenvi < vp the particles after loading, unload with slopek2 and the system deforms along
the path 0→ δmax→ δ0 → δmin → 0, as described in the Sec.3.2.2.2and shown in Fig.3.2.

The initial kinetic energy (atδ = 0 overlap) is completely transformed to potential energy at
the maximum overlapδmax,

1
2

mrv
2
i =

1
2

k1δ 2
max . (3.22a)

The direction of relative velocity is reversed atδmax, unloading starts with slopek2 and some
part of the potential energy is converted to kinetic energy at the force-free overlapδ0,

1
2

mrv
2
0 =

1
2

k2(δmax− δ0)
2 , (3.22b)

which, using Eq. (3.8), can be written as

1
2

mrv
2
0 =

1
2

k1δmax(δmax− δ0) . (3.22c)

Further unloading, belowδ0, leads to attractive forces. The kinetic energy atδ0 is partly
converted to potential energy atδmin

1
2

mrv
2
min+

1
2

k2(δmin− δ0)
2 =

1
2

mrv
2
0 . (3.22d)

The total energy is finally converted to only kinetic energy at the end of the collision (overlap
δ = 0)

1
2

mrv
2
f −

1
2

mrv
2
min =−1

2
kcδ 2

min , (3.22e)

that, when combined with (3.22d), gives

1
2

mrv
2
f −

1
2

mrv
2
0 =−1

2
kcδminδ0 (3.22f)

Using Eqs. (3.22a), (3.22c), and (3.22f) with the definitions ofδmin andδ0, and dividing by
the initial kinetic energy, we obtain the coefficient of restitution

e(1)n =
vf

vi
=

√

k1

k2
− kc

k1

(k2− k1)

(k2+ kc)

(k2− k1)

k2
(3.23)

with k2 = k2(δmax) = k2(vi), as defined in Eq. (5.9).
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3.4.1.2 Initial relative velocity vi > vp

When the initial relative velocityvi is large enough such thatvi > vp, the estimated maximum
overlapδmax= vi

√

mr/k1 is greater thanδ p
max. Let v1 be the velocity at overlapδ p

max. The
system deforms along the path 0→ δ p

max→ δmax→ δ0 → δmin → 0, see Fig.3.2. The initial
relative kinetic energy is not completely converted to potential energy atδ = δ p

max, hence

1
2

mrv
2
i =

1
2

mrv
2
1+

1
2

k1(δ p
max)

2, (3.24a)

and the loading continues with the slopekp until all kinetic energy equals zero atδ = δmax>

δ p
max

1
2

mrv
2
1+

1
2

k1(δ p
max)

2 =
1
2

kp(δmax− δ0)
2, (3.24b)

the relative velocity changes sign atδmax, the contact starts to unload with slopekp. The
potential energy is completely converted to kinetic energyat δ0, such that the equality

1
2

mrv
2
0 =

1
2

kp(δmax− δ0)
2 (3.24c)

or

1
2

mrv
2
0 =

1
2

k1δ p
max(δ

p
max− δ0)+

1
2

mrv
2
1 (3.24d)

holds. Further unloading, still with slopekp, leads to attractive forces untilδ p
min is reached,

where the kinetic energy is partly converted to potential energy

1
2

mrv
2
min+

1
2

kp(δ p
min− δ0)

2 =
1
2

mrv
2
0 . (3.24e)

The unloading continues alongkc and the total energy atδ p
min is finally converted to only

kinetic energy at the end of collision (δ = 0 overlap), so that

1
2

mrv
2
f −

1
2

mrv
2
min =−1

2
kc(δ p

min)
2 . (3.24f)

Using Eqs. (3.24c) and (3.24d) in Eq. (3.24f) gives

1
2

mrv
2
f −

1
2

mrv
2
0 =−1

2
kcδ p

minδ0 . (3.24g)

Combining Eqs. (3.24a), (3.24b), (3.24c), (3.24g) with the definitions ofδ p
min andδ0, and

dividing by the initial kinetic energy, we obtain the coefficient of restitution

e(2)n =

√

1+

[

−1+
k1

kp
− kc

k1

(kp− k1)2

(kp+ kc)kp

]

v2
p

v2
i

, (3.25)

with vp/vi < 1.
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3.4.1.3 Dimensionless Parameters

For a more general description, a few dimensionless parameters can be defined:

Plasticity :η =
kp− k1

k1
, (3.26a)

Adhesivity :β =
kc

k1
, (3.26b)

Scaled initial velocity :χ =
δmax

δ p
max

∼ vi

vp
. (3.26c)

The final dimensionless number, given here for the sake of completeness, but not used in this
subsection, is the ratio of maximum velocity at which particles stick due to adhesion only to
the initial relative velocity of the particles.ψa = va/v∞

i ≪ 1.

Using Eqs. (3.26a), (3.26b) and (3.26c) in Eq. (5.9), one can define

k2(χ) =

{

kp if χ ≥ 1
k1 (1+ηχ) if χ < 1

, (3.27)

while the coefficients of restitution,e(1)n in Eq. (3.23) ande(2)n in Eq. (3.25) become

e(1)n (η ,β ,χ < 1) =

√

1
1+ηχ

− β η2χ2

(1+ηχ)(1+β +ηχ)
(3.28)

and

e(2)n (η ,β ,χ ≥ 1) =

√

1+[A(η ,β )−1]
1

χ2 , (3.29)

with

A(η ,β ) =
[

e(1)n (η ,β ,χ = 1)
]2

. (3.30)

3.4.1.4 Qualitative Description

In Fig. 3.7, the analytical prediction for the coefficient of restitution, from Eqs. (3.28) and
(3.29), is compared to the numerical integration of the contact model, for different scaled
initial velocitiesχ . We confirm the validity of the theoretical prediction for the coefficient
of restitution in the whole range.

For very smallηχ < 10−3, en can be approximated ase(1)n ≈ 1− ηχ
2 , which gives a good

agreement to 2 orders of magnitude in velocity. With increasing initial relative velocityvi ,
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Figure 3.7: Restitution coefficient plotted as a function ofthe scaled initial velocityχ for
a collision without viscous and non-contact forces. The thick red line correspond to the
analytical expressions in Eq. (3.28), the dashed blue line to Eq. (3.29), and circles are DEM
simulations, while the thin black line represents the low velocity approximation results for
the same material parameters as in Fig.3.5, i.e.η = 4 andβ = 1.

dissipation increases faster than the initial kinetic energy leading to a faster convex decrease
of e(1)n . The coefficient of restitutione(1)n becomes zero when a critical scaled initial velocity
χ (1)

c (see Eq. (3.32)) is reached. At this point, the amount of dissipated energyis equal to the
initial kinetic energy, leading the particles to stick. Thecoefficient of restitution remains zero
until a second critical scaled initial velocityχ (2)

c is reached, i.e. sticking behavior is observed
for χ (1)

c ≤ χ ≤ χ (2)
c . Finally, for χ > χ (2)

c , the dissipated energy remains constant (plastic
limit is reached), while the initial kinetic energy increases. As a result, the kinetic energy
after collision increases and so does the coefficient of restitution en. Existence of sticking
at such high velocities is recently reported by Kothe et al. [86], where authors studied the
outcome of collisions between sub-mm-sized dust agglomerates in micro-gravity.1 The in-
crease inen with the velocity is because of a limit on maximum plastic overlap, thereby
making the plastic dissipation to be constant forδ > δ p

max.

Certainly, this is in contrast to what is expected and observed in experiments on some types
of elasto-plastic granular materials. We point out that this behavior shows up only at very
high velocities (x-axis in Fig.3.7 has increased by 2 orders of magnitude). Moreover,
the definition ofen might become questionable at that high velocity, as the particles can
fragment/break and physics of the system has to be reconsidered. At such large deformations
the particles cannot be assumed to be spherical anymore. On the other hand, the increase of

1. Note that this is the regime where the physics of the contact changes and dependent on the material and other
considerations, modifications to the contact model could/should be applied, however, this goes beyond the scope of
this study.
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Figure 3.8: Restitution coefficient plotted as a function ofthe scaled initial velocityχ . The
blue solid line corresponds to the solution forχ < 1, with φ f = 0.05, while the dashed lines
with different colors represent the behavior once limit overlap is reached. Magenta, green
and red representen for φ f

′
= 0.1, φ f

′
= 0.5 andφ f

′
= 1.0 respectively, where the latter is

the fully plastic case, as if one would setδ p
0 = a, wherea is the particle radius. Note thatkp

is adapted as described in appendix3.C.

en for high velocity is a familiar observation in the cold spraycommunity [170, 191, 234].
After a given (critical) velocity the spray particles adhere to the substrate, and they do so for a
range of impact velocities, while increasing velocity further leads to unsuccessful deposition,
i.e. the particles will bounce from the substrate. The sticking phenomenon of the material
has been extensively studied experimentally and numerically [170, 191, 230, 231, 234].

As explained in the previous section3.2.2.3, a pre-determinate thresholdδ p
max on the plastic

regime is the reason for the anomalous elastic high velocitybehavior of the coefficient of
restitution. The model can be tuned by choosing a higherφ f , re-calculatingkp, thereby
keeping the behavior plastic in the whole range of interest for the velocity and the collision
dynamics up toδ p

max unchanged (see appendix3.C). Nevertheless, we consider a reference
value forφ f (andkp) based on the maximum volume fraction of the multi-particlegranular
assembly, such that the macroscopic behavior is reasonableand in good agreement with the
experiment, e.g. based on our simulations on split-bottom ring shear cell [107]. Also, in a
typical DEM simulation, the maximum overlap is 5− 10% of the reduced particle radius.
This is illustrated in Fig.3.8, where we ploten against the normalized velocityχ = vi

vp
, for

different values ofφ f , with vp calculated from the same reference stiffness input parameters
φ f andkp. Referenceφ f is chosen to be 0.05, which would meanδ p

0 = 0.05a. For low
velocity the different curves lie on the top of each other, showing that the collision dynamics
stays unaffected by the change inφ f . The onset of the increase inen shifts to right with
increasingφ f , providing a fully plastic regime at highχ if desired.
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Figure 3.9: Contact force during one collision, plotted against the overlap for different scaled
initial velocitiesχ = 0.34, 0.69, 1.1, and 1.37, respectively. The three straight lines represent
the plastic branch, with slopek1, the adhesive branch, with slope−kc, and the limit branch
with slopekp, for k1 = 102 Nm−1, kp = 5×102 Nm−1, kc = 102 Nm−1 andφ f = 0.05, i.e.
η = 4 andβ = 1

In Fig. 3.9, we compare the variation of the force with overlap in the various regimes ofχ as
discussed above forφ f = 0.05. For very smallχ , the unloading slopek2 ≈ k1, (see Fig.3.9a
for a moderately smallχ = 0.34), and the amount of dissipated energy is small, increasing
with χ . The kinetic energy after collision is almost equal to the initial kinetic energy, i.e.
en ∼ 1, see Fig.3.7. In Figs.3.9band3.9c, the force-overlap variation is shown for sticking
particles, for the casesχ (1)

c < χ < 1 and 1< χ < χ (2)
c , respectively (more details will be

given in the following subsection). Finally, in Fig.3.9d, the caseχ > χ (2)
c is displayed, for

which the initial kinetic energy is larger than the dissipation, resulting in the separation of
the particles. The corresponding energy variation is described in detail in the appendix.

3.4.1.5 Sticking regime limits and overlaps

In this section we focus on the range ofχ (1)
c < χ ≤ χ (2)

c , where the particles stick to each
other and calculate the critical valuesχ (1)

c andχ (2)
c . Also we assumeβ to be large enough

so that sticking is possible, as we show in later section thatfor a givenη a minimumβ = β ∗
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is required for particles to stick. Whenχ = χ (1)
c all initial kinetic energy of the particles is

dissipated during the collision. Hence the particles stickanden becomes zero:

e(1)n (η ,β ,χ (1)
c ) = 0 , (3.31a)

which leads to

β η2χ2−ηχ − (1+β ) = 0 . (3.31b)

Only the positiveχ solution is physically possible, as particles with negative initial relative
velocity cannot collide, so that

χ (1)
c =

1
2β η

[

1+
√

1+4β (1+β )
]

. (3.32)

For largerχ > χ (1)
c , the dissipation is strong enough to consume all the initialkinetic energy,

hence the particles loose kinetic energy at a positive, finite overlapδc, see Fig.3.9b. The
contact deforms along the path 0→ δmax→ δ0 → δmin → δc. Thereafter, in the absence of
other sources of dissipation, particles keep oscillating along the same slopek2. In order to
computeδc, we use the energy balance relations in Eqs. (3.22), and conservation of energy
alongδmin → δc, as described by Eq. (3.22e)

1
2

mrv
2
f −

1
2

mrv
2
0 =−1

2
kc

{

δminδ0−
1
2

kcδ 2
c

}

, (3.33a)

with vf = 0 at the overlapδc. Re-writing in terms ofkc andδmax leads to

kcδ 2
c +

{

k2
1

k2
− kc(k2− k1)

2

k2(k2+ kc)

}

δ 2
max= 0 (3.33b)

and thus to the sticking overlap

δ (1)
c

δ p
max

=
δmax

δ p
max

√

(k2− k1)2

k2(k2+ kc)
− k2

1

k2kc
. (3.33c)

In terms of dimensionless parameters, as defined earlier, one gets

δ (1)
c

δ p
max

= χ

√

η2χ2

(1+ηχ)(1+β +ηχ)
− 1

β (1+ηχ)
=

χ
√

β
|e(1)n | , (3.34)

where|e(1)n | denotes the absolute value of the result from Eq. (3.28).

For larger initial relative velocities,χ ≥ 1, the coefficient of restitution is given by Eq. (3.29),
so that the second critical 1< χ (2)

c can be computed setting

e(2)n (η ,β ,χ (2)
c ) = 0 , (3.35a)
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Figure 3.10: Kinetic energy-free contact overlapδc plotted as a function of the scaled initial
velocity χ = vi

vp
; the increasing branch corresponds toχ < 1, while the decreasing branch

corresponds toχ > 1. The dots are simulations forη = 4 andβ = 1, as in Fig.3.9, which
yieldsδ max

c
/δ p

max= (1/3)1/2 in Eq. (3.39).

or
[

1
1+η

− β η2

(1+η)(1+β +η)
−1

]

1
χ2 = 1 . (3.35b)

Again, only the positive solution is physically possible, so that

χ (2)
c =

√

1− 1
1+η

+
β η2

(1+η)(1+β +η)
(3.36)

is the maximum value ofχ for which particles stick to each other. Forχ 6 χ (2)
c particles

deform along the path 0→ δ p
max→ δmax→ δ0 → δmin → δc and then keep oscillating with

k2 stiffness,δc being one of the extrema of the oscillation, see Fig.3.9c. From Eq. (3.24e),
applying conservation of energy alongδmin → δc, we get

1
2

mrv
2
f −

1
2

mrv
2
0 =−1

2
kcδminδ0+

1
2

kcδ 2
c , (3.37a)

with vf = 0, and re-writing in terms ofkc andδ p
max leads to

δ (2)
c

δ p
max

=

√

[

(kp− k1)2

kp(kp+ kc)
− k2

1

kckp
+

k1

kc

]

− mr

kc

v2
i

(δ p
max)2

. (3.37b)
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In terms of the dimensionless parameters, this yields

δ (2)
c

δ p
max

=

√

η2

(1+η)(1+β +η)
+

η
β (1+η)

− χ2

β
=

χ
√

β
|e(2)n | , (3.38)

where|e(2)n | denotes the absolute value of the result from Eq. (3.29).

In Fig. 3.10, the evolution ofδc/δ p
max with χ is reported, showing perfect agreement of

the analytical expressions in Eqs. (3.34) and (3.38), with the numerical solution of a pair-
collision. In the sticking regime, the stopping overlap increases withχ , and reaches a maxi-
mum atχ = 1,

δ max
c

/δ p
max=

√

β η2−η −β −1
β (1+η)(1+η +β )

(3.39)

which depends on the the adhesivityβ and the plasticityη only. Forχ > 1, dissipation gets
weaker, relatively to the increasing initial kinetic energy, andδ (2)

c
/δ p

max decreases until it

reaches 0 forχ = χ (2)
c .

3.4.2 Dependence on Adhesivityβ

In the previous subsections, we studied the dependence of the coefficient of restitutionen on
the scaled initial velocityχ for fixed adhesivityβ , whereas here the dependence ofen on β
is analyzed.

A special adhesivityβ ∗ can be calculated such thaten = 0 for χ = 1, which is the case of
maximum dissipation and leads to sticking only at exactlyχ = 1. From Eq. (3.28), we get

1+β ∗+η −β ∗η2 = 0 , (3.40a)

so that

β ∗ =
1

η −1
. (3.40b)

In Fig. 3.11, we plot the coefficient of restitution as function of the scaled initial velocityχ
for different values of adhesivityβ . Forβ < β ∗, in Fig.3.11, the coefficient of restitutionen

decreases with increasingχ < 1, reaches its positive minimum atχ = 1, and increases for
χ > 1. In this range, the particles (after collision) always have a non-zero relative separation
velocityvf . Whenβ = β ∗, en follows a similar trend, becomes zero atχ = 1, and increases
with increasing scaled initial velocity forχ > 1. This is the minimum value of adhesivity
for which en can become zero and particles start to stick to each other. For β = β ∗, the
two critical values coincide,χ (1)

c = χ (2)
c = 1. If β > β ∗, en decreases and becomes zero at

χ = χ (1)
c < 1, it remains zero untilχ = χ (2)

c > 1, and from there increases with increasing
initial velocity. Hence, we can conclude that the sticking of particles and then range of
velocity for which this happens, is affected by material properties of both particles. Indeed
Zhou et al. [231] presented similar conclusion about deposition efficiencyin cold spray.
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Figure 3.11: Coefficient of restitutionen plotted against the scaled initial velocityχ . Circles
with different colors correspond to different adhesivityβ (red forβ < β ∗, green forβ = β ∗

and blue forβ > β ∗) for χ ≤ 1 , while magenta, black and cyan squares correspond to the
respective values ofβ for χ > 1. Other parameters used arek1 = 102, kp = 5×102, and
differentkc (all in units of Nm−1), i.e. η = 4 andβ/β ∗ = 1/3, 1, and 3, withβ ∗ = 1/3.
The dashed red line represents the solution with the tuned fully plastic model with a new
φ f

′
= 0.5 and newly calculatedkp

′
, see Appendix3.C.

3.5 Conclusions

Various classes of contact models for non-linear elastic, adhesive and elasto-plastic particles,
are reviewed in this chapter. Instead of considering the well understood models for perfect
spheres of homogeneous (visco) elastic or elasto-plastic materials, here we focus on a special
class of mesoscopic adhesive elasto-plastic models, aimedto describe the overall behavior
of assemblies of realistic (different from perfectly homogeneous spheres) fine particles.

The contact model by Luding [102] is extended and generalized by adding short-ranged
(non-contact) interactions. The model is critically discussed and compared to alternative
approaches which are classified in Sub-Section3.1.2. The influence of the model parameters
on the overall impact behavior is discussed, focusing on theirreversible, adhesive, elasto-
plastic part of the model and combining all the elements (non-contact, hysteretic, contact
and viscous dissipation) at the end. The model is simple yet it catches the important features
of particle interactions that affect the bulk behavior of a granular assembly, like elasticity,
plasticity and contact adhesion. It is mesoscopic in spirit, i.e. it does not resolve all the
details of every single contact, but it is designed to represent the ensemble of many contacts
in a bulk system. The goal is to propose a rich, flexible and multi-purpose granular matter
model, which is realistic and allows to involve large numbers of particles.

When the dependence of the coefficient of restitution,e, on the relative velocity between
particles is analyzed, two sticking regimes,e= 0, show up. These are related to different
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sources of dissipation in the system.

(i) As previously reported in the literature (see e.g. Refs.[23, 36, 74, 188, 199]) the particles
stick to each other at very low impact velocity. This can happen due to irreversible short-
range non-contact interaction. The threshold velocity, below which the particles stick, is
directly related to the magnitude of the non-contact adhesive force fa. (ii) With increasing
velocity,e increases and then decreases until the second sticking regime is reached. This is
a result of the plastic/adhesive dissipation mechanisms inthe hysteretic contact model.

At small impact velocity, the details of the contact model are of minor importance. At higher
velocities, for a sufficiently low value of jump-in forcefa the contribution of the (irreversible)
non-contact forces can be neglected. In the limit of weakfa and for moderate-high velocities,
the contact component of the coefficient of restitutionen is examined analytically using
simple energy conservation arguments.

The results are derived in a closed analytical form, by phrasing the behavior in terms of
dimensionless parameters (plasticity, adhesivity and initial velocity) and the range of impact
velocities of the second sticking regime is predicted.

For still increasing relative velocity, beyond the sticking region,en starts increasing again.
This regime involves a change of the physical behavior of thesystem and resembles for
example material with an elastic core like asphalt (stone with bitumen layer). Completely
plastic behavior can be reproduced by the same model withoutany change, just by tuning
two input parameterskp Â and φ f , such that low velocity collision dynamics is kept un-
affected but the maximal plastic overlap is reached only at much higher impact velocities.
This modification provides the high velocity sticking regime for high velocity, as expected
for plastic material. The existence of a high velocity rebound, as predicted by our model,
has been observed experimentally and numerically in cold spray [170, 191, 230, 231, 234]
and can be expected for elastic core with a thin plastic shell. As shown in appendix3.C,
the model is flexible enough to model the “unusual” behavior (which might be relevant to
other applications described above), as well as the well-known decrease of the coefficient of
restitution with impact velocity.

In the sticking regime, due to the lack of dissipation on the unloading / re-loading branch
the sticking particles oscillate around their equilibriumposition. However, the real collision
between two-particles is dissipative in nature. Since viscosity hinders analytical solutions, a
few simulation results with viscosity are presented. With viscosity, the unloading/re-loading
is not reversible elastic anymore. Thus with time the particles undergo a damped oscillation
and approach a static contact with finite overlap.

In the last part of the chapter a section is dedicated to the asymptotic behavior ofen at high
impact velocities. We observe that the asymptotic behavioris directly related to the choice
of the interaction law and its details. For low adhesivity, the coefficient of restitution is found
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to decay asen ∼ vi
−1/2, which is due to the empirical choice of the unloading stiffness in the

model. Further analysis on this feature is possible in the future, when new data from modern
experimental techniques involving fine powders or core-shell materials becomes available
for numerical calibration and validation [86].

The application of the present extended model to many-particle systems (bulk behavior) is
the final long-term goal, see Ref. [107] as an example, where the non-contact forces were
disregarded. An interesting question that remains unanswered concerns a suitable analogy
to the coefficient of restitution (as defined for pair collisions) relevant in the case of bulk
systems, where particles can be permanently in contact witheach other over long periods of
time, and where impacts are not the dominant mode of interaction.

The interest of widely different communities viz. granularphysics, particle technology,
interstellar dust, asphalt or cold-spray in the dependenceof restitution coefficient/deposition
efficiency on impact velocity is considerable. We hope our study helps to connect these
widely different communities by providing an overview and in particular a flexible multi-
purpose contact model valid in many practically relevant situations.

3.A Appendix

In this appendix, we present in detail the effect of viscous damping, different interpolations.
We also present asymptotic soultions with different interpolations. Finally we also show
the unloading and re-loading behavior of mesoscopic particles. Section3.A.1 is devoted
to show the effect of viscous damping on the coefficient of restitution. Section3.A.2 is
devoted to the asymptotic behavior of the coefficient of restitution as function of the impact
velocity. In section3.A.3, we discuss the effect of a linear and square-root interpolations
on the coefficient of restitution as a function of impact velocity. In section3.B, we show
the time evolution of the kinetic and potential energies during the collision. In section3.C,
we present a method to tune the slope of plastic branchkp

′
for any givenφ f

′
, such that

the collision dynamics for lower plastic deformationδ0 < δ p
0 is intact. Finally in section

3.D, we present the unloading and re-loading behavior of an agglomerate, i.e. its effective,
mesoscopic force-displacement relation, which clearly isdifferent from the contact force law
applied at the primary particle contacts.

3.A.1 Effect of Viscosity

Since real physical systems also can have additional dissipation modes that are, e.g., viscous
in nature, in this section we study the behavior of the collision when viscosity is present
(γ0 > 0) and compare it with the non-viscous case (γ0 = 0). Note that any non-linear viscous
damping force can be added to the contact laws introduced previously, however, for the sake
of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the simplest linear viscous law as given as second term
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in Eq. (3.3). However it is important to choose the correct viscous damping term for the
force law to get the correct behavior as explained in [89, 100, 108, 222]. In Fig. 3.12, we
plot the contact force against the overlap, and the overlap against time, during collisions for
a constant value ofχ = 1 and differentβ , for γ0 = 5×10−3.

Whenβ < β ∗, see Fig.3.12aand Fig.3.12b, the contact ends when the adhesive force−kcδ
goes back to zero, for both cases, with and without viscosity. This is since the viscosity is
relatively small and does not contribute enough to the totaldissipation to make the particles
stick.

For the critical adhesivityβ = β ∗, reported in Fig.3.12c, without viscosity the overlap be-
tween the particles still goes down to exactly zero at the endof the collision, with all kinetic
energy dissipated. Forγ0 > 0, dissipation brings this marginal collision case into thestick-
ing regime and the particles stay in contact atδ > 0. This can be seen clearly in Fig.3.12d,
where the particles undergo a damped oscillatory motion with amplitude depending on the
residual velocityvf (the amplitude is very small due to small residual velocity).

For larger valuesβ > β ∗, the overlap does not reach 0, neither forγ0 = 0 nor for γ0 > 0,
see Fig.3.12e. In both cases, the particles stick and remain in contact with a finite overlap.
Without viscosity, the particles keep oscillating along the slopek2, while in the case with
viscosity the oscillation is damped and kinetic energy vanishes. During loading and unload-
ing the apparent slope changes with time due to the additional viscous force that leads to the
dissipation of energy. Waiting long enough, for some oscillation cycles, the particles stick
to each other with a finite overlap and zero relative kinetic energy. The difference is dis-
played in Fig.3.12f, where forγ0 = 0 the particles keep oscillating with constant amplitude,
whereas, forγ0 > 0, the particles undergo a damped oscillatory motion, untilthe velocity
becomes 0 atδ > 0. The time evolution of the overlap in Fig.3.12fresembles that of the dis-
placement evolution in Ref. [62], where the authors studied sticking of particles in Saturn’s
rings.2

3.A.2 Asymptotic Solutions

In this subsection, we focus on the caseχ ≤ 1, and study the asymptotic behavior of the
coefficient of restitution as function of the impact velocity.

For the sake of simplicity, let us start with an elasto-plastic system without adhesion, i.e.

2. In general, one could add a viscous law that is proportional to k2 − k1 or to a power of overlapδ , such that
the jump-in viscous force in (e) at the beginning of the contact is not there, however, we do not go into this detail.
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Figure 3.12: (a), (c), (e) Contact forces plotted against overlap and (b), (d), (f) time evolution
of δ/δ p

max for pair collisions with parametersk1 = 102, kp = 5×102 and differentkc = 10,
33.33, and 100, (units Nm−1), i.e. with η = 4, β < β ∗, β = β ∗ andβ > β ∗, for the same
situations as shown in Fig.3.11. The red and blue lines represent the data in the presence
and absence of viscosity respectively, whereγ0 = 5×10−3, (unit Nm−1sec).
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kc = 0, in Eq. (3.28) such that

e(1)n (η ,β = 0,χ < 1) =

√

1
1+ηχ

, (3.41a)

inserting the definitions ofη , β andvp,

e(1)n (β = 0,v< vp) =

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

1

1+
kp− k1

k1

vi
√

2k1

m
δ p

max

, (3.41b)

using Eq. (3.13), where we definedS=
kp−k1

k1δ p
max

and assumingωo =
√

2k1
m , we get

e(1)n (β = 0,v< vp) =

√

1

1+ Svi
ω0

. (3.41c)

Eq. (3.41c) is exactly the same as Eq. (5) in [224]. For non-cohesive particles, and in the
rangev< vp we get exactly the same solution as Walton and Braun [224].

Further to study the asymptotic solution

e(1)n (η ,β = 0,χ < 1) =

√

1
1+ηχ

≈ (ηχ)−1/2 (3.42)

with the approximation valid forηχ ≫ 1. Since the scaled velocity is moderate,χ < 1,
the condition requires a large plasticity, i.e., a strong difference between the limit stiffness
and the plastic loading stiffness,η ≫ 1 (or kp ≫ k1). In Fig. 3.13, we plot the coefficient
of restitution against the scaled initial velocityχ for three different values ofη = kp/k1,
together with the power law prediction of Eq. (3.42). We observe, that for the smallestη (red
circle and line), the approximation is far from the data, while for higherη , the approximation
works well even for rather small velocitiesχ ≈ 0.1.

Next, when studying the elasto-plastic adhesive contact model,β > 0 andβ ≪ 1, again, we
restrict ourselves to values ofη such that asymptotic conditionηχ ≫ 1 is satisfied. Hence,
Eq. (3.28) can be approximated as

e(1)n (η ,β ,χ < 1)≈
√

1
ηχ

−β , (3.43)

as long asηχ ≫ β ≥ 0 and 1
η > β holds.

In Fig. 3.14, we plot the coefficient of restitution against the scaled initial velocity χ for dif-
ferent values ofβ and superimpose the approximation, Eq. (3.43). For smallβ and largeχ ,
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Figure 3.13: The coefficient of restitution is plotted against the scaled initial velocityχ in
log-log-scale forβ = 0 and three values ofη = 5, 50, and 500, with the other parameters
as in Fig.3.7. Red, green and blue circles denote, respectively, the solution of Eq. (3.42),
while the solid lines represent the approximation for high scaled impact velocity and large
plasticityη ≫ 1.
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Figure 3.14: Log-log plot of the coefficient of restitution against the scaled initial velocityχ
for four different values ofβ = 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0, with η = 50. Red, green and blue circles
denote the respective solutions of the general equation, Eq. (3.28), solid black line represents
power lawen ∼ v−1/4, while magenta line denotesen ∼ v−1/2.
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one observes good agreement between the full solution and the approximation. Differently,
for the highest values ofβ the approximation is not valid. Due to the adhesive force, for
largeχ , with increasingβ , the deviation from theχ−1/2 power law becomes increasingly
stronger, leading to the sticking regime, as discussed in the previous subsections. On the
other hand, for smaller velocities, one observes a considerably smaller power-law, resem-
bling the well-knownχ−1/4 power law for plastic contacts, as indicated by the dashed line
in Fig. 3.14.

3.A.3 Dependence on interpolation

The choice of the interpolation rule for the unloading stiffnessk2 in Eq. (3.27) is empirical.
Therefore, forδmax/δ p

max< 1, a different choice could be:

k2(δmax) = k1(1+η
√

χ). (3.44)

Inserting Eq. (3.44) into Eq. (3.23) leads to a different expression for the normal coefficient
of restitutione(1)n , which for high values ofη√χ, and for smallβ , reduces to

en ∝
√

η(χ)−1/4 . (3.45)

A similar power law prediction for moderate velocities has been previously obtained by
Thornton et al. in Ref. [199], using a non-linear Hertzian loading and unloading. Fig.3.15
shows the agreement between the power law approximationχ−1/4 and Eq. (3.23) with the
alternative interpolation rule (3.44), for moderate velocities. The choice of different interpo-
lation laws fork2 shows the flexibility of the model and requires input from experiments to
become more realistic. The convexity of linear interpolation for zero cohesion is very similar
to that of lowβ in Fig. 3.11.

3.B Energy Picture

This appendix shows the energies of two particles during contact, where the difference
between the different branches of the contact model, namelyirreversible/unstable or re-
versible/elastic, will be highlighted.

In Fig. 3.16, the time-evolution of kinetic and potential energy is shown; the graphs can be
viewed in parallel to Figs.3.9aand3.9b. In Fig. 3.16a, we plot the kinetic and potential
energy of the particles against time for low initial velocity χ < χ (1)

c , corresponding to Fig.
3.9a, for which dissipation is so weak that particles do not stick. The kinetic energy decreases
from its initial value and is converted to potential energy (the conversion is complete atδmax).
Thereafter, the potential energy drops due to the change between the loading and unloading
slope fromk1 to k2. The potential energy decreases to zero (at the force-free overlapδ0),
where it is converted to (less) kinetic energy. Then the kinetic energy decreases further due
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Figure 3.16: (a,c) Kinetic and (irreversible, plastic, “potential”) energy of the particles, and
(b,d) kinetic and available (elastic) potential energy (for re-loading) of the particles, plotted
against time for pair collisions withk1 = 102 Nm−1. kp= 5×102 Nm−1, andkc= 102 Nm−1,
i.e. η = 4 andβ = 1. The initial velocityχ is χ = 0.34 (a,b) andχ = 0.69 (c,d), in the
regimes defined in the inset of each plot.
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to the acting adhesive force. Atδmin the increasing potential energy drops to a negative
value due to the change in unloading slope fromk2 to the adhesive (instable) slope−kc.
From there it increases from this minimum, negative value tozero, forδ = 0. From here the
kinetic energy remains constant and the potential energy stays at zero, since the particles are
separated.

In Fig. 3.16b, we plot the time evolution of kinetic and potential energy that the particles
would have if un-/re-loading would take place at that moment, along the branch with slope
k2, namely the available (elastic) potential energy. This energy increases from zero att = 0,
and reaches a maximum when the kinetic energy becomes zero (note that it is not equal to
the initial kinetic energy due to the plastic change of slopeof k2.) Thereafter, the available
potential energy decreases to zero at the force-free overlap δ0. For further unloading, the
available potential energy first increases and then drops rapidly on the unstable branch with
slope−kc. The change in sign of the unloading slope, fromk2 to −kc, is reflected in the
kink in the curve atδmin. Note, that comparing Figs.3.16aand3.16b, the available potential
energy always stays positive, while the total, plastic “potential” energy drops to negative
values after the kink atδmin.

Figs. 3.16cand 3.16dshow the time evolution of kinetic and potential energy (total and
available, respectively) for an initial velocityχ (1)

c < χ < χ (2)
c in the sticking regime, see Fig.

3.9b. In Fig.3.16c, a similar trend as that of Fig.3.16ais observed until the potential energy
becomes negative atδmin. The difference to the case of smaller impact velocity is that at
this point, the kinetic energy is less than the magnitude of the negative potential energy and
hence first reaches zero, i.e., the particles stick. At this point, the (plastic) potential energy
increases and jumps to a positive value indicating the change in sign of the unloading slope
from −kc to k2. Finally, it oscillates between this positive value atδc, exchanging energy
with the kinetic degree of freedom. When the available potential energy is plotted in Fig.
3.16d, a similar trend as that of Fig.3.16bis observed up to the kink atδmin. Here, the two
energies have comparable values when they reachδmin and the kinetic energy decreases to
zero with a non-zero available potential energy, which causes the contact to re- and un-load
alongk2.

3.C Tuning of parameters to increase the plastic range

We assume that the reference dimensionless plasticity depth beφ f , which is e.g. calculated
based on the maximal volume fraction related arguments of a multi-particle assembly, and
kp be the reference limit stiffness. We propose a newφ f

′
> φ f which represents the new

dimensionless plasticity depth (our choice or calculated based on another volume fraction)
and a new value ofkp

′
such that the tuned model resembles the reference forδ0 < a12φ f and

becomes plastic fora12φ f < δ0 < a12φ f
′
. At δ0 = a12φ f , with a12 being reduced radius, Eq.
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Figure 3.17: Force-displacement law for elasto-plastic, adhesive contacts superimposed on
the irreversible contact force law. The black solid line represents the force law for reference
input parametersφ f andkp, while the dashed red line represents the same for a new chosen
φ f

′
and newly calculatedkp

′
resembling a wider plastic regime of the particle deformation.

(3.12) reads

kp = k2 = k1+(kp
′ − k1)δ p

max/δ p
max

′
, (3.46)

since all parameters exceptφ f andkp remain unchanged. Using this definition in Eq. (3.12)
we arrive at

(kp− k1)
2

kpφ f
=

(kp
′− k1)

2

kp
′φ f

′ , (3.47)

which gives the new limit stiffness

kp
′
=

2k1+AB+
√

(AB)2+4k1AB
2

, (3.48)

whereA=
(kp−k1)

2

kp
andB=

φ f
′

φ f
.

Using Eq. (3.48), we can calculate values of the new limit plastic stiffnesskp
′
for any given

φ f
′
, such that the collision dynamics for lower plastic deformation δ0 < δ p

0 is intact, while
the range of plastic deformation is enhanced, depending on the chosenφ f

′
> φ f .
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3.D Agglomerate compression and tension test

Goal of this appendix is to show the unloading and re-loadingbehavior of an agglomerate,
i.e. its effective, mesoscopic force-displacement relation, which clearly is different from the
contact force law applied at the primary particle contacts.We will report incomplete detach-
ment and partly/weaker elastic response for re-loading after various different compressive
and tensile loading amplitudes.

The system considered here is an agglomerate (cubic) of sizeL0 = 0.115, made ofN = 1728
primary particles of diameterd0 = 0.01 (with some variation in size to avoid monodisperse
artefacts), just like in Ref. [102]. The cubic sample was first compressed (pressure-sintered)
with a dimensionless wall stressd0ps/kp = 0.02 to form a stable, rather dense agglomerate
or “tablet”. The stress is first released to a value 2.10−5, i.e. pr/ps = 10−3 for all walls.
Then various uni-axial, unconfined tension/compression tests are carried out applying either
further tension or compression starting from the released state of the sample [102]. The
simulation parameters are same as in Ref. [102] (table 2), except for the cohesion that is set
here to a rather small intensity,kc/kp = 0.2, rolling and sliding friction coefficients that are
double as large,µr = µo = 0.2, and viscous damping of those degrees of freedom,γr/γ =

γo/γ = 0.1, which also is larger than that of the reference situation.

The force-displacement curves for the tests at different amplitudes are shown in Figs.3.18
and3.20for tension and compression tests respectively. All simulations in Figs.3.18and
3.20start from the same configuration, i.e. the released state mentioned above and is indi-
cated by the black circle at point(0,0). These plots represent the mesoscopic contact model
of agglomerates consisting of multiple primary particles and their geometrical surface con-
figurations and change in shape during the tests.

Fig. 3.18shows the force-displacement curve for an unconfined uniaxial tension test. The
black arrow shows the unloading/tension path, and finally arrows with different colors show
the re-loading paths for different deformation amplitudes, as given in the inset. Each of
the tests, when it reaches the original strain at zero, is then repeated for three more cycles.
Note that repeated cyclic loading remains on the same branchwith positive slope, displaying
the elastic nature of the contact, while it isnot completely, perfectly detached. The contact
surface is changing plastically by restructuring of the primary particles and surely is not flat,
see Fig.3.19, as one would expect for ideal, homogeneous, plastic materials. For the largest
amplitude, the behavior is not perfectly elastic anymore, since the first plastic effects show
up. For deformations as large as 0.2 of the primary particle diameter,d0, before re-loading
(arrow with positive slope on the red curve) has mostly, but not completely lost mechanical
contact. The complete detachment of the assembly happens for much higher amplitude, than
what is expected from a 2 particle interaction. Note that thecontact model of the primary
particles is behaving elasto-plastically(φ f = 0.05) on the scale of only 0.05d0; the reversible,
elastic un-/re-loading is thusnotdue to the primary particle contact model, since it stretches
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Figure 3.18: Dimensionless force-displacement curve for an unconfined uni-axial tension
test (negative horizontal axis), with the various different deformation amplitudesDx given
in the inset. The downward arrow indicates the direction of first tensile unloading, while
the upwards-right arrows indicate the change of force during re-loading. Except for the red
curve, all these branches are reversible, for repeated un-/re-loading.

to four timesφ f d0 and even higher displacements. Finally, in order to confirm that this is
not an effect of viscosity, qualitatively, the thick lines are simulations performed four times
slower than those with thin lines.

In Fig.3.19, a few snapshots during the tensile deformation are presented. The first snapshot
corresponds to the undisturbed sample, while the others areincreasing tensile deformation
amplitudes. Note that these deformations are much larger than in Fig.3.18. The contact
is completely lost only at the extreme, final deformation in Fig. 19(g). In Fig.3.19, it is
also visible that the contact surface has developed a roughness of the size of several primary
particles; the first visible gap is opened at a total deformation of Dx ∼ d0, and the contact
is lost only atDx ∼ 8d0, when the last of the thin threads breaks. The elastic, irreversible
tension branch, however, is strongly developed only for much smallerDx ∼ d0/5.

Complementing the tension test above, Fig.3.20 shows the behavior of the same sample
during compression cycles. The values given in the inset indicate the amplitude of un-/re-
loading. The smallest amplitudes remain elastic throughout, while plastic deformation kicks
in for Dx > 0.1 (see the red curve). However, the unloading and re-loadingtake place on
the same branch, i.e. a new elastic branch (e.g. forDx = 0.2). For even larger amplitudes,
e.g. the yellow curve withDx = 0.3, the continuous damage/plastic destruction of the sample
(by considerable irreversible re-arrangement during eachcycle). Again, thick lines indicate
simulations four times slower, which shows a small quantitative difference, but qualitative
agreement even for the largest amplitude/rate. The snapshots in Fig.3.21show the continu-
ous plastic deformation of the sample at large strains.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 3.19: Snapshots of the tablet-sample during (large)tensile deformations forDx =(L−
L0)/d0 = 0 (a), 0.81 (b), 1.8 (c), 3.1 (d), 4.7 (e), 7.4 (f), and 8.6 (g).The primary particles are
colored according to their distance from the viewer (red, green, blue is increasing distance).
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Figure 3.20: Dimensionless force-displacement curve for the same sample as in Fig.3.18,
but under compressive initial loading and un-/re-loading.The values in the inset indicate the
maximal amplitudesDx.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3.21: Snapshots of the tablet sample during compression at (large) deformations
Dx = (L−L0)/d0 = 0 (a), 0.01 (b), 0.3 (c), 0.8 (d), and 1.8 (e). The color code issmall stress
(green) and compressive/tensile larger stress (red/blue)averaged/isotropically per primary
particle.



Chapter 4

Effect of friction and cohesion on

behavior of granular materials *

Abstract

The effect of particle friction and cohesion on the steady state shear strength and the con-
tact anisotropy of a granular material is studied using Discrete Element Simulations (DEM).
For non-cohesive frictional material, when shear stress and fabric anisotropy are analyzed
locally, as functions of pressure and shear rate, they are found to increase with contact fric-
tion; and saturation is reached for high friction with the strong contact network dominating.
From a microscopic point of view, we analyze the probabilitydistribution functions (PDFs)
of both normal and tangential forces. They behave in a similar fashion, i.e., the probability
of weak forces and heterogeneity are increasing with friction.
For cohesive powders, the relation between shear stress andconfining pressure becomes
non-linear. Interestingly the contact number density stays almost unaffected, while the struc-
ture anisotropy of the contact network decreases with increasing cohesion, hinting at a re-
distribution within the contact network without affectingthe total number of contacts.

*. Based on A. Singh, V. Magnanimo, and S. Luding. Effect of friction and cohesion on anisotropy in quasi-
static granular materials under shear.AIP Conference Proceedings, 1542(1):682–685, 2013
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4.1 Introduction

What do sand, rice, coffee powders and cocoa powder have in common? They all aregran-
ular materials: a collection of non-Brownian, macroscopic particles withdissipative inter-
actions. Their intrinsic nature leads to great deal of interesting phenomena like segregation,
jamming, clustering, arching and shear-band formation [72]. It is now well established that
the microstructure of granular matter plays a significant role in the overall constitutive be-
havior. Finding a connection between the continuum behavior and kinematics at microscale
is a great challenge and involves the so-called micro-macrotransition [11, 102–105, 217].
On this respect, particle simulations are relatively recent powerful tools that allow to track
individual particles with complex interaction by solving Newton’s laws of motion. The
micro-macro transition is often applied on small, seemingly homogeneous representative
volume elements (RVE)s. An alternative is to use an inhomogeneous geometry where static
and dynamic, flowing zones i.e. high density and dilated zones co-exist - at various confin-
ing pressure levels. In these kind of systems, by local averaging over adequate representative
volume elements (RVE)s: inside which all particles are assumed to behave similarly, one can
obtain local continuum relations covering a wide range of system states. Such a procedure
has been performed systematically in two-dimensional Couette ring shear cell [91, 92], and
three dimensional split-bottom ring shear cell [103–106]. One special property of this set-up
is the fact that a wide, stable shear band initiates at the bottom split and remains far away
from side walls. The free surface of the split-bottom shear cell allows to scan a range of
confining pressure, due to weight of the material, and is determined by the filling height.

Under shear, the microstructure of a grain packing developsanisotropic features in both
stress and contact network. The anisotropy depends on preparation history of the material,
and at the same time on the contact and particle properties such as stiffness, roughness and
angularity of particles [5–8, 192, 197]. In this chapter, we study the effect of particle contact
properties ( friction and cohesion) on the steady state macroscopic properties of the system.
Further we analyze the problem at the microlevel and study the effect of particle friction on
the steady state behavior, by investigating the probability distribution (PDFs) of forces along
the eigen-directions of the local strain rate tensors.

The chapter is organized in 4 main parts. Section4.2describes the model system specifying
the geometry, particle properties and interaction laws. Insection4.3, the results from sam-
ples with different inter-particles friction on the force distribution are presented. Finally,4.4
is the section dedicated to discussion of results.

4.2 Model System Geometry

In this section, the methodology of our molecular dynamics types simulations is briefly dis-
cussed. The details about particle properties are briefly presented in Sec.4.2.1and we show
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our numerical setup in Sec.4.2.2. In Sec.4.2.3, we briefly discuss our averaging methodol-
ogy.

4.2.1 Numerical simulations

Discrete Element Methods (DEM), provide numerical solutions of Newton’s equations of
motion based on the specification of particle properties viz. stiffness, density, radius and
an interaction law like Hertzian/Hookean [1, 33]. Simulation methodology and material
parameters used in this study are the same as in our previous work [105]. The normal contact
force is related to overlap through a linear contact law,fn = knδn, with stiffnesskn, if δ ≥ 0.
In tangential direction, the forceft = ktδt is also proportional to the tangential displacement
of the contact point, with a stiffnesskt . The tangential force is limited by Coulombs law
for sliding ft ≤ µp fn, i.e. for µp = 0 tangential forces do not exist. For more details on the
contact model see [105] and references therein.

The system is filled withN ≈ 37000 spherical particles with densityρ = 2000 kg/m3 =

2 g/cm3. The average size of particles isa0 = 1.1 mm, with a homogeneous size-distribution
of the width 1−A = 1−〈a〉2/〈a2〉 = 0.18922 (withamin/amax= 1/2). The stiffness con-
stant of the particles isk = 100 Nm−2. The rolling and torsion friction are inactive. The
normal and tangential viscosities areγn = 0.002 kg s−1 andγt/γn = 1/4. In order to study
the influence of contact friction, we analyzed the system forthe following set of friction
coefficients:
µp ∈ [0.0,0.005,0.01,0.02,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.5,1.0]

To study the effect of contact cohesion, an adhesive elasto-plastic contact model [102] is
used to simulate cohesive particles, involving an elastic limit stiffnesskp = 500 Nm−1, a
plastic stiffnessk1 = 100 Nm−1, and an adhesive “stiffness”kc. The simulations were run
for different values of the non-dimensional cohesive strengthβ = kc/k1 = [0,0.1,1], in order
to focus on effect of cohesion the particle friction is set artificially small to µp = 0.01.

4.2.2 Simulation Setup

We perform numerical simulation in the same setup describedearlier in Sec.2.1.1.1. It
consists of two concentric cylinders, with inner and outer cylinder radii asRi = 0.0147m
andRo = 0.11 m respectively, with a split radius beingRs = 0.085 m (as shown in Fig.2.2).
The concentric cylinders rotate relative to each other around the symmetry axis (the dot-
dashed line). The ring shaped split at the bottom separates the moving and static parts of the
system, where a part of the bottom and the outer cylinder rotate at the same rate. The system
is filled with N ≈ 3.7×104 spherical particles with densityρ = 2000 kg/m3 = 2 g/cm3 up to
heightH. The cylindrical walls and the bottom are roughened due to some (about 3% of the
total number) attached/glued particles, as explained in [103–105]. When there is a relative
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motion at the split, a shear band propagates from split position Rs upwards and inwards and
remains far away from cylinder-walls and bottom in most cases. Since we are interested in
the quasi-static regime, the rotation rate of outer cylinder is chosen to beΩ2π = 0.01 s−1, such
that the inertial numberI ≪ 1 [119].

4.2.3 Averaging and micro-macro procedure

The averaging procedure used in this study as same as discussed briefly in Sec.2.3.2.1.
From the simulations, we calculate stress and fabric tensors, which are represented asσi j

andFi j respectively. It is important to mention that for the rotation rate Ω
2π = 0.01 s−1, the

contribution of the kinetic stress to the total shear stressσ is much smaller compared to the
contact stress. Hence, we ignore the dynamical stress and concentrate on the contact stress.

For both stress and fabric tensors, we can calculate the eigenvalues and define the volu-
metric partTv = (T1+T2+T3)/3 (pressurep andFv for stress and fabric respectively) and
deviatoric component asTdev=

√

((T1−T2)2+(T2−T3)2+(T3−T1)2)/6 (σdev andFdev for
stress and fabric respectively). The pressure is the isotropic stress, whileσdev quantifies the
normal stress difference. The volumetric fabricFv represents the contact number density,
while the deviatoric fabricFdev quantifies anisotropy of the contact network.

4.3 Results

For a given confining stress (pressure) and preparation history, the material can only resist
shear up to a certain deviatoric (shear) stress, called the “yield stress”, beyond which it
fails [90, 172, 173]. When yield points(p(y),σ (y)

dev) are collected in theσdev− p-plane, a
yield locus can be identified, that fully describes the failure behavior of the material, i.e. its
transition fromstatictodynamicstate. In addition, when the material is sheared continuously
for a long time, it reaches a steady state which is characterized by a steady state yield stress,
i.e. the stress needed to keep the material in motion,(p(c),σ (c)

dev), also referred to as the
critical state yield or “termination” locus. For simple non-cohesive granular materials, the
termination locus can be predicted from a Coulomb type criterion as a straight line with
a slope that can be called the (critical) steady state macroscopic friction coefficientsD :=
(σ (c)

dev)/p(c). When cohesion is introduced at the contact, a more complicated picture
appears as described in Ref. [107].

When the material fails, shear strain gets localized in regions called as shearband that, in
case of the split-bottom shear cell, is stable, rather wide with error-function shape, but nev-
ertheless stays away from the walls in our system. In order toidentify the established steady
state shearbands, Luding in [103, 105] found that forf0 = 0.01, only part of the system with
local shear rate above a thresholdγ̇∗ = 0.08 can be assumed to be in the critical state. Hence
for this study we only consider data with local shear rate above a thresholḋγ∗
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In the following sections, we study the effect of particle friction coefficient on the macro-
scopic behavior of the material by studying its effect on stress and fabric tensors. At the
same time, we also study how particle friction affects the microscopic properties of material
such as the probability density functions (PDFs)P( f ∗) in the steady state. Later the effect
of contact cohesion on the steady state macroscopic behavior is also briefly discussed.

4.3.1 Effect of particle friction on macroscopic behavior
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Figure 4.1: Volumetric fabricFv plotted against pressurep. The different symbols corre-
sponds to data from simulations with different particle friction coefficients, as given in the
inset.

In Fig. 4.1, we plot the volumetric fabric against pressure. For a givenµp, Fv shows a slight
increase with pressure ( small drop is observed at the highest pressure level). Corresponding
to a value of pressure, different points correspond to different values of local strain rate in
the system. With increasingµp, Fv decreases. Enhanced friction at contact increases the
stability of the systematic and reduces the number of contacts required to achieve a stable
configuration, leading to reduction in the contact number density.

Fig. 4.2 shows the variation of deviatoric fabricFdev against pressurep. Opposite to the
volumetric fabric, the fabric anisotropy increases with friction. That can be related to the
decrease inFv: As the packing becomes looser anisotropy becomes stronger. Upon shearing
the probability of particle contacts to establish in favorable directions could be higher due to
presence of empty voids in systems with largerµp.

In Fig. 4.3, we plot the shear stress ratiosD against the contact friction coefficientµp. We
observe that forµp = 0, sD is non-zero due to interlocking between the particles [145]. sD

increases rapidly and reaches an asymptote at highµp.
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Figure 4.2: Deviatoric fabricFdev plotted against pressurep. The different symbols corre-
sponds to simulations using different particle friction coefficients, as given in the inset.
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4.3.1.0.1 Contribution of strong and weak contacts Many studies such as [3, 4, 155,
190, 197], have suggested that the contact network can be partitioned into two complemen-
tary subnetworks: astrongsubnetwork that accounts for the whole deviatoric stress, and a
weaksubnetwork that contributes only to the mean stress. Moreover, the strong subnetwork
develops higher structural anisotropy compared to the weaksubnetwork, which remains al-
most isotropic. In this section we re-examine our data from previous section in terms of
strong and weak force– transmission networks and contribution each makes to both stress
and fabric tensors for different values of particle friction µp.

Fig. 4.4 illustrates the relative contributions of subnetworks with f ∗ < 1 and f ∗ > 1 to the
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deviatoric stressσdev and deviatoric fabricFdev, together with the overall network. Fig.4.4a
clearly show that contribution of the weak subnetwork toσdev is negligible. In Fig.4.4bwe
plot the contribution of weak and strong subnetworks toFdev. In agreement with previous
studies [155, 197], a much stronger fabric anisotropy characterizes the strong subnetwork,
while the weak subnetwork is mostly isotropic. It is noteworthy thatFdev for both subnet-
works is positive because of the definition of deviator, but we expect the main eigenvectors
of strong and weak subnetworks to have orthogonal directions. As an initial attempt, for a
given particle friction, we assume the deviatoric fabric tobe independent of pressure and
depend only onµp, i.e.,Fdev(µp,p) = Fdev(µp).
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Figure 4.4: Contribution of weak, and strong subnetworks to(a) σdev and (b)Fdev plotted
against pressureP.

Fig. 4.5adisplays the normalized shear stresssD = σdev/P as a function ofµp for the two
subnetworks and the overall system. We observe that for the whole range of particle friction
µp, the strong subnetwork carries almost allsD. System withµp = 0 has finitesD due to
interlocking of contacts. Whole network and the strong subnetwork show similar variation
in sD as a function ofµp, i.e. an initial increase and then saturation for highµp.

Fig. 4.5b, displaysFdev as a function ofµp for the strong and weak subnetworks and the
complete network. We observe that the strong subnetwork carries higher anisotropy than the
overall network. It is interesting to note that, similarlyFdev also starts with a non-zero value
for zeroµp i.e. the contact network for frictionless particles is alsoanisotropic. It increases
with initial increase inµp until it saturates for highµp ≥ 0.3.

4.3.2 Effect of particle friction on force distribution

To better understand the macroscopic observations in the previous section, we focus on its
micromechanical origin by looking at the probability distribution function of forces. Micro-
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Figure 4.5: Contribution of weak, and strong subnetworks to(a) sD = σdev/P and (b)Fdev

plotted against contact coefficient of frictionµp.

scopically, the nature of internal force network is of greatimportance in understanding var-
ious macroscopic observations. One important quantitative way to study this is to measure
P( f ) of the normal forcesf between neighboring particles, which carries the information
about the inhomogeneities in the force network.

Pioneering work of Liu et al. [97] using carbon paper technique indicated that the number of
contacts carrying a given force decreased as the magnitude of the force increased. From the
work of [8, 18, 27, 49, 125, 134, 176], it was shown that the probability distribution is also
sensitive to preparation history, packing disorder and various particle properties like contact
friction.
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shear band. The inset shows the same on a log-linear scale.
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4.3.2.0.2 Normal forces The probability distributions for normalized normal forces f ∗ =
f/〈 f 〉 are shown in Fig.4.6 for different values ofµp (for the sake of clarity we show only
4 values ofµp). We observe a very similar behavior forP( f ∗) in the range of strong forces
f ∗ > 1, a decrease inP( f ∗) with increasingf ∗. However, the contact friction affects the
distribution of weak forcesf ∗ < 1, as forµp = 0.0 and 0.01, the distribution bends down as
f ∗ → 0, but does not tend to zero, while an opposite is observed forhighµp. The difference in
shape ofP( f ∗) for f ∗ < 1 was also observed by Silbert et al. [176] while comparing three-
dimensional packings, and Azéma et al. [8, 9] for three-dimensional packings of spheres
and polyhedra. This shows that the fraction of contacts carrying weak forces increases with
increasingµp, even though the total number of contacts decrease. The inset of the figure also
shows that with increasing friction, the tail of distribution in Fig.4.6gets longer (fromµp =

0.0 to 1.0), stating that the inhomogeneity in the contact network increases with friction.
Moreover, the tail of the distribution getting wider with friction reflects the effect on force
chains, that get stronger with increasingµp.

Furthermore, we look atP( f ∗) along the principal eigen-directions of the local strain rate
tensor of the overall network [46, 47]. Fig. 4.7displaysP( f ∗) of forces for contacts aligned
with the compressive directions of local strain rate tensornormalized by the mean force of
overall network. We observe that the tail of the distribution gets longer, with increasingµp,
i.e. the increase in particle friction leads to inhomogeneity in the forces along the com-
pressive direction. For all range of particle friction, tensile subnetwork always stays more
homogeneous than the compressive subnetwork, and as shown in Fig. 4.8 no clear trend in
the tail of the distribution is observed with increasingµp. This implies that friction mainly
affects the force distribution along the compressive direction.
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malized by overall normal forces for the data inside the shear band. The inset shows the
same on a log-linear scale.

4.3.2.0.3 Tangential forces Fig. 4.9shows the distribution of the tangential forces, that
behaves very similar toP( f ∗) for normal forces, with a friction dependent cup forf ∗ < 1.
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Figure 4.9: Probability density functions of normalized tangential forces for the data inside
the shear band. The inset shows the same on a log-linear scale.

For completeness, we also analyze the probability distribution of tangential forces along the
compressive and tensile directions, as done previously. Surprisingly, the behavior is now
different between the normal and tangential components, asthe latter does not show any
trend with friction in the compressive direction (Fig.4.10). This implies that friction does
not affect the tangential forces along the eigenvectors, but only the whole distribution of
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forces, displaying a different mechanism between normal and tangential forces.
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Figure 4.10: Probability density functions of normalized tangential forces along (Left) com-
pressive and (Right) tangential directions, for the data inside the shear band. The inset shows
the same on a log-linear scale.

4.3.3 Anisotropy of force networks

Fig.4.11shows theP( f ∗) for normal forces along the eigen-directions for differentvalues of
µp. P( f ∗) of overall network lies in between theP( f ∗) of forces in compressive and tensile
directions. For all values ofµp, we observe that theP( f ∗) of weak forces (f ∗ < 1) along the
tensile direction is higher compared to that in the compressive direction, which is intuitive as
the majority of contacts will have small forces in the tensile direction. However, as the value
of force increases,P( f ∗ >1), the probability along the compressive directions overcomes the
one in tensile direction. We also observe that, with increasing µp, the difference between the
distributions along compressive and tensile directions increases, meaning that the anisotropy
in force network increases.

Fig. 4.12displays the same comparison for tangential forces. Again,no trend ofP( f ∗t ) can
be inferred from the figure, as a confirmation that friction does not affect the behavior of the
tangential components along the eigenvectors.

4.3.4 Effect of contact cohesion on macroscopic behavior

In Fig. 4.13, we plot the (shear) deviatoric stressσdev against pressurep, for different
cohesive-parametersβ . With increasingβ , the relation between shear stressσdev and pres-
sure becomes non-linear, as studied in more detail in Ref. [107]. Here, we focus on the effect
of particle cohesion on the volumetric and deviatoric fabric. The data collapse whenFv is
plotted againstp for differentβ , as shown in Fig.4.15.

In Fig. 4.14, we plotFdev against pressurep. The non-cohesive case (β = 0) is identical to
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Figure 4.11: Probability density functions of normal forces along the compressive, tensile
directions, and overall network forµp = (a) 0, (b) 0.01, (c) 0.1, and (d) 1.0 in linear scale
for the data inside the shear band. The forces are normalizedby the mean normal force of
the overall network.
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Figure 4.12: Probability density functions of tangential forces along the compressive, tensile
directions, and overall network forµp = (a) 0.01, (b) 0.1, and (c) 1.0 in linear scale for the
data inside the shear band. The forces are normalized by the mean tangential force of the
overall network.
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Figure 4.13: Shear stressσdev plotted against pressurep. Different symbols corresponds to
simulations using different particle cohesion parametersβ , as given in the inset.
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Figure 4.14: Volumetric fabricFv plotted against pressurep. Different symbols corresponds
to simulations using different particle cohesion parametersβ , as given in the inset.

previous analysis, i.e., an increase followed by slight decrease for the highest pressure. Inter-
estingly, for the intermediateβ = 0.5,Fdev is found to decrease with increasingp, differently
from Fv: With the increase in cohesion, contacts redistribute themselves more isotropically,
with different contact orientations, even though the totalnumber of contacts remains almost
unaffected.

For the strongest cohesionβ = 1.0, a different behavior is observed:Fdev first decreases
with pressure, starting at low pressure where the structural anisotropy is almost unaffected
by cohesion; at higher pressure, a slight increase/saturation trend is observed, even though
the fluctuations are too large to conclude on this.

For cohesive particles, the strength of adhesive contact force is pressure dependent [107].
Hence the probability of loosing a contact or building up a new contact becomes pressure
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Figure 4.15: Deviatoric fabricFdev plotted against pressurep. Different symbols corresponds
to simulations using different particle cohesion parametersβ , as given in the inset.

dependent. With increasing cohesion, the particles will have a tendency to stick and stay
together, hence less contacts are lost in tensile direction. The compressive direction is much
more affected than the tensile direction, which leads to decrease in anisotropy.

4.4 Discussion

The effect of micro-mechanical parameters on the macroscopic flow properties of a granu-
lar material have been studied by means of the discrete element method (DEM). Different
features have been highlighted, when varying contact friction and cohesion. The effect of
contact friction on both the macroscopic and microscopic properties of a granular material
have been studied in search of the connection between them.

In case of non-cohesive materials, the termination locus (critical state shear stress) is a linear
function of pressure, as predicted by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. While analyzing the
contact network, as a split in weak and strong subnetworks, we observe that the latter carries
the majority of the stress and fabric anisotropy, in agreement with previous studies [155,
197], with values increasing and then saturating with friction. Looking into the microscopic
properties, we find that friction affects the probability distribution of normal and tangential
forces in a very similar fashion: the increase of contact friction leads to an increase of the
heterogeneity (width of the PDF) in both the force networks.However, when the focus
moves on the anisotropy, i.e., the probability distributions along compressive and tensile
directions, a systematic increase in anisotropy (difference between the distribution mean
values along the two directions) is seen with increasing friction, but only for normal forces.
Surprisingly, no similar trend is present in these directions for the tangential forces. Thus,
friction influences the behavior of the force network in bothits components, moving from a
Gaussian-like bell-shaped distribution, with a peak around the mean, for weak friction to an
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exponential type with continuously decreasing probability with force, for stronger friction.

The relation between shear stress and pressure becomes non-linear when cohesion is intro-
duced at the contacts. The contact network is not affected bycohesion, since contact number
density remains unaffected by cohesion. The fabric anisotropy is found to decrease with
cohesion. This hints at a possible redistribution of contacts along tensile and compressive
directions, while keeping the total number of contacts to beunaffected. Hence cohesion
affects the spatial orientation of contacts but not the total number of contacts.

A comparison of strength of force chains for different cohesion and friction deserves further
investigation in the future.
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Chapter 5

Effect of cohesion on shear

banding in granular materials *

Abstract

Very often when dealing with powder technology, a fundamental point is raised, what is the
effect of contact cohesion on the bulk behavior? A dimensionless parameter to determine the
intensity of cohesive forces is thegranular Bond number(Bo). Using DEM simulations, we
investigate the effect of contact cohesion on slowly sheared dense, dry, frictional-cohesive
powders in a split bottom Couette cell. Because of the geometry a wide stable shear band
forms and the steady state becomes the focus. The shear banding phenomenon is indepen-
dent of cohesion for Bond number Bo< 1 and dependent on cohesion for Bo≥ 1, when
cohesive forces start to play an important role. Inside the shear band, we find that the mean
normal contact force is independent of cohesion, while the forces carried by contacts along
the (compressive and tensile) eigen-directions of the local strain rate are cohesion depen-
dent. Forces carried by contacts along the compressive and tensile directions are symmetric
about the mean force, while the force along the neutral direction is like the mean total force.
The anisotropy of the force network increases with cohesion. Cohesion also increases the
heterogeneous structures in both compressive and tensile directions.

*. Based on A. Singh, V. Magnanimo, K. Saitoh, and S. Luding. Effect of cohesion on shear banding in quasi-
static granular material.Phys. Rev. E, Under Review, 2014
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5.1 Introduction and Background

Granular materials such as sand and limestone, neither behave like elastic solids nor like
normal fluids, which makes their motion difficult to predict.When they yield under slow
shear, the relative motion is confined to narrow regions (between large solid-like parts) called
shear bands [22, 70, 169]. Shear bands are observed in many complex materials, whichrange
from foams [83] and emulsions [68, 141] to colloids [42] and granular matter [13, 22, 54, 70,
91, 92, 114, 117, 118, 126, 133, 174]. There has been tremendous effort to understand the
shear banding in flow of cohesionless grains [13, 22, 54, 64, 70, 91, 92, 114, 117, 118, 126,
133, 174]. However, real granular materials often experience inter-particle attractive forces
because of different physical origins:van derWaals force due to atomic forces for small
grains [29, 152, 212], capillary forces due to presence of humidity [65, 116], solid bridges
[21], coagulation of particles [63], and many more.

The question, arises how does the presence of attractive forces affect shear banding? So
far, only a few attempts have been made to answer this question, concerning dense metallic
glasses [93, 189], adhesive emulsions [15, 30], cemented granular media [50], wet granular
media [115, 171] and clayey soils [233]. Recently, rheological studies on adhesive and non-
adhesive emulsions [15, 30, 156] reported that the presence of attractive forces at contact
affects shear banding by affecting flow heterogeneity and wall slip.

Another unique yet not completely understood feature of granular materials is their highly
heterogeneous contact force distribution. The heterogeneity in the force distribution has been
observed in both physical experiments [18, 70, 97, 98, 112, 125] and numerics [95, 155, 178,
186]. While huge effort has been made to understand the force distribution of cohesionless
particles [18, 70, 95, 97, 98, 112, 125, 155, 176], only limited studies have aimed to un-
derstand the same for particles with attractive interactions [56, 154, 158, 208, 212, 232].
Richefeu et al. [159] studied the stress transmission in wet granular system subjected to
isotropic compression. Gilabert et al. [56] focussed on a two-dimensional packing made of
particles with short-range interactions (cohesive powders) under weak compaction. Yang et
al. [232] studied the effect of cohesion on force structures in a static granular packing by
changing the particle size. In a previous study [107],the effect of dry cohesion at contact
on the critical state yield stress was studied. The critical-state yield stress shows a peculiar
non-linear dependence on the confining pressure related to cohesion. But the microscopic
origin was not studied.

In this chapter, we report the effect of varying attractive forces at contact on the steady state
flow behavior and the force structure in sheared dry cohesivepowders. Discrete Element
Method (DEM) simulations are used to investigate the systemat micro (partial) and macro
level. In order to quantify the intensity of cohesion, a variation of thegranular Bond number
[56, 129, 162] is introduced. We find that this dimensionless number very well captures
the transition from a gravity/shear-dominated regime to the cohesion-dominated regime. To
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understand this further we look at the effect of cohesion on the mean force and anisotropy, by
investigating the forces along the eigen-directions of thelocal strain rate tensor. Intuitively,
one would expect only the tensile direction to be affected bycohesion, but the real behavior
is more complex. We also discuss the probability distributions and heterogeneities of the
forces in different directions to complete the picture.

The chapter is organized in four main parts. Section5.2describes the model system in detail
specifying the geometry, details of particle properties, interaction laws and the micro-macro
procedure. In section5.3, the velocity profiles and shear band from samples with different
contact cohesion are presented. In the same section, the force anisotropy and probabilities
are studied too. Finally, section5.4 is dedicated to the discussion of the results, conclusions
and an outlook.

5.2 Discrete element method simulation (DEM)

In this section, we explain our DEM simulations. We introduce a model of cohesive grains in
Sec.5.2.1and show our numerical setup in Sec.5.2.2. In Sec.5.2.3, we introduce a control
parameter, i.e.global Bond number, which governs the flow profiles and structure of the
system.

5.2.1 Model

Discrete Element Methods (DEM), provide numerical solutions of Newton’s equations of
motion based on the specification of particle properties viz. stiffness, density, radius and
a certain type of interaction laws like Hertzian/Hookean [1, 33]. Simulation methodology
and material parameters used in this study are the same as in our previous work [107]. The
adhesive elasto-plastic contact model [102] is used to simulate cohesive bulk flow. The
model is discussed in detail in Chap.3, and is briefly touched below.

Briefly, in the adhesive elasto-plastic contact model, three physical phenomena: elasticity,
plasticity and adhesion are quantified by three material parameterskp, k1, andkc, respec-
tively. k1 together withkp andkc signifies the intensity of plastic dissipation, and adhesion
force respectively. Plasticity disappears fork1 = kp and adhesion vanishes forkc = 0. The
hysteretic force is introduced by allowing the un- and re-loading stiffnessk2 to depend on
history of the deformation, which interpolates linearly between these two extremes (k1 and
kp) (for details see Eq. 1 in [102]). The overlap (δ0) when the unloading force reaches zero,
resembles the permanent plastic deformation and depends nonlinearly on the previous max-
imal force. The negative forces reached by further unloading are attractive, adhesion forces,
which also increase nonlinearly with the previous maximal compression force experienced.
The maximal adhesion force is given by

fm =−kcδmin, (5.1)
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with δmin =
k2−k1
k2+kc

δmax.

Three physical phenomena: elasticity, plasticity and cohesion are quantified by three mate-
rial parameterskp, k1, andkc, respectively. Plasticity disappears fork1 = kp and cohesion
vanishes forkc = 0.

The contact friction is set toµ = 0.01, i.e. artificially small, in order to be able to focus on
the effect of contact cohesion only. In order to study the influence of contact cohesion, we
analyzed the system for the following set of adhesivity parameterskc:

kc ∈ [0,5,10,25,33,50,75,100,200]Nm−1 , (5.2)

which has to be seen in relation tok1 = 100 Nm−1. Other parameters, such asfa [180] and
φ f [102, 180] are not changed here.

5.2.2 Split-bottom ring shear cell

We perform numerical simulation in the same setup describedearlier in Sec.2.1.1.1. It
consists of two concentric cylinders, with inner and outer cylinder radii asRi = 0.0147m
andRo = 0.11 m respectively, with a split radius beingRs = 0.085 m (as shown in Fig.2.2).
The concentric cylinders rotate relative to each other around the symmetry axis (the dot-
dashed line).

The ring shaped split at the bottom separates the moving and static parts of the system,
where a part of the bottom and the outer cylinder rotate at thesame rate. The system is
filled with N ≈ 3.7×104 spherical particles with densityρ = 2000kg/m3 = 2 g/cm3 up to
heightH. The cylindrical walls and the bottom are roughened due to some (about 3% of the
total number) attached/glued particles, as explained in [103–105]. When there is a relative
motion at the split, a shear band propagates from split position Rs upwards and inwards and
remains far away from cylinder-walls and bottom in most cases. Since we are interested in
the quasi-static regime, the rotation rate of outer cylinder is chosen to beΩ2π = 0.01 s−1, such
that the inertial numberI ≪ 1 [119]. The simulation runs for more than 50 s.

5.2.3 Dimensionless number

Intensity of cohesion can be quantified by a ratio of the maximum attractive force to a typical
force scale in the system. For example, Nase et al. [129] introduced the granular Bond
number under gravity, which compares the maximum attractive force at contact with the
weight of a single grain. For plane shear without gravity, others [56, 162] used a ratio
between the maximum attractive force and the average force due to the confining pressure.
In our analysis, we introduce aglobal Bond numberas

Bo=
fm
〈 f 〉 , (5.3)
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where fm and〈 f 〉 are the maximum allowed attractive force reached at a contact (given by
the contact model, Eq. (5.1)) and the mean force per contact reached close to the bottom,
respectively. For the calculation of mean force〈 f 〉, layer of two particles diameters which
is few particle diameter away from bottom is chosen. Becausethe shear band initiates from
the bottom, we choose the mean force〈 f 〉 at the bottom to understand the effect of cohesion
on these shear bands.

It is important to mention that the mean compressive force (at the bottom) corresponds to
the weight of the material above, whereas the maximum attractive force corresponds to the
pull-off force, which is directly related to the surface energy of the particles. These two
material and particle properties are easily accessible experimentally.

The Bond number is a measure of the importance of adhesive forces compared to compres-
sive forces. A low Bond number indicates that the system is relatively unaffected by attrac-
tive force effects; a high number (typically larger than one) indicates that attractive forces
dominate. Intermediate numbers indicate a non-trivial balance between the two effects.

In parallel with the global Bond number as defined above, we also define two variants of
this quantity locally. A local simulation based Bond numberBos

l (P) = f s
m(P)/〈 f (P)〉 can be

define by comparing the maximum attractive force reached at agiven pressure (which can
be less than or equal to the maximum allowed attractive forcegiven by contact model) with
the mean force at that pressure (subscriptl represents the local quantity, while superscripts
denotes that this definition takes input from simulation data). Another variant of thisBoa

l (P)
is defined in Appendix, which compares analytical prediction for maximum attractive force
with mean force at that pressure.

Figure5.1displays the global Bond numberBo and the mean values ofBos
l (P) andBoa

l (P)
(averaged over different pressure) as functions of the adhesivity parameterkc, where they are
comparable with each other. For the sake of simplicity in therest of this chapter, we use the
global Bond numberBo to quantify the intensity of cohesion.

5.3 Results

In this section, we present our results of DEM simulations. In Sec.5.3.1, we analyze the flow
profiles and shear banding in our system. In Sec.5.3.2, we study distributions and structures
of force chain networks in shear bands. In Sec.5.3.3, we explain anisotropic features of the
force chain networks.

5.3.1 Effect of cohesion on the flow profiles

Figure5.2displays both top- and front-view of samples with the same filling height, i.e. the
same number of particles, and different global Bond numbers, Bo= (left) 0 and (right) 4.86,
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Figure 5.1: (Color online) Variants of granular Bond numberplotted against cohesive
strengthkc, where the red circles represent the global Bond numberBo, while the blue
squares and green triangles represent the average values ofBos

l (P) andBoa
l (P), respectively.

respectively, where the color code represents the azimuthal displacement rate of particles.
From the front-view of particles, the shear bands (green colored area) move inwards and get
wider with increasing “height", while the shear band also moves inwards and becomes wider
with increasing “cohesion".

Figure5.3 shows the non-dimensional angular velocity profiles at the top surface against
radial coordinate normalized with mean particle diameter〈d〉, where we assume translational
invariance in the azimuthal direction and take averages over the toroidal volumes as well as
many snapshots in time [91]. The angular velocity profile can be well approximated by an
error function

ω = A1+A2erf

(

r −Rc

W

)

(5.4)

as in the case of non-cohesive materials [43, 52, 54, 103, 105], whereRc andW are the po-
sition and width of the shear band, respectively. Here, we use the dimensionless amplitudes,
A1 = A2 ≈ 0.5, for the whole range of the global Bond numbers, while we useA1 = 0.58 and
A2 = 0.42 for the strong cohesion withBo= 4.86. We summarize the dimensionless ampli-
tudes,A1 andA2, in Table5.1. Figure5.4plots the position of shear band relative to the split
at bottomRs−Rc and the width of shear bandW at the top surface against the global Bond
number. Here, within the error-bars, both the position and width are independent of cohesion
if Bo< 1. However, the shear band moves inside and becomes wider with the global Bond
number ifBo> 1.

Both the position and width of shear band also depend on the height (z) in the system. Figure
5.5displays the non-dimensional position and width of the shear band for different values of
Bo as functions of the height scaled by the filling height, i.e.z/H. In this figure, the shear
band moves closer to the inner cylinder and gets wider while approaching to the top layer,
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Figure 5.2: (Color online) Snapshots from simulations with different cohesion strengths, but the
same number of mobile particlesN = 34518, seen from the top (Top) and from the front (Bottom).
The material is (a) without cohesionBo= 0, and (b) with strong cohesionBo= 4.86. The colors
blue, green, and orange denote the particles with displacements in tangential direction per second
r dφ ≤ 0.5 mm,r dφ ≤ 2 mm,r dφ ≤ 4 mm, andr dφ > 4 mm, respectively

which is consistent with the previous cohesive and non-cohesive studies [43, 52, 54, 103,
105, 107, 160]. In Fig. 5.5a, the lines are the prediction by Unger et al. [211]:

z= H −Rc

{

1− Rs

Rc

[

1−
(

H
Rs

)β
]}1/β

, (5.5)

where the exponent is given byβ = 2.5 for cohesionless particles. If the global Bond number
is less than one, our numerical data show very good agreementwith Eq. (5.5). AboveBo= 1,
however, the exponentβ decreases with the global Bond number as in Table5.1. Note that
Eq. (5.5) slightly deviates from the results near the top surface if the cohesion is strong
(Bo= 2.22 and 2.85). In Fig.5.5b, the lines are the prediction by Ries. et al. [160]:

W(z) =Wtop

[

1−
(

1− z
H

)2
]γ

, (5.6)

whereWtop is the width at the top surface and the exponent is given byγ = 0.5 for cohe-
sionless particles. IfBo< 1, Eq. (5.6) with Wtop = 0.012 andγ = 0.5±0.1 well agrees with
our results. However, ifBo> 1, both the widthWtop and exponentγ increase with the global
Bond number as in Table5.1. In addition, Eq. (5.6) deviates from the results near the top
layer if the cohesion is strong (Bo= 2.22 and 2.85), where the width initially increases with
the height, but saturates abovez/H ≃ 0.6. Hence forBo> 1, we choose width at that height
to beWtop and useγ = 0.66 and 0.7 for Bo= 2.22 and 2.85, respectively.

From the above results, we find that the cohesive forces between particles drastically af-
fect the flow profiles. Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) very well predict the position and width of the
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shear bands, respectively forBo< 1. For largeBo these equations do not work anymore at
large heights since the shear band interferes with the innercylinder. The shear band, which
is a large velocity gradient, is caused bysliding motionsof particles. However, cohesive
forces strongly connect the particles in contacts (in otherwords, the cohesive forces promote
collective motionsof particles) and prevent them from sliding. As a result, thevelocity gra-
dient is smoothed and the width of shear-band is broadened. This observation is consistent
with previous studies on adhesive dense emulsions [142]. Interestingly, such an effect of
cohesion is suppressed if the global Bond number is less thanone, where our numerical data
agrees well with previous theoretical/numerical studies on non-cohesive particles [160, 211].
Hence, we show that the global Bond number,Bo, captures the transition between essentially
non-cohesive free-flowing granular assemblies(Bo< 1) to cohesive ones(Bo> 1).
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Figure 5.3: (Color online) Non-dimensional angular velocity profile ω at the top surface
plotted against the radial coordinater scaled by the mean diameter〈d〉. Different symbols
represent different values of the global Bond number given in the inset, where the solid lines
represent the corresponding fits to Eq. (5.4).

5.3.2 Structure and distribution of forces in shear bands

To understand the microscopic origin of the anomalous flow profiles of cohesive aggregates,
we study structures of force chains and statistics of the interparticle normal contact forces.
Recently Wang et al. [226] reported the shape of probability distribution as an indicator for
transition of flow from quasistatic to inertial flows. In thissection, we us similar philosophy
to determine if there is any change in the shape of PDFs as the cohesive strength is increased.

Figure5.6 shows force chains of positive ((a) and (b)) and negative ((c) and (d)) normal
forces in the systems with low cohesion ((a) and (c)) and strong cohesion ((b) and (d)).
Grey color shows the weak forces, while red and blue colors show the strong positive and
negative forces respectively. The strong or weak positive forces are forces larger or smaller
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Figure 5.4: (Color online) (a) Position and (b) width (both scaled by mean particle diameter)
of shear band at the top surface plotted against the global Bond number. Symbols with
error-bars are the data, while the lines are only a guide to eye.
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Figure 5.5: (Color online) (a) Position and (b) width (both scaled by mean particle diameter)
of shear band in the cell plotted against heightz scaled by the filling heightH. Different
symbols correspond to values of the global Bond number givenin the inset. The lines in (a)
and (b) are the predictions, Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6), respectively.

than the mean positive forcefpos. A similar approach is adopted to identify the strong/weak
negative forces. In this figure, we observe that both the positive and negative forces are fully
developed in the cohesive system ((b) and (d)), where the intensity of the positive/negative
force inside of the shear band is much stronger than that outside. In addition, the strong
(positive/negative) force chains are percolated through the shear band region. As explained
in Sec.5.3.3, we can also see that the positive and negative force chains are aligned in their
preferred directions, i.e. compressive and tensile directions, respectively.

Figure5.7displays scatter plots of the interparticle forces againstoverlaps between the par-
ticles in contacts, where each point corresponds to a contact and different colors represent
different height, i.e. pressure level in the system. The left and right columns are the results
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Bo A1 A2 H β z
H range Wtop γ

0 0.50± 0.0005 0.500± 0.0005 0.0365 2.52 0.1-1 0.0117 0.507
0.17 0.50± 0.0005 0.499± 0.0005 0.0365 2.52 0.1-1 0.0118 0.523
0.33 0.49± 0.0007 0.500± 0.0007 0.0365 2.512 0.1-1 0.0118 0.555
0.81 0.49± 0.0008 0.500± 0.0008 0.0361 2.494 0.1-1 0.0119 0.583
1.05 0.49± 0.001 0.501± 0.001 0.0359 2.510 0.1-1 0.0120 0.582
1.50 0.49± 0.002 0.501± 0.002 0.0364 2.453 0.1-0.8 0.0126 0.613
2.22 0.49± 0.003 0.501± 0.003 0.0368 2.367 0.1-0.6 0.0138 0.667
2.85 0.49± 0.005 0.502± 0.005 0.0369 2.259 0.1-0.6 0.0160 0.713

Table 5.1: Table showing filling height of the systemH, and fitting rangez/H for Eqs. (5.5)
and (5.6), together with the fit parametersA1, A2 in Eq. (5.4), β in Eq. (5.5), Wtop andγ in
Eq. (5.6).

Figure 5.6: (Color online) Force chain networks of positivenormal forces forBo = (a)
0.33 and (b) 2.85, and negative normal forces forBo= (c) 0.33 and (d) 2.85 at height
0.02< z< 0.05 m, respectively.

of inside and outside of shear bands, respectively. The lower z is, the higher is the average
force (or overlap), to sustain a pressure due to the weight ofthe particles. For almost all val-
ues ofBo, the density of points towards unloadingkp branch inside the shear band is higher
compared to the points outside. We also observe that with increasingBo, the most contacts
(except for small pressure) drift towards and collapse around the limit branch of the contact
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Figure 5.7: (Color online) Scatter plots of overlaps and forces between all contacts inside
(left) and outside (right) of the shear bands for differentBo= 0.33 and 2.85. The different
symbols represent a zoom into the vertical rangesz= 8 mm±1 mm (green stars), 15 mm
±1 mm (blue circles), 22 mm±1 mm (magenta dots), 29 mm±1 mm (cyan squares), with
approximate pressure as given in the inset. Note that the points do not collapse on the
line kp(δ − δ f ) due to the finite width of the size distribution: pairs of larger than average
particles fall out of the indicated triangle. Radial range 0.075 m≤ r ≤ 0.085 m signifies data
points inside the shear band, while the radial range 0.055 m≤ r ≤ 0.065 m signifies the data
points outside the shear band.

model (especially inside shear band). This implies,the cohesive forces are more pronounced
in shear bandsrather than the outside.

5.3.2.1 Mean force and overlap in shear bands

Figure 5.8 displays the mean normal forces,〈 f 〉, in shear bands against pressure,P, for
different values of the global Bond number, where the solid line is the prediction by Shaebani
et al. [175] for non-cohesive granular systems as

〈 f 〉 = 4π〈a2〉
φCg2

〈P〉 (5.7)

with the 2nd moments of size distribution〈a2〉, coordination numberC, volume fractionφ ,
and mean pressure〈P〉. Notably,the mean normal force is almost independent of cohesion
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Figure 5.8: (Color online) The mean normal force inside of the shear band plotted against
pressure, where different symbols represent the global Bond number (as given in the inset)
and the solid line is given by Eq. (5.7).

and linearly increases with pressure as in the cases of static non-cohesive [125, 178] and co-
hesive systems [232]. We also observe that for low pressure, Eq. (5.7) slightly over predicts
the value of the mean force, while for higher pressure the prediction well captures the data.

While the mean value is insensitive to cohesion, the mean positive and negative normal
forces,〈 fpos〉 and〈 fneg〉, strongly depend on cohesion. Figure5.9 shows the mean positive
and negative forces against pressure for different values of Bo, wherethe intensities of the
mean positive and negative forces increase with cohesionas we observed the fully developed
positive/negative force chains in the cohesive system (Fig. 5.6). Note that the mean positive
force is linear against pressure and independent of cohesion belowBo= 1, while its depen-
dence on pressure becomes nonlinear aboveBo= 1. Though the origin of this nonlinearity
is not clear, it is readily understood that cohesion enhances the collective motion of the par-
ticles, i.e. the particles rearrange less and the system is in a mechanically constrained state.
Because the increase of cohesion also increases the magnitude of negative forces, both the
positive and negative force chains remain strong to balanceeach other. It is noteworthy that
in Fig. 5.7, the increase ofBo increases the density of points in both positive and negative
extremes, inside the shear band.

The cohesive force seems not to affect the average number of contacts, see Ref. [181], where
we reported that cohesion had practically no effect on the contact number density (volumetric
fabric) in the same system. Fig.5.10shows the fractions of repulsive and attractive contacts
against pressure for different Bond numbers, together withthe overall coordination number.
An increase of cohesion generates more attractive contactswhile it decreases the number of
repulsive contacts. Interestingly, the overall mean forceremains independent of cohesion
and contacts simply redistribute between the repulsive andattractive directions.
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Figure 5.9: (Color online) The mean (a) positive and (b) negative forces inside the shear
band plotted against pressure, where different symbols represent the global Bond number
(as given in the inset).
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Figure 5.10: (Color online) The fractions of (a) positive and (b) negative contacts inside
the shear band plotted against pressure, where different symbols represent the global Bond
number (as given in the inset).
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Figure 5.11: (Color online) Normalized mean overlap<δ>
δ p

max
inside the shear band plotted

against pressure, where different symbols represent the global Bond number (as given in the
inset).

In contrast to the mean force, the mean overlap between particles in contact depends on co-
hesion non-linearly as shown in Fig.5.11. In our model of cohesive particles [102], overlaps
are positive for both positive and negative forces. It is worth mentioning that for lowBo, the
time evolution of〈δ 〉 saturates quickly, while forBo= 1.5,2.22 it takes longer to longer to
reach the steady state due to the plastic increase of the overlap in average [107].

5.3.2.2 PDFs of forces and structures of strong force chainsin shear
bands

The distributions of forces are also strongly affected by cohesion. Figure5.12shows the
PDFs of normal forces in shear bands for different pressure and cohesion, where the forces
are scaled by the mean normal force, i.e.f ∗ ≡ f/〈 f 〉. As can be seen, the PDF in shear band
for cohesion-less particles is almost independent of pressure (Fig.5.12a), while it depends
on pressureif the cohesive forces are very strong (Fig.5.12b). Figure5.13 displays the
variations of the PDFs for different intensities of cohesion, where we find that the PDF
becomes broad with increasing cohesion and this trend is more pronounced forBo> 1.
Therefore,the strong cohesion, which leads the system to “mechanically frustrated state",
induces large fluctuations of positive/negative forces. We note that Yang et al. [232] also
found similar trends in static three-dimensional packingsfor small sized particles, where the
PDF becomes broader, as particle size decreases, i.e. cohesion increases. Broadening of the
PDFs was also observed by Luding et al. [111] during cooling down of a sintered system.

The cohesive forces change not only the shapes of the PDFs, but also the asymptotic behav-
iors of the PDFs, i.e. the structures of strong force chains.At first, we fit their tails by a
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Figure 5.12: (Color online) Probability distribution of the normalized force for (a) cohesion-
lessBo= 0 and (b) highly cohesiveBo= 2.85 systems at different pressures in the system.
Different symbols represent value of local pressure (as given in the inset).
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Figure 5.13: (Color online) Probability distribution of normalized forcef ∗ for (a) low pres-
surep = 50 Nm−2 (close to top) and (b) high pressurep = 400 Nm−2 (close to bottom)
in the system for data inside the shear band. Different symbols represent the global Bond
numberBo (as given in the inset).
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Figure 5.14: (Color online) Fit parameters (a)α and (b)f0 plotted against Bond numberBo.
Different symbols represent value of local pressure (as given in the inset).

stretched exponential function [214]

P( f ∗)∼ e−( f ∗/ f0)
α

(5.8)

with a characteristic forcef0 and a fitting exponentα. Figure5.14displays the characteristic
force and the exponent against the global Bond numberBo. If Bo< 1, we obtain f0 =

1.4± 0.1 andα = 1.6± 0.1, which is very close to that predicted by Eerd et al. [214]
for three-dimensional cohesionless ensemble generated byMD simulations. ForBo> 1,
however, both the characteristic force and fitting exponentdecrease with increasing cohesion.
The decreasing fitting exponent hints at stronger fluctuations in the force distribution. A
Gaussian tail of the probability distribution would indicate a more homogeneous random
spatial distribution of forces. The deviation towards an exponential distribution can be linked
to an increase in heterogeneity in the spatial force distribution; as mentioned in previous
studies [113, 153, 235]. Therefore, we conclude thatthe tail of the PDF becomes more
exponential with increasing cohesion, which implies a heterogeneous spatial distributions of
strong forces.

Also we observe that the fitting exponent decreases with increasing pressure, which again
implies that at high pressure spatial distribution is more heterogeneous compared to that for
low pressure.

5.3.3 Anisotropy of force chain networks in shear bands

In the case of simple shear, there are two non-zero eigenvalues of the strain rate tensor,
which are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign, and the third eigenvalue is zero. The
plane containing the eigen-vectors with non-zero eigenvalues is called the “shear plane”,
where the eigen-vector with zero eigenvalue is perpendicular to this plane (parallel to the
shear band). We call the eigen-directions with positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues as the
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Figure 5.15: (Color online) A sketch showing the shear band as dotted line, shear plane, and
three eigen-directions of the strain rate tensor. Grey lines show inner and outer cylinders,
while solid brown line shows the split, dashed black line shows the shear band which initiates
at the split at bottom and moves towards inner cylinder as it moves towards the top. Green
arrow represents the eigen-direction for neutral eigenvalue of the strain rate tensor, which is
tangential to the shear band, perpendicular to this vector is the shear plane (yellow shaded
region), which contains the eigen-directions for compression (red arrow) and tensile (blue
arrow) eigenvalues.

compressive, tensile, andneutraldirections, respectively. Since the compressive and tensile
directions are associated with loading and unloading of contacts, respectively, it is intuitive
that in the absence of any external force, the mean force would be positive in compressive
direction, negative in tensile direction, and almost zero in neutral direction.

In our system, both compressive forces and shear play a combined role, where the neutral
direction gets a contribution from external compressive force only, while the two principal
(compressive and tensile) directions get contributions from both shear and external compres-
sive force. Because the cohesive force is activated by unloading, it should affect the force
along the tensile direction. Note that the shear band here isnot vertical, instead its orientation
changes with depth as shown in the schematic in Fig.5.15. In this figure, the eigen-direction
of the neutral (zero) eigenvalue (green arrow) moves with the shear band. This turning of
the neutral eigen-direction makes the shear plane tilt as well (which is shown by the yellow
shaded regions). To extract the contacts aligned along these directions at a given pressure in
the system, we first calculate the local strain rate tensor and extract the three eigen-directions
nγ . Next, we look for contacts with unit contact vectornc, which satisfy the condition|nc.nγ |
≥ 0.9 . The contacts which satisfy the condition for compressiveeigen-direction are termed
compressive, and tensile and neutral contacts are defined similarly. The forces carried by
compressive, tensile, and neutral contacts are denoted byfcom, ften, and fneu respectively.
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Figure 5.16: (Color online) Difference between the mean forces in different eigen-directions
of the strain rate tensor subtracted from overall mean forceplotted against local pressure in
the system. Different symbols represent the global Bond numberBo (as given in the inset).

Figure 5.16 shows the mean forces relative to overall local mean force,f
′
com/ten/neu ≡

〈 fcom/ten/neu〉− 〈 f 〉, plotted against pressure for different values ofBo. We find thatf
′
com(>

0) and f
′
ten(< 0) are symmetric about zero, andf

′
neu≃ 0. Because the mean force along

the neutral direction is independent ofBo, the cohesion does not affect the neutral direction
(due to the absence of shear in this direction). However,f

′
ten decreases with pressure and

cohesion, whilef
′
com increases to keep the mean overall force to stay independentof cohe-

sion. Both positive and negative forces are present in all directions. However, the positive
and negative forces dominate in the compressive and tensiledirections, respectively.The
anisotropy of forces is more pronounced with increasing pressure and cohesion, as observed
in Fig. 5.6.

Next, we study the PDFs of forces in the compressive, tensile, and neutral directions. Figure
5.17displays the PDFs along each direction for non-cohesiveBo= 0 and highly cohesive
Bo= 2.85 systems, where the forces along different directions arenormalized by the overall
mean force. In a non-cohesive system (Fig.5.17a), we observe that forf ∗ < 1, the PDF
along the tensile direction is higher compared to that for the compressive direction, which
is intuitive as the majority of contacts will have smaller forces in the tensile direction. For
f ∗ > 1, however, the PDF along the compressive direction is higher compared to that along
the tensile direction, as force along the compressive direction should be stronger compared
to that along the tensile direction [201]. For a highly cohesive system (Fig.5.17b), a sim-
ilar behavior is observed for positive forces, while for small positive and negative forces,
due to attractive forces the probability is higher along thetensile direction compared to the
compressive direction. The PDFs of forces in the neutral direction lie in between those in
compressive and tensile directions, suggesting a close to average distribution of forces in the
neutral direction.
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Figure 5.17: (Color online) Probability distributions of normalized forcesf ∗ = f/〈 f 〉 in
compressive, tensile, and neutral directions inside the shear bands. Here, we show the results
for high pressure in (a) non-cohesive and (b) high cohesive systems. The PDFs of overall
normalized forces are also shown.

Figure5.18shows the variations of the PDFs along compressive and tensile directions for
different values ofBo. If Bo< 1, the PDFs collapse on top of each other. However, the PDFs
get wider with increasing cohesion aboveBo= 1 (such widening is more prominent for
positive and negative forces in the compressive and tensiledirections, respectively). Again,
we confirm that strong cohesion leads to an increases of positive and negative forces in
the compressive and tensile directions, respectively. Therefore,the force distributions in the
principal directions gets more heterogeneous with increasing cohesion for Bo> 1, and hence
the heterogeneity of the overall force structure increases.

The results in this section, suggest that for lowBo, compressive forces and shear dominates
and governs the distribution of forces along compressive and tensile directions. The forces
respond to external compression and shear, i.e., due to shear, particles can rearrange and
avoid very large forces. In contrast, for highBo, cohesion dominates over external compres-
sion and the contact forces respond mainly to cohesion and shear. Due to the sticky nature
of cohesive forces, rearrangements of the contact network become difficult, and very large
contact forces as well as strong sticking forces occur together, and hence the contact network
becomes more heterogeneous.

5.4 Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter, we have studied the effect of cohesion on shear banding in dry cohesive pow-
ders. We used a dimensionless parameter the globalBond number Boto quantify how strong
cohesive forces are relative to compressive forces. We found thatBo≃ 1, very well predicts
the transition from a free-flowing, non-cohesive system to acohesive system. Interestingly,
we found that many quantities of the system show a transitionat Bo≈ 1.
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Figure 5.18: (Color online) Probability distributions of normalized forces in (a) compressive
( f ∗c = fc/〈 f 〉) and (b) tensile (f ∗t = ft/〈 f 〉) directions inside the shear bands. Here, we show
the results for high pressure and different strength of cohesion, where different symbols
represent the global Bond numberBo (as given in the inset).

5.4.0.0.1 Shear band Width and center position of the shear band forBo< 1 stay fairly
the same as for non-cohesive material, and show a dependenceon cohesion only forBo≥ 1.
Cohesive forces tend to keep the particles in contact to be connected, i.e. the cohesive forces
assist the “collective motion” of particles. As a result, the shear band i.e. the velocity
gradient, tends to be flattened. Therefore, the width of the shear band increases with the
strength of cohesion, i.e. the Bond number. This would implythat, presence of attractive
forces works against the localization of shear.

5.4.0.0.2 Forces and their direction dependenceThe mean force〈 f 〉(P) (with P∝ H−
z) is found to be independent of cohesion, like the number of contacts. With increasingBo,
stronger attractive negative forces are possible at the contact (which is intuitive). However,
these negative forces must be balanced by some positive forces to maintain the same overall
mean force. Therefore, the positive forces also must becomelarger as compared to non-
cohesive systems.

Because we apply shear, compressive/tensile contacts are induced in the system in compres-
sive/tensile eigen-directions of the local strain rate tensor. However, there exists a direction
along which no shear takes place. We observe that the mean force along this direction re-
mains unaffected by cohesion, which implies that cohesive forces in the system are induced
by shear. Both negative and positive forces are influenced along both tensile and compressive
directions.

The mean force carried by contacts along compressive and tensile directions issymmetric
about mean overall force. ForBo≤ 1, this difference i.e. anisotropy of the force network is
independent of cohesion, while forBo> 1 the anisotropy in the force network increases with
cohesion. Macroscopically, this anisotropy in force is directly related to the shear stress, we
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observe that the trend in force anisotropy is very similar tothe trends found in the shear
stress in previous work [107].

5.4.0.0.3 Force probability distribution Since granular systems are known to be hetero-
geneous in nature, we also analyzed the effect of cohesion onthe force probability distribu-
tions. For non cohesive systems, no prominent effect of pressure on force distributions could
be seen. For high cohesionBo> 1, pressure affected the distribution of forces, by mak-
ing the tails longer as compared to the case forBo≤ 1. The distribution of forces showed
that cohesion makes the force distributionwide, and more symmetric. Splitting up the force
distributions along the compressive and tensile directions revealed that, forBo≤ 1, the dis-
tributions are almost independent of cohesion. For higherBo, cohesion broadens the force
distributions along tensile direction, which in turn affects the distribution along the com-
pressive direction. This suggests, an increase in heterogeneity in forces forBo> 1 along
compressive and tensile directions. For lowBo, the dynamics helps the particles to rearrange
and avoid very strong forces. In contrast, for highBo, cohesion induces stickiness at the con-
tacts so that rearrangements are suppressed, increasing heterogeneity of the system, which
is evident from longer tails of the probability distribution for system with higherBo.

In conclusion, we have reported that both the flow profiles properties of the system (shear
banding) and the force structure are unaffected by cohesionfor Bo≤ 1. In contrast, for
Bo> 1, cohesion strongly affects the flow, the anisotropy, and the internal force structure.
Attractive forces have been found to reduce shear localization for Bo> 1. In the same
regime, cohesion also promoted heterogeneity of the forces. These two observations inde-
pendently are consistent with previous studies with attractive forces, concerning rheology
[30] and force structures for static packings [232].

As speculation for a wider view, our results can be interpreted as follows: In the language
of statistical mechanics,Bo corresponds to a “control parameter” andBo= 1 to a “critical
point”. The critical changes in the characteristic force and the fitting exponent show a small
pressure dependence, which could be better predicted usinga pressure dependent local Bond
number. Since the localBo are close to the globalBo, the system can be classified by
the latter. In our case, the macroscopic properties (position and width of shear-bands) and
structural signatures (the tails of the PDFs) gradually increase fromBo= 1. This implies,
that this increase, behaves like a “second-order transition”. Confirming this would need a
further detailed study. Also, experiments performed with controlled cohesive strength would
be exciting to confirm and validate our results. Finally it would be interesting to reproduce
our findings with different contact models, such as capillary bridges or even simpler linear
contacts models.
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5.A Appendix

In this appendix, we present the dependence of maximum attractive on local pressure in the
system.

5.A.0.0.4 Maximum attractive force The extreme loading and unloading branches are
reflected by the outer triangle in Fig. 1 in [102]. Starting from a realized maximum overlap
during loading,δmax< δ p

max, the unloading happens within the triangle, as can be character-
ized by a branch with stiffness

k2 = k1+(kp− k1)δmax/δ p
max (5.9)

(as given in [180]). The elastic, reversible force along this branch is givenby k2(δ − δ0)

[102, 180]. The intermediate stiffnessk2 follows from a linear interpolation betweenk1

andkp, as explained in [102, 180]. The corresponding maximal attractive force isfm =

−kcδmin = −kc
(k2−k1)
(k2+kc)

δmax. If we assume that the maximal overlapδ p
max is realized under a

given external (compressive) pressurepmax, then we can infer p
pmax

= δmax
δ p

max
, with pressurep

beingp= k1δmax/A, A being a representative area. This leads to realized maximalattractive
force being

fm =−kc
(k2− k1)

(k2+ kc)

p
pmax

δ p
max (5.10)

Using Eq. (5.9) in Eq. (5.10), we get

fm =−kc

(kp− k1)
pmax
k1

(

p
pmax

)2

kc+ k1+(kp− k1)
p

pmax

. (5.11)

This definition can be used to define a local Bond number asBoa
l (P) = fm(P)/〈 f (P)〉, where

mean force at that pressure is as discussed in Sec.5.2.3. This Bond number would be
compared with various other definitions in Sec.5.2.3.



Chapter 6

DEM simulations of granular

rheology: Effects of gravity and

contact stiffness. *

Abstract

The chapter presents a characterization of the shear failure behavior for an ideal-
ized granular material, under different gravity fields and contact stiffness conditions,
where the response is conventionally assumed to be independent of both. A series of
Discrete Element simulations are performed on a frictionalgranular assembly in a
split-bottom geometry varying over a wide range of particlesoftness and gravity. We
show that these two properties affect the flow behavior in a very similar fashion. In
the steady state, the macroscopic friction decreases systematically with an increase
in either particle softness or gravity and the ratio betweenforces due to gravity and
contact stiffness is a suitable non-dimensional parameterto describe the bulk behav-
ior of the material. This trend is traced back to the anisotropy in the contact network,
leading to a linear relation between macroscopic friction and deviatoric fabric in the
steady state. Interestingly, when the rotation rate of the system is increased the same
relation holds, stating that the two properties are relatednot only in the quasi-static
but also in the dense inertial regime.

*. Submitted.
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CHAPTER 6. DEM SIMULATIONS OF GRANULAR RHEOLOGY: EFFECTS OF GRAVITY AND

CONTACT STIFFNESS.

6.1 Introduction

Matter is usually classified into solids, liquids, and gases. Granular matter like sand or cof-
fee beans have special properties and do not meet this classification. When poured into a
container, it adapts to the shape of the container displaying a property of liquids, at rest it
appears solid. While a single grain is clearly solid, granular assemblies have quite different
properties. Understanding and modelling these common observations are difficult tasks, so
that granular flows have been subject of interest for decades[45, 55, 72]. The flowing be-
havior of granular materials is important due to its application in geophysics for description
and prediction of natural hazards such as landslides, avalanches etc. [55].

Most common granular flows, such as hopper, chute flows and landslides are dense, and can
be termedquasi-staticflows. There are many ways in which slow granular flows are different
from Newtonian flows [228]. For example in slow granular flows the particles have enduring
contacts, and inter-particle frictional force is the main source of dissipation. For this kind
of flows the relative motion is confined to narrow regions (between large solid-like parts)
called shear bands [22, 70, 169]. The flowing regime can be characterized by means of the
effective friction coefficient, which is the ratio of shear to compressive stress, that depends
on particle and contact properties [12, 192]. In the case of slow flows, this ratio is known to
be independent of local strain rate [28, 55, 119, 167].

In most of the granular flows, like geophysical situation or industrial application, gravity is
the main driving force for the flow. Still the effect of changing gravitational acceleration on
slow granular flows is largely unexplored. Moreover, this may be particularly important in
understanding of the geology on other planets [69]. A poor understanding of failure behavior
of soil found on planetary bodies can lead to problems like that of a Mars exploration vehicle
getting stuck in granular material [227].

The current understanding of gravitational granular flows,is based on the studies performed
under Earth’s gravity. Only a couple of studies have been performed on the effect of grav-
ity on granular flows. Klein and White examined the dynamic flow in a tumbler under low
gravity on a parabolic flight [85]. They found that the dynamic angle of repose of the flow-
ing layer decreases asg increases. Brucks et al. [26] performed centrifuge experiments at
gravity levels larger than Earth’s gravity and confirmed that the dynamic angle of repose
decreases with increase ing. Alshibli et al. [2] investigated the effect of loading condition
and confining pressure on the peak friction angle in a conventional triaxial compression test
in microgravity and found that peak friction angle in low gravity is higher compared to that
found on the Earth consistent with the others. Recent microgravity experiments by Murdoch
et al. [127, 128] in a Taylor-Couette setup confirm that shear bands can form in the presence
of weak gravity fields, just as on earth.

Motivated by these findings, in this paper, we numerically investigate the dependence of the
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bulk behavior of slow granular flows on the gravitational level. Using three-dimensional
Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations, we simulate cohesionless frictional granular
material in a split-bottom ring shear cell, as introduced inRef. [54] and vary gravity by two
orders of magnitude. Our simulations explore a range of values, which covers both gravity
smaller and larger than Earth’s to answer the question, whether or not a unique law could
describe the flow behavior on Earth, Moon and Mars. This also enables us to understand the
flow properties of granular materials in a broad range of confining pressures, ranging from
very low to very high stress levels. Additionally, we study the effect of the normal stiffness
of the particles on the bulk behavior, where normal stiffness provides a particle–level effect,
while gravity is a macroscopic modification. We find that theyhave opposite effect at meso-
scopic (local) scale, and the macroscopic material behavior can be well described when the
ratio between forces due to gravity and contact stiffness isused as a scaling parameter.

We organize this paper as follow: We explain our methods in Sec. 6.2and show our results
for quasistatic state and dense inertial regime in Secs.6.3and6.4, respectively. In Sec.6.5,
we discuss and conclude our results.

6.2 Discrete Element Method

In this section, we present our numerical simulations (Sec.6.2.1) and setup (Sec.6.2.2). We
also summarize various time scales associated with the system (Sec.6.2.5).

6.2.1 Model

We use DEM simulations of soft frictional particles in three-dimension. The normal force be-
tween the particles in contact is given byfn =−knδn−ηnvn, wherekn, δn, ηn, andvn are the
normal stiffness, particle overlap, normal viscosity coefficient, and relative velocity in nor-
mal direction, respectively. Similarly, the tangential force is introduced asft =−ktδt −ηtvn,
wherekt = 2kn/7, δt , ηt = ηn/4, andvt are the tangential stiffness, relative displacement
in tangential direction, tangential viscosity coefficient, and relative velocity in tangential di-
rection, respectively. We also introduce Coulomb’s friction between the particles, where the
tangential forceft is switched to the sliding forcefs = −µp| fn| with the particle friction
coefficientµp = 0.01, whenft exceeds the critical value, i.e.| ft |> µp| fn| [102].

To study the effect of particle softness on macroscopic behaviors, we change the normal stiff-
nesskn, as well as the tangential onekt = 2kn/7, within the range 10N/m≤ kn ≤ 104N/m. In
our simulations, the time increment∆t for numerical integrations of the equation of motion
is adjusted such that∆t is much smaller than the contact duration to ensure accuratedynamic
integration [102].
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6.2.2 Split-bottom ring shear cell

We perform numerical simulation in the same setup describedearlier in Sec.2.1.1.1. It
consists of two concentric cylinders, with inner and outer cylinder radii asRi = 0.0147m
andRo = 0.11 m respectively, with a split radius beingRs = 0.085 m (as shown in Fig.2.2).
The concentric cylinders rotate relative to each other around the symmetry axis (the dot-
dashed line). The ring shaped split at the bottom separates the moving and static parts of the
system, where a part of the bottom and the outer cylinder rotate at the same rate. The system
is filled with N ≈ 3.7×104 spherical particles with densityρ = 2000 kg/m3 = 2 g/cm3 up to
heightH. The cylindrical walls and the bottom are roughened due to some (about 3% of the
total number) attached/glued particles, as explained in [103–105]. When there is a relative
motion at the split, a shear band propagates from split position Rs upwards and inwards and
remains far away from cylinder-walls and bottom in most cases. Since we are interested in
the quasi-static regime, the rotation rate of outer cylinder is chosen to beΩ2π = 0.01 s−1, such
that the inertial numberI ≪ 1 [119].

6.2.3 Local averaging

One of the goals of current research in the granular community is to derive macroscopic
continuum theory that can take into account the given micro-mechanical properties. Find-
ing a connection between the two scales involves the so-called micro-macro transition [11,
91, 228], often applied on small, seemingly homogeneous representative volume elements
(RVE)s [217]. An alternative is to use an inhomogeneous geometry where static and dy-
namic, flowing zones i.e. high density and dilated zones co-exist – at various confining
pressure levels like e.g. in chute flows [228]. In these systems, by local averaging over
adequate representative volume elements (RVE)s inside which all particles are assumed to
behave similarly, one can obtain local continuum relationscovering a wide range of system
states. Such a procedure has been developed systematicallye.g. in a two-dimensional Cou-
ette ring shear cell [91], and a three dimensional split-bottom ring shear cell [103, 107]. The
free surface of the split-bottom shear cell allows to scan a range of confining pressures, due
to weight of the material, and its maximum is determined by the filling height.

6.2.4 Averaging and micro-macro procedure

The averaging procedure used in this study as same as discussed briefly in Sec.2.3.2.1.
From the simulations, we calculate stress and fabric tensors, which are represented asσi j

andFi j respectively. It is important to mention that for the rotation rate Ω
2π = 0.01 s−1, the

contribution of the kinetic stress to the total shear stressσ is much smaller compared to the
contact stress. Hence, we ignore the dynamical stress and concentrate on the contact stress.

For both stress and fabric tensors, we can calculate the eigenvalues and define the volu-
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metric partTv = (T1+T2+T3)/3 (pressurep andFv for stress and fabric respectively) and
deviatoric component asTdev=

√

((T1−T2)2+(T2−T3)2+(T3−T1)2)/6 (σdev andFdev for
stress and fabric respectively). The pressure is the isotropic stress, whileσdev quantifies the
normal stress difference. The volumetric fabricFv represents the contact number density,
while the deviatoric fabricFdev quantifies anisotropy of the contact network.

6.2.5 Time Scales

We characterize the dynamics of the system by different timescales focusing on various
quantities. At first, we define two microscopic time scales as

Tc = 2π

√

〈m〉
kn

, Tη =
〈m〉
ηn

, (6.1)

related to the contact duration and the viscous damping between two particles in contact, re-
spectively, where〈m〉 is the mass of a particle with mean diameter〈d〉. Next, two time scales
associated with external forces, i.e. the gravity and external rotation rate, can be introduced
as

Tg =

√

〈d〉
g

, TΩ =
2π
Ω

, (6.2)

respectively, whereTg is the time taken by a particle with zero initial velocity to fall a distance
〈d〉/2.

The time scales, Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), are given by the material constants and applied external
forces, respectively, so that these are constants throughout the system. In this sense, the time
scales,Tc, Tη , Tg, andTΩ, areglobal. On the other hand, we can introduce two macroscopic
time scales related to the local shear rateγ̇ and pressurep as

Tγ̇ =
1
γ̇
, Tp = 〈d〉

√

ρ
p
, (6.3)

whereTp represents the time pressure would take to push a particle away by a distance
〈d〉/2. As shown in the following subsections, the spatial distributions of pressure and shear
rate are inhomogeneous due to gravity and shear band/localization. Therefore, in contrast to
the global time scales,Tγ̇ andTp arelocal field variables with certain dependence on space.

The time scales can be combined in some dimensionless numbers that give indications
of dominance of one of the time scales. For example, the inertial number,I ≡ Tp/Tγ̇ =

γ̇〈d〉
√

p/ρ, which is widely used in previous studies [35, 55, 80], provides an estimate of
the local rapidity of the flow. ForI ≪ 1, the flow isquasistatic, where particles interact
via enduring contacts and inertial effects are negligible.For I ∼ 1, the flow is in thedense
inertial regime, and forI ≫ 1, the flow is in the rapid, collisional gas like state.
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Table 6.1: Table showingg (in units of ms−2), particle stiffnesskn (in units of Nm−1), and
various time scales associated with the system, as discussed in the main text (in units of s).
The values of these time scales are the average values reported atz= 2〈d〉,H/2,H−2〈d〉 in
the center of the shear band.

g Ω kn×102 Tc Tg Tγ̇ Tp I ×10−3 κ
0.5 0.005 1 0.002 0.0663 25, 20, 10 0.017, 0.025, 0.05 0.7,1.2,5 0.00002

1 0.01 1 0.002 0.0469 10.87, 7.8, 2.73 0.032, 0.0153, 0.0125 1.3, 2, 4 0.0005
2 0.01 1 0.002 0.0332 10.67, 7.47, 2.67 0.009, 0.011, 0.022 0.75, 2, 1.4 0.0034

5 0.01 1 0.002 0.0210 10.28, 7.37,2.60 0.005, 0.007, 0.014 2,0.8, 0.9 0.001
5 0.01 5 0.0009 0.0210 10.61, 7.55, 2.10 0.005, 0.008, 0.014 2.5, 0.8, 1.3 0.00005
20 0.01 1 0.002 0.0105 9.67, 7.03, 2.58 0.0029, 0.004, 0.008 1, 0.5,0.9 0.001
20 0.01 4 0.010 0.0105 10, 7.12, 2.66 0.0029, 0.004, 0.008 0.2, 0.4,0.7 0.0001

50 0.01 1 0.002 0.0066 8.67, 6.64, 2.5 0.0074,0.0027, 0.002 80, 34, 72 0.0025
50 0.01 10 0.0006 0.0066 10.06, 7.12, 2.6 0.0019,0.0022, 0.0046 50, 30, 60 0.00024
10 0.01 1 0.002 0.0148 9.98, 7.02, 2.61 0.004, 0.006, 0.01 1.1, 0.6,1.5 0.0004
10 0.01 10 0.0006 0.0148 9.09, 8.17, 2.63 0.004, 0.006, 0.01 1.4, 0.6,1.1 0.00005
10 0.01 100 0.0002 0.0148 10.71, 7.28, 2.79 0.004, 0.005, 0.011 1.2, 0.6,0.9 0.000005
10 0.1 1 0.002 0.0148 1.12, 0.7, 0.23 0.004, 0.006, 0.009 15, 6,9 0.0004
10 0.5 1 0.002 0.0148 0.25, 0.15, 0.05 0.004, 0.005, 0.01 75, 26,60 0.0004
10 1.0 1 0.002 0.0148 0.12, 0.07, 0.02 0.004, 0.005, 0.02 150,50,1020 0.0004
10 2.0 1 0.002 0.0148 0.021 0.03, 0.008 0.004, 0.006, 0.018 300, 160,1500 0.0004

Table6.1shows typical values of various timescales for our simulations with different normal
stiffness and gravity. For slow flows with a rotation rateΩ/2π = 0.01 s−1 and the gravity
g≥ 1 ms−2, the inertial number is well below 1. The inertial number is in the same range, if
we use the lower gravity and rotation rate,g= 0.5ms−2 andΩ/2π = 0.005s−1, respectively.
As the rotation rate increases, the inertial number becomescomparable to 1.

6.3 Quasistatic state

In this section, we present our results on the analysis of macroscopic rheology in a quasistatic
state. We will extend our analysis to dense inertial flows in Sec.6.4. At first, we study the
local stress, rheology and the macroscopic friction coefficient in Secs.6.3.1, 6.3.2and6.3.3,
respectively. We also show the results of local volume fraction in Sec.6.3.4, and connect the
rheology to the microscopic structure tensor in Sec.6.3.5.

6.3.1 Local stress and shear bands

Figure6.1 shows the local shear stress,τ(r,h), plotted against the local pressure,p(r,h), at
different positions, i.e. with different local shear rates, γ̇(r,h). We observe that for a given
pressure,τ is higher for largeṙγ, however forγ̇ > γ̇c (with γ̇c ≈ 0.08s−1), τ becomes almost
independent of the local strain rate. This means that the slope of the shear stress-pressure
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Figure 6.1: (Color online) The local shear stress,τ(r,h), plotted against the local pressure,
p(r,h), for different values of the local shear rate,γ̇(r,h) as given in the inset, under the
gravity,g= 10ms−2.

curve is almost constant for all data points with strain ratelarger than the threshold value. In
other words, if the dimensionless shear lengthlγ = tavγ̇ [103] exceeds unity, i.e. neighboring
particles are sheared about one particle diameter, the shear deformation can be assumed to
be fully established, which is a concept of the critical flow regime [103]. Ries et al. [160]
showed that a minimum strain is required to reach the critical state, which is a unique state
regardless of the preparation history of the material [229]. MRI experiments from Sakaie et
al. [166] also showed that the location where the strain is above a cutoff coincides with the
dilatancy zone, which on the other hand coincides with the region inside the shear band. Our
previous works [103, 107] showed, that for rotation rateΩ/2π = 0.01 s−1, γ̇c ≈ 0.08s−1 is
the shear-rate above which the shear-bands are well established. Since we are interested in
the flowing behavior in the steady state, in the rest of the paper, we analyze only the data in
shear bands,

γ̇(r,h)> γ̇c(Ω)≡ 4Ω
π

. (6.4)

6.3.2 Rheology

To understand the rheology and dilatancy in the system, we analyze the relations between the
local shear stress and shear rate, and the local pressure andshear rate, respectively. Figure
6.2displays the local shear stress,τ(r,h), and pressure,p(r,h), plotted against the local shear
rates above the cutoff shear rate,γ̇(r,h) > γ̇c(Ω) for Ω/2π = 0.01s−1. Here, the local shear
rates are restricted to relatively small values (due to small rate of rotation) and we find that
both the shear stress and pressure are fairly constant against the shear rate. Such states with
small shear rates can be assumed to be inquasistatic state, where both the shear stress and
pressure arealmostindependent of the strain rate in accordance with Refs. [44, 168, 194].
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Figure 6.2: (Color online) The (Left) local shear stress,τ(r,h), and (Right) pressure,p(r,h),
plotted against the local shear rate,γ̇(r,h). Different symbols show different heighth in the
system as given in the inset.

Note that both the shear stress and pressure increase as the height decreases, which is due
to the weight of the material above a layer at heighth. Fig. 6.3 displays the local pressure
against the height, where the pressure is well approximatedby

p(r,h)≃ ρg(H−h) . (6.5)

6.3.3 Friction coefficient

In a quasistatic state, both the local shear stress and pressure do not much depend on the
local shear rate, which means that the local friction coefficient, or shear stress ratio defined
as

µ(r,h)≡ τ(r,h)
p(r,h)

, (6.6)

also does not depend on the local strain rate, a property of the quasistatic state. In previous
studies, the friction coefficient has been assumed to be independent of both the particle stiff-
ness and gravity. However, the particles used in many previous studies were extremely rigid
and there are few works systematically investigating the dependence of the flow behavior on
gravity. Thus, we study the dependence of the local frictioncoefficient on the particle stiff-
ness and gravity, restricting ourselves to quasistatic states so that we can neglect the weak
dependence on the local strain rate.

Figure6.4adisplays the shear stress-pressure curve for different values of normal stiffness,
kn, where the softness of the particles drastically decreasesthe shear stress. Figure6.4b
displays the shear stress-pressure curve for different values of gravity,g, where the shear
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Figure 6.3: (Color online) The local pressure,p(r,h), plotted against the heighth in the
system, under the gravity,g= 10ms−2 . The line is the approximation given by Eq.6.5.

stress under higher gravity is always smaller than that under lower gravity. From these
results, the local friction coefficient in a quasistatic state, µ0, certainly depends on both
softness and gravity.

6.3.3.1 Linear approximation

To understand the dependence of the macroscopic friction coefficient in a quasistatic state on
the softness and gravity, we estimate it as the slope of a linear fitting function for the shear
stress against pressure, i.e.

τ(r,h)≃ µglobal
0 p(r,h) , (6.7)

whereµglobal
0 is aglobal friction coefficientwhich depends neither on the shear rate nor on

pressure.

Figure6.5adisplays the global friction coefficientµ plotted against gravityg for different
values of the normal stiffness,kn, as given in the inset. We observe thatµ decreases with
increasing gravity, while it increases with increasingkn. Figure6.5bshows the global friction
coefficient with different values of the normal stiffness,kn, and gravity,g, where all results
of µglobal

0 are collapsed if we introduce theglobal compressibility,

κ ≡
(

Tc

Tg

)2

=
〈m〉g
kn〈d〉

, (6.8)

defined as the square of the ratio between the two time scalesTc andTg. The global com-
pressibility,κ , provides a global measure of compressibility of the bulk material. A highκ
signifies that the bulk material is compressible, which comes from very high confinement by
the gravity or low contact stiffness at particle level. On the other hand, whenκ is small, the
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Figure 6.4: (Color online) (Left) The local shear stress plotted against the local pressure
for different values of the normal stiffness as given in the inset in units of kg/s2. Here,
the gravity is fixed tog = 10m/s2. (Right) The local shear stress plotted against the local
pressure for different values of the gravity as given in the inset in units of m/s2. Here, the
normal stiffness is fixed tokn = 10m/s2. Bothτ(r,h) andp(r,h) are scaled by the maximum
pressurepmax(r,h), respectively. Bothτ(r,h) andp(r,h) are plotted in the center of the shear
band.

average overlap is very small compared to the particle diameter, which means that the bulk
material is closer to being the rigid limit.

In Fig. 6.5b, the solid line is given by

µglobal
0 = µglobal

r −
(

κ
κ0

)α
, (6.9)

whereµglobal
r is the global friction coefficient in the rigid particle limit, and the exponent and

characteristic global compressibility are given byα ≃ 0.4±0.01 andκ0 ≃ 3.55, respectively.

Note that Klein and White [85] and Brucks et al. [26] showed similar dependence of the
macroscopic friction coefficient on gravity, where they found this dependence might be com-
ing from cohesive forces in micro-gravity and/or a load-dependent interparticle friction coef-
ficient. However, they focused on the dynamic flows, while ourresults are for slow granular
flows and no cohesive force or load-dependent friction was implemented in any of the DEM
simulation data presented here.

6.3.3.2 Nonlinearity

In the shear stress-pressure curves for different softnessand gravity (Fig.6.4), the depen-
dence of shear stress on pressure slightly “bends" with increasing softness and gravity. This
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Figure 6.5: (Color online) The global friction coefficient,µglobal
0 , plotted against (Top) grav-

ity g, and (Bottom) the global compressibility,κ = mg/(kn〈d〉), on a log-linear scale for
different values of the normal stiffness and gravity as shown in the inset. The solid line
represent the corresponding fit to Eq. (6.9).

means that the friction coefficient depends on the pressure and the shear stress becomes a
nonlinear function of pressure, i.e.

τ(r,h) = µ local
0 (p)p(r,h) , (6.10)

whereµ local
0 (p) is alocal friction coefficientwhich depends on pressure, but not on the shear

rate, since we excluded large strain-rate data.

Figure6.6 shows the local friction coefficient with different values of the normal stiffness
and gravity, where all results ofµ local

0 (p) are well collapsed if we introduce thelocal com-
pressibility,

p∗ ≡
(

Tc

Tp

)2

=
p〈d〉
kn

, (6.11)

defined as the ratio between two time scales,Tc andTp. Therefore, we rewrite the local
friction coefficient as a function of the local compressibility, µ local

0 (p∗). In this figure, we
scanned through a wide range ofp∗ by systematically varyingg andkn, and observe that for
p∗ < 5× 10−4, µ local

0 (p∗) is almost constant, while for higher valuesµ local
0 (p∗) decreases

with p∗ up to p∗ ≈ 0.1. This dependence can be written in the form,

µ local
0 (p∗) = µ local

r −
(

p∗

p∗σ

)β1

, (6.12)

whereµ local
r = 0.172 is the value of macroscopic friction in the rigid limit, which is in fair

agreement with contact dynamics simulations [210]. The exponent is found to beβ1 ≈
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Figure 6.6: (Color online) The local friction coefficient,µ local
0 (p∗), plotted against the local

compressibility,p∗, on a log-linear scale. Different symbols represent different values ofκ
as given in the inset of Fig.6.7, while the solid line represent the corresponding fit to Eq.
(6.12).

0.5±0.04 and the characteristic local compressibility isp∗1 = 10.08±0.2. As one extreme of
p∗, at p∗ = 0.1, the average overlap is almost 10% relative to the mean particle diameter, that
is thesoft particle limit. The upper bound ofµ local

0 (p∗) is the low compression case, where
the average overlap is much smaller relative to the particlediameter, and whereµ local

0 (p∗) is
almost double as large as forp∗ ≈ 0.1.

From Eqs. (6.5), (6.8), and (6.11), the global and local compressibilities,κ and p∗, are
connected by a relation

p∗(h∗) = κ(H∗−h∗) , (6.13)

or

κ =
2

H∗

(

1
H∗

∫ H∗

0
p∗dh∗

)

, (6.14)

where we introduced the scaled heights,h∗ ≡ h/〈d〉 andH∗ ≡ H/〈d〉. Therefore, the global
compressibility,κ , is proportional to the height average of the local compressibility, p∗.

6.3.4 Local volume fraction

In Fig. 6.7, the local volume fractionν is plotted against the local compressibility,p∗, where
the packing is rather loose for lowerp∗ and tends to a critical valueνc = 0.642. The data
can be very well fitted by

p∗ = a∗ (ν −νc) , (6.15)
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Figure 6.7: (Color online) The local volume fraction,ν(r,h), in the system plotted against the
local compressibility,p∗, on a semi-logarithmic scale. Different symbols representdifferent
values ofκ as given in the inset. The solid line represents the corresponding fit to Eq. (6.15).

with anda∗ = 0.48. Interestingly, no significant difference in volume fraction ν is observed
for p∗ < 10−3, while for p∗ > 10−3 within the fluctuations,ν begins to increase almost
linearly with p∗ (the curvature is due to logarithmic axis). The relation betweenν and p∗

is well established in the case of static packings [58, 71, 235]. Here we show that the same
relation holds for a slow granular flow, involving considerable finite strain rates.

6.3.5 Local structures

The shear resistance in a dense granular flow often accompanies the microscopic anisotropy.
Previous experiments have also shown that persistent shearleads to the buildup of a devi-
atoric fabric in the system [112, 216]. To relate such a structure to the rheology in a qua-
sistatic state, we analyze the fabric tensor. The second invariant of the fabric tensor quantifies
anisotropy of the contact network in the system.

6.3.5.1 Anisotropy

Figure6.8displays the local deviatoric fabric,Fdev(r,h), plotted against the local compress-
ibility, p∗, whereFdev(r,h) for different values of the particle stiffness and gravity is well
collapsed on a unique curve (solid line). This dependence can be written in a similar fashion
as Eq. (6.12),

Fdev(p
∗) = F r

dev−
(

p∗

p∗F

)β2

, (6.16)
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Figure 6.8: (Color online) The local deviatoric fabric,Fdev(r,h), plotted against the local
compressibility,p∗, on a log-linear scale. Different symbols represent different values ofκ
as given in the inset of Fig.6.7. The solid line represent the corresponding fit to Eq. (6.16).

whereF r
dev is the anisotropy of contact network in the rigid limit, the exponent is found to be

β2 ≈ 0.5±0.03, andp∗F ≈ 26.34±0.6.

In Figs.6.6 and6.8, we observe that the the local shear resistance and the localanisotropy
of the contact network in a quasistatic state show very similar dependence on the local com-
pressibility. In Fig.6.9, we plotµ0(p∗) againstFdev(p∗) for different values ofκ , where one
can see a linear relation between

µ local
0 (p∗) = µiso+bFdev(p

∗) , (6.17)

whereµiso = 0.01± 0.01≈ 0 is the friction coefficient in the (extrapolated) limit of an
isotropic contact network andb = 1.38 is a constant of proportionality. The shear resis-
tance accompanies the anisotropy in the contact network. This observation supports the
idea presented in recent studies [87, 88, 94, 238], where the authors claim that fabric is an
essential ingredient to uniquely characterize the critical state of a granular system.

6.3.5.2 Shape factor

Moreover we compare the shape factor (T2
T1

) for stress and fabric tensors, whereT2, andT1

are the eigenvalues of the deviatoric tensors.

In Fig. 6.10a, we plot the shape factor for the stress tensor. We observe that it is slightly
below zero. In Fig.6.10b, the shape factor for fabric tensor is fluctuates around zero. These
two observations suggest that the fabric and stress tensorsbehave differently even though
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Figure 6.9: (Color online) The local friction coefficient,µ local
0 (p∗), plotted against the local

deviatoric fabric,Fdev(r,h), for different values ofκ . Different symbols represent different
values ofκ as given in the inset of Fig.6.7. The solid line represent the corresponding fit to
Eq. (6.17).

they are proportional in magnitude (norm) as shown in Fig.6.9. The fabric tensor is in
a planar state very much like the strain rate, whereas stressis in a partly triaxial state, as
expected for a solid-like material.F2/F1 tends to positive values of largerp∗, establishing
the difference between structure and stress tensors.

6.4 Dense inertial regime

In the previous section, we showed that the friction coefficient and deviatoric fabric are
strongly correlated in a quasistatic state. Motivated by this, we check this correlation in the
dense inertial regime. In Sec.6.4.1we show the dilatancy law in the dense inertial regime.
In Secs.6.4.2, and6.4.3we extend our analysis of the friction coefficient and anisotropy to
the dense inertial regime. In Sec.6.4.4, we examine the correlation between the rheology
and microscopic structure in the dense inertial regime.

6.4.1 Dilatancy Law

Figure6.11displays the local volume fraction plotted against inertial numberI . The qua-
sistatic state data for different gravity and stiffness (from Sec.6.3) is superimposed with
the different external rotation rate data for a given gravity g = 10ms−2 and stiffnesskn =

100Nm−1. Two trends show up: (a) Different gravity and softness datafor low I ≈ 0.001
show an increasing trend, which is mainly due to 1/

√
P in I . Howeverν does not scale
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Figure 6.10: (Color online) Shape factor for (a) stress, and(b) fabric plotted against dimen-
sionless pressurep∗. Different symbols represent different values ofκ as given in the inset
of Fig. 6.7.

with I . This data was found to scale withp∗, as explained previously. (b)ν calculated from
simulations with different external rates of rotation for gravity g = 10ms−2 and stiffness
kn = 100Nm−1 however show a different trend. We observe thatν decreases approximately
linearly with increasingI . This data very well collapses on the relation:

ν(I , p∗) = ν local
0 (p∗)−bν I , (6.18)

which includes both the compressibility and inertial effect, with ν local
0 (p∗) as given b y Eq.

(6.15) andbν = 0.9±0.05. ForI ≤ 0.01,ν stays almost constant, and the system is inalmost
rate independent quasistatic regime, which was explored inthe previous section. However
for I > 0.01, the inertial effects begin to dominate and the system is found to dilates.

6.4.2 Friction coefficient

In this section, we analyze the dependence of friction coefficientµ on inertial numberI .

Figure 6.12 displays the local friction coefficient plotted against inertial numberI . The
quasistatic state data for different gravity and stiffness(from Sec.6.3) is superimposed with
the different external rotation rate data for a given gravity g = 10ms−2 and stiffnesskn =

100Nm−1. Once again, two trends show up: (a) Different gravity and softness data for
low I ≈ 0.001 does not scale withI . This data was found to scale withp∗, as explained
previously. (b)µ calculated from simulations with different external ratesof rotation for
gravityg= 10ms−2 and stiffnesskn = 100Nm−1 however show a different trend. We observe
thatµ increase approximately linearly with increasingI , starting fromµ local

0 (p∗). This data
very well collapses on the relation:

µ(I , p∗) = µ local
0 (p∗)+bµ(p

∗)I , (6.19)
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Figure 6.11: (Color online) Local volume fraction plotted against the inertial numberI for
results from simulations with different rates of rotation.Different symbols represent different
rates of rotation as given in the inset and rest symbols are same as given in Fig.6.7.

which includes both the compressibility and inertial effect, with µ local
0 (p∗) as given b y Eq.

(6.12) andbµ = 1.08± 0.05. For I for I ≤ 0.01, theµ is in rate independent quasistatic
state, which means it has almost no dependence onγ̇, but depends onp∗. However for for
I > 0.01, the friction coefficient increases linearly withI .

6.4.3 Anisotropy

Fig. 6.13displays the localFdev plotted against inertial numberI . The quasistatic state data
for different gravity and stiffness (from Sec.6.3) is superimposed with the different external
rotation rate data for a given gravityg= 10ms−2 and stiffnesskn = 100Nm−1. Once again,
two trends show up: (a) Different gravity and softness data for low I ≈ 0.001 does not scale
with I . This data was found to scale withp∗, as explained previously. (b)Fdev calculated
from simulations with different external rates of rotationfor gravityg= 10ms−2 and stiffness
kn = 100Nm−1 however show a different trend. We observe thatFdev increase approximately
linearly with increasingI . This data very well collapses on the relation:

Fdev(I , p
∗) = F local

dev0 (p
∗)+bFdev(p

∗)I , (6.20)

with F local
dev0

as given by Eq. (6.16) andbFdev≈ 0.9. It is noticeable that for a givenI , the scatter
in Fdev is more pronounced compared to that inµ . For I > 0.1, Fdev, shows a very different
behavior as predicted by Eq. (6.20), and a decreasing trend is observed. This might be due
to the fact that around thisI , packing becomes very loose, it is noticeable that forI ≈ 0.05,
volume fractionν ≤ 0.55. It is interesting to note that forI ≤ 0.05, the anisotropy in contact
network increases with increasingI . Fdev varies oppositely with the volume fraction, but
varies very much like the friction coefficient.
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Figure 6.12: (Color online) The friction coefficient plotted against the inertial numberI for
results from simulations with different rates of rotation.Different symbols represent different
rates of rotation as given in the inset and rest symbols are same as given in Fig.6.7.
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Figure 6.14: (Color online)µ plotted againstFdev for data in previous section and different
rates of rotation forg= 10. Different symbols represent different rates of rotation as given
in the inset and rest symbols are same as given in Fig.6.7.

6.4.4 Correlations with structures

Figure6.14showsµ plotted againstFdev for different rates of rotation. In the same figure,
we also plot the quasistatic data with different gravity andstiffness in Sec.6.3. All the data
collapses the linear relation used in Fig.6.9. Only for very high rate of rotation,Fdev drops
off (the packing becomes very loose for such rate of rotation). Interestingly, the same law as
proposed in quasi-static regime (where contact stress dominates) hold in the dense inertial
regime too. It is important to point out that the data plottedscans over at least three orders
of magnitude in bothκ andI , which further adds strength to this result. This suggests that
the local contact network dominates the behavior in the highinertial regime also.

6.5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the rheology of three-dimensional frictional granular assembly.

For slow quasistatic flows, we systematically varied gravity and stiffness to study the effect
of them on the flow behavior. Our data shows that the macroscopic friction coefficientµ
decreases with increase in both gravityg and softness. When the same data are plotted
against a control-parameterκ (which is the ratio of two time scales), the data collapse on a
unique curve. Even though,kn andg affect the force between particles at different scales,
they have equal and opposite effect at the mesoscale (local scale). Both of them have an
effect on the flow behavior by modifying the microstructure,as quantified by the deviatoric
fabric. Both deviatoric fabricFdev and macroscopic frictionµ can be expressed as very
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similar power law functions of the local compressibilityp∗. This proves that they are highly
correlated in quasistatic regime and theµ follows contact anisotropy.

We further studied the rheology of the system for gravityg= 10ms−2, and we found that for
faster flows the system enters into a rate dependent dense, inertial regime. We find that both
µ andFdev show very similar dependence onI , which shows that both are correlated even
in the dense inertial regime. This correlation fails only for very fast flows, as the packing
becomes too loose at such high shear rates. This shows that the contact network dominates
the behavior in slow and moderately fast granular flows too. The fact that for very fast flows,
i.e., I ≥ 0.1 friction coefficient does not follow contact anisotropy deserves a detailed study.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and outlook

Conclusions

Fact that the granular materials such as sand, cocoa powder,coffee beans, rice etc. are so
abundantly found in nature that one hardly realizes the unique properties they posses. Is it
not surprising that extra amount of coffee beans or muesli can be added to the jar simply
by shaking it? Granular materials are not only found in kitchens: the road we walk/drive
on is also made up of granular materials. The stick-slip motion of earthquakes and snow
avalanches are closely related to the processes that occur in a collapsing sand castle.

Granular materials are part of a large class of materials called disordered materials, which
as the name suggests are a disordered collection of macroscopic particles. Disordered mate-
rials, and in particular granular materials fill our daily life. Typical examples of disordered
materials are toothpaste, shaving foam and ketchup. Despite their omnipresence, we still do
not fully understand their behavior. What makes the behavior of a collection of sand grains
so challenging to model?

This difficulty arises from the fact that granular particlesinteract differently than the atoms
or molecules which solids, liquids or gases are made up of. Sand grains interactinelastically,
i.e. when two sand grains interact they dissipate energy, which means an external driving is
required to induce motion in a collection of sand grains. Unlike the molecules in ordinary
gas or liquid, which always fly around, the constituent grains in a sand heap arefrozen.
Therefore, tools such as kinetic theory, elasticity that are used to describe conventional gases
or solids, fail to describe the behavior of granular materials. Proposing a theoretical basis
that correctly describe the flow behavior of thesefrozenmaterials is a great challenge for
researchers.
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In this dissertation, we studied disordered materials numerically by modelling the flow be-
havior of spherical soft particles using a numerical tool called DEM in a special setup: the
split-bottomgeometry. The split-bottom is a useful tool to study the flow in granular materi-
als, as it induces flow in the granular medium in a special manner by creating a broadflowing
zoneknown as wide shear bands, in which many particles participate. In this dissertation,
an attempt is made to describe and predict the flow behavior ofparticles in the shear bands,
both micro- and macroscopically.

As a starting point, the dissertation begins with an investigation of pairwise collisions be-
tween particles. In chapter three, we study head-on collisions between two mesoscopic
adhesive particles, which can be seen as a collection ofmicroscopicparticles. An extended
and generalized version of adhesive contact model from Luding [102] is proposed by adding
short-ranged (non-contact) interactions. As the normal coefficient of restitutionen is the key
element to describe a collision, we investigateden as a function of the impact velocity. From
our analysis, it follows that with increasing impact velocity a stick-rebound-stick-rebound
behavior is observed. The first stick-rebound happens due toshort-range non-contact inter-
actions between two particles. The second stick-rebound isa novel feature of our study and
happens due to the elastic core in the material. This regime involves a change in physical
behavior of the system and resembles a material with an elastic core, for example asphalt
(elastic stone with plastic bitumen layer).

In this dissertation, we studied granular flows in the split-bottom geometry in several ways:
In chapter four and five, we studied the effects of friction and cohesion onbulk behaviorof
such flows.

Macroscopically, with increasing friction, the contact number density decreases. Shear re-
sistance (quantified by shear stress ratio) and structural anisotropy (quantified by deviatoric
fabric) show similar behavior with increasing friction. They increase with increasing friction,
and saturate above particle frictionµp ≃ 0.3. In both cases, the major contribution comes
from the “strong” subnetwork of contacts transmitting above-average contact forces. From
the microscopicpoint of view: The tails of the probability distribution functions (PDFs)
of both normal and tangential forces become longer with increasing friction. This demon-
strates an increase in heterogeneity of forces with increasing friction. Increasing friction also
strongly enhances the anisotropy in the force distributionof normal forces.

Introducing cohesion at contact, the contact number density and mean force remainalmost
unaffected by contact cohesion. A dimensionless parameter, called Bond numberBo, relat-
ing the maximum attractive force to the mean forces due to compression was introduced.
Bo≈ 1, very well estimates the crossover from a free-flowing, non-cohesive system to a co-
hesive one. Variousmacroscopicresponses such as shear banding are independent ofBo for
Bo< 1 and dependent onBo for Bo> 1. A few structural signatures like the tails of PDFs
show a similar crossover, they arealmostindependent of cohesion forBo< 1, while they get
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longer with increasingBo for Bo> 1. The mean forces carried by contacts oriented along
the compressive and tensile directions of the local strain rate tensors aresymmetricabout the
mean overall force. The difference between force carried bycontacts along these directions,
i.e. anisotropy of the force network is also independent of cohesion forBo< 1, while for
Bo> 1 the anisotropy increases withBo.

In chapter six, we focused on the rheology of such flows: simply put, the global rheology
is the relation between external rotation applied to the system and the resultingmacroscopic
response of the flow. The local rheology, however, relates local density, strain-rate, pressure
with structure, and a single simulation covers a rather big volume of state-space. For low
rates of rotation, i.e., low local strain rates, system is found to be in analmostrate inde-
pendent quasistatic regime. We studied the dependence of external compression and particle
softness on the flow behavior in this regime. We found that theshear resistance and the
deviatoric fabric decrease as either external compressionor particle softness are increased.
As a non-Newtonian local feature of granular flow, we reported that both fabric and shear
stress are non-planar, despite the planar strain-rate. Alldata scale when plotted against the
dimensionless pressurep∗, defined as the ratio between time scales related to the softness
and external compression or local pressure. The shear resistance and the deviatoric fabric
are found to be linearly correlated. When driven faster, thegrains in the split-bottom start
to collide with higher speeds and more frequently. Beyond some local strain rate, the inertia
of the system begin to dominate and the system enters into a rate dependent dense inertial
regime. Both the shear resistance and the deviatoric fabricbegins to increase with the local
strain rate. We find that even in the dense inertial regime, the shear resistance and the devia-
toric fabric are correlated. This correlations breaks downfor rapid flows, where the packing
becomes very loose.

Outlook

For the different subjects, which have been studied in this thesis, there are a few lines of
research that could be continued, as summarized next:

In chapter three various contact models for elastic and elasto-plastic collisions between two
particles are introduced. Chapters four and five deal with effect of cohesion on the macro-
scopic and microscopic responses of cohesive, dense granular media.

A comparison of various contact models for cohesion The contact model presented
in chapter three aims to reproduce the behavior of multi-particle systems of realistic fine
powders, which are typically non-homogeneous and often mesoscopic in size with internal
micro-structure on the scale of the typical contact deformation. There are a few features of
the contact model such as existence of a plastic threshold limit or reversibility of the tensile
branch, which are different from more realistic contact models, such as those by Thornton
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[199] or Tomas [204]. It would be interesting to directly measure the mesoscopic force-
displacement relation, i.e., the loading, unloading and re-loading behaviors for agglomerates,
where different interaction laws are applicable on the level of primary particles.

Effect of cohesion on the bulk behavior Chapters four and five deal with the effect of
friction and cohesion on both the microscopic and macroscopic behavior of dense, dry,
frictional-cohesive powders. In chapter three, we presented various cohesive models starting
from the simplest reversible/irreversible elastic cohesive to the irreversible elasto-plastic co-
hesive models. One is extremely “simple”, while others consider the fact that in reality the
collision between two particles is non-linearly dissipative in nature. Here we discussed cohe-
sive interaction due to plastic dissipation at contacts. However, there can be different origins
of cohesive interaction between the particles. Direct cohesion between two particles associ-
ated to van der Waals forces can be well characterized by irreversible elastic-plastic cohesive
model as presented in chapter three.Capillary forces due to the presence of humidity can
also lead to cohesion at contact.

An issue which remains unattended is whether our results on shear banding and force dis-
tributions are independent of the details of the interaction between the particles. The Bond
numberBovery well predicted various macroscopic properties like width and position of the
shear bands to be unaffected by cohesion forBo< 1, and a dependence forBo> 1. At the
microscopic scale, the structural signature like tails of force PDFs showed similar behavior
with increasingBo. The question which needs further investigation is how sensitive these
results are to the details of what goes on between the particles. Further shear cell simulations
with more elaborate cohesive models, and e.g. liquid bridges at contacts should be done and
compared with the results presented here.

Non-colinearity between stress and strain (rate) tensors As shown by [107, 110, 163]
and further elaborated by Weinhart et al. [228], for large strain rates and non-symmetric ve-
locity gradients one can observe non-collinear stress-strain (rate) relations. In this disserta-
tion, we studied how various particle properties (frictionand cohesion) and system properties
(gravity and external shear) affect themacroscopicflow behavior of the granular assemblies.
But we did not discuss in detail how the various particle and system properties affect this
non-collinearity. This topic deserves further attention,so as to formulate a correct and com-
plete tensorial objective description for granular materials.

Effect of softness and gravity on the flow behavior Chapter six showed the effect of
softness and gravity on the shear resistance and structuralanisotropy for slow, rate indepen-
dent quasistatic granular flows. However, we did not study the high shear rate regime, where
flow becomes rate dependent. We showed that the local dimensionless pressurep∗ very well
quantifies both the shear resistance and structural anisotropy of granular materials. For slow
flows, the flow behavior is independent of the local strain rate, while for fast flow-rate, it
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becomes significant. It is necessary to investigate how “compressibility ”and “local strain
rate ”of the bulk compete with each other, other than a simplesuperposition. A big range
of gravity or compressibility in other words should allow for a unified local rheological de-
scription of granular materials ranging from beingsoft to rigid if a wide range of strain-rate
is considered at the same time.

Segregation in granular media Granular mixtures are notorious for being segregated.
Gravity and local shear rates are the two major driving factors for segregation in dense gran-
ular flows. In this dissertation, especially in chapter six,we studied granular flows under
variable gravity foralmostthe same, slow local shear rate. While for a given gravity, using
different external rotation rates a wide range of local strain rates can be extracted. Study-
ing the segregation in two independent ways can help us to fillup the gravity-shear rate
phase-space for segregation.
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